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Abstract

The last decades’ tremendous advances in wireless communications have
been driven mainly by personal communications. Radio resource allocation
mechanisms for optimizing key metrics, such as average throughput and delay,
are by now rather well-developed. However, with the increased interest in
wireless machine-to-machine communication, new challenges emerge, such as
multi-hop connectivity, lossy and bursty links, battery-powered nodes, and
changing/unknown link parameters, among others. With these challenges in
mind, this thesis studies real-time communication in wireless lossy networks,
and how the resulting networking primitive can be used to design networked
control systems with optimal closed-loop performance.

First, we study optimal forwarding of deadline-constrained traffic over
multi-hop networks with losses on links described by finite-state Markov
chains. We consider two problems: maximizing the probability that packets
are delivered within specified deadlines; and minimizing the expected energy
cost with a guaranteed probability of on-time delivery. Both problems fall
into the category of Markov Decision Processes and can be studied in a gen-
eral dynamic programming framework. Particular instances with Bernoulli
and Gilbert-Elliot loss models, which admit insight and efficient computa-
tions, are discussed. Moreover, a number of extensions and variations of
the deadline-constrained forwarding problem are investigated. These exten-
sions include systems with unknown channel states and unknown link loss
models, scenarios with multiple concurrent flows, and solutions adapted to
opportunistic routing and the recent WirelessHART standard.

Second, we show how the solution for the deadline-constrained forwarding
problem can be used in the optimal co-design of networked control systems.
Specifically, we consider the joint design of packet forwarding policies and
controllers for wireless control loops where sensor data are sent to the con-
troller over an unreliable and energy-constrained multi-hop wireless network.
For fixed sampling rate of the sensor, the co-design problem separates into two
well-defined and independent subproblems: transmission scheduling for max-
imizing the deadline-constrained reliability and optimal control under packet
loss. We develop optimal and implementable solutions for these subproblems
and show that the optimally co-designed system can be efficiently found.

Finally, we study online shortest-path routing problems in which link de-
lays are time-varying and modeled by random processes with initially un-
known parameters. The optimal path can only be estimated by routing pack-
ets through the network and observing the realized delays. The aim is to find
a routing policy that minimizes the regret (the cumulative delay difference)
between the path chosen by the policy and the unknown optimal path. We
formulate the problem as a combinatorial bandit optimization problem and
consider several scenarios. For each scenario, we derive the tight asymptotic
lower bound on the regret that has to be satisfied by any online routing pol-
icy. These bounds help us to understand the performance improvements we
can expect when (i) taking routing decisions at each hop rather than at the
source only, and (ii) observing per-link costs rather than aggregate path costs.
Efficient algorithms are proposed and evaluated against the state-of-the-art.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication paves the way for a broad range of
life-changing applications, including smart buildings [1], smart grids [2, 3], wireless
health monitoring [4–6], intelligent transportation systems [7,8], wireless industrial
automation and control [9–11], and Internet of Things [12]. As one of the underlying
technologies, a large research effort has been put in wireless sensor networks in which
many low-cost and low-power sensor nodes are distributed over a certain area to
monitor the environment and are interconnected using wireless communication to be
able to convey their information to a destination. While wireless sensor networks
were proposed more than a decade ago and M2M communications have been a
very active area of research during the last several years [13, 14], the number of
deployments is still limited. One of the main obstacles is the lack of mechanism
that ensures timely data transmission over multiple hops and few studies attempt
to develop fundamental primitives required to support the Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements that emerge from M2M applications such as real-time monitoring and
control.

While this thesis focuses on real-time communication, there are also other crit-
ical issues that need to be addressed to enable wide-spread use of wireless M2M
communications. These includes, for example, security in smart grids [15], pri-
vacy and trustworthiness in wireless health monitoring [4], delay-tolerant packet
forwarding in body sensor networks [6], etc.

1.1 Applications

We give two examples of M2M communications, (i) wireless industrial process con-
trol and (ii) smart grids, where real-time packet delivery is crucial for successful
deployment.

1



2 Introduction

1.1.1 Wireless industrial process control
The integration of wireless networks and control can reduce costs by eliminating
the need for installing kilometers of cables, which are not only costly, but also
error-prone. Wireless communication also offers greater flexibility, as sensors can
easily be added and removed and placed in areas that are not easily reachable by
cables. This potential of lower deployment cost and high deployment flexibility has
spawned a number of recent standards for industrial wireless networks, including
WirelessHART [16], ISA100 [17], IEEE 802.15.4e [18], IETF routing protocol for
low-power and lossy networks (RPL) [19], and Time Synchronized Mesh Proto-
col (TSMP) [20].

In traditional digital control, sensor measurements are sampled periodically and
sent over a network to a controller node. Both message latency and data loss
degrade performance. It makes sense to require the sampled data to be successfully
delivered before the next sampling time; otherwise, old packets that are of relatively
little value for the controller would compete for networking resources with packets
that contain more recent and relevant data. Hence, an appropriate objective is
to maximize the probability that the packet is delivered before the next sampling
time. In Chapter 6 of this thesis, we show that the probability with which individual
packets in an end-to-end flow meet a hard deadline has a precise and quantifiable
impact on the performance of a closed-loop control.

1.1.2 Smart grid
The next-generation electric power system, often called the smart grid, incorporates
a significant amount of renewable energy sources such as wind power, hydro power,
solar power, etc. Many of the power sources will be small, such as a solar panel
installed on the roof of a home. Due to the large number of small energy production,
along with their variability (e.g. depending on if the source is solar or wind), it
is necessary to monitor the power network in real-time and coordinate producers
and consumers. Many sensors are deployed over the power network to monitor the
voltage, power and frequency. These data should be delivered on time to the control
stations to balance the power supply and demand over time or to detect attacks or
other anomalies. In such a system, long delays and the loss of packets with critical
information can have significant impact on the stability of the system [21].

1.2 Challenges

Real-time wireless M2M communication is not an easy task. It is expected that
M2M communication will be built on the wireless sensor networks. However, due
to the low-power and low-cost wireless sensor nodes, the analysis and design of
scheduling and routing algorithms with targeted real-time performance face many
new challenges compared to the traditional wired-networks and cellular networks.
Moreover, new QoS requirements emerge from both the M2M applications and the
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characteristics of the wireless sensor networks. In what follows, we first discuss
the challenges due to the wireless sensor networks in Section 1.2.1. Based on the
new QoS requirement and the characteristics of the wireless sensor network, we
then motivate and present the two main topics of this thesis along with their chal-
lenges in Section 1.2.2 for real-time communication with per-packet deadlines and
in Section 1.2.3 for online shortest-path routing.

1.2.1 Wireless sensor networks
• Multi-hop connectivity: Unlike cellular networks, low-power radios on wireless

sensor nodes usually need several hops to cover the distance from source
to destination.

• Lossy and bursty links: The quality of a wireless link varies over time due
to several factors, including natural channel variations and external interfer-
ences. Modern communication techniques can provide practically error-free
transmission using the appropriate power control, coding and modulation; but
such techniques are hard to implement in low-power and low-cost wireless sen-
sor nodes. Although erasure events on links can be considered independent
in some scenarios (e.g. static networks with long inter-packet transmission
times), packet losses are also typically correlated in time [22, 23]. Hence, a
good packet transmission strategy may also need to account for packet corre-
lations, increasing the complexity even further. Several recent studies showed
that heuristics that account for channel burstiness become important for ob-
taining strong routing performance [24,25].

• Battery-powered nodes: Energy efficiency is also critical, since sensor nodes
are often battery-powered with lifetime targets in the order of years. A nat-
ural objective is to minimize the energy cost. However, a lower energy cost
usually comes with an increase in the packet delivery delay and loss. The
characterization of the tradeoff among these three metrics is not easy.

• Changing/unknown link parameters: Packet losses in wireless sensor networks
occur randomly and average loss rates on links may change over time. For
example, mobile sensor nodes can move, which affects the inter-node dis-
tances. Other moving objectives may obstruct the line-of-sight communica-
tion of some links. The change of environment may influence the channel
quality of links. All of these contribute to a sudden change in the link pa-
rameters (e.g., the transmission success probability or the average delay). It
then becomes crucial to design algorithms that quickly learn the link parame-
ters so as to efficiently track the optimal strategy. Moreover, when a wireless
sensor network is first deployed, the link parameters are initially unknown
and must be estimated by transmitting packets and observing the outcomes.
For example, we need to quickly find a path with minimum delivery delay in
time-critical applications (e.g., disaster recovery and military combat fields).
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1.2.2 Real-time communication with per-packet deadlines
Most of previous studies in real-time wireless communication mainly utilize proto-
cols adapted from the Internet and mobile (cellular) networks, and concentrate on
minimizing average delay. Average delivery delay, however, is not an appropriate
metric in applications where failure of on-time packet delivery leads to significant
performance loss. With those algorithms aiming for minimum average delay, there
could be several packets with very long delays. The existence of these long delay
packets hinders the wide range deployment of such networks. This is in particu-
lar true for the wireless industrial control. The observation is illustrated by the
hypothetical example in Figure 1.1. Two schemes have average delays of 8 and 9
separately, but the scheme with longer average delay has a smaller delay variation.
Suppose that as long as the packet is delivered before the deadline, its contribution
to the system performance is the same. Then, if the deadline is 11, the scheme with
the larger average delay is preferable.
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Figure 1.1: A hypothetical example of the importance of real-time communication
with per-packet deadlines. Two schemes provide average delays of 8 and 9, but with
different delay variances. The application demands a per-packet delivery delay of 11.
Hence, the scheme with small average delay will perform worse due to the longer tail
of its delay distribution.

To give more insights, let us consider a well-known minimum average delay rout-
ing protocol based on the expected transmission count (ETX) metric [26]. The ETX
of a link is the expected number of transmissions required to successfully transmit
the packet on this link. Since losses from different links are usually assumed to be
independent, the ETX of a path is the sum of the ETX of each link in the path, and
the ETX-optimal path can be found by solving a classical shortest-path problem.
However, the ETX-optimal path does not provide any guarantee on on-time deliv-
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ery of deadline-constrained packets. To illustrate this, consider the network shown
in Figure 1.2. There are two paths from the source to the destination: the upper
path (S → R1 → D) has a small ETX value, on which the average packet delivery
delay is 10 transmissions, while the lower path (S → R2 → D) is a path with
on average 11 transmissions. However, Figure 1.3 shows that the large ETX path
is more successful in delivering packets before the deadline than the small ETX
path, when the deadline is smaller than 10 transmissions. Therefore, minimum av-
erage delay schemes could perform badly in real-time wireless communication with
per-packet deadlines.

S

R1

D

R2

0.2 0.2

1 0.1

Figure 1.2: A two-hop network. The numbers on the links denote the average success
probability. The expected transmission count (ETX) of a link is simply the inverse of
the success probability, and the path ETX is the sum of the ETX on each link of the
path. In this example, the upper path has a smaller ETX value of 10 transmissions
than the lower path of 11 transmissions.

Moreover, the optimal policy does not choose only one of the paths based on
the deadline of the packet. It also changes the transmission path according to the
remaining time to the deadline. Let us consider an example shown in Figure 1.4.
The relay path has a reliable connection, while the direct path is lossy. Any good
policy with deadline larger than two would choose the relay path. But if a packet
has experienced multiple losses and remains at the source when there is only a
single slot left until the deadline, the transmission decision should be to try the less
reliable direct path. A similar but not so obvious phenomenon can be observed for
the network topology in Figure 1.2. The optimal policy switches between the two
paths based on the remaining time to deadline, and obtains a better performance
especially when the deadline is 9 and 10 as shown in Figure 1.3. The bursty nature
of links further complicates the optimal policy. In the same example of Figure 1.4,
suppose the link between source and relay is bursty and correlated in time. It means
that the successful transmission probability after a failed transmission is very low.
A good strategy then would be to forward the packet on the unreliable path after
an unsuccessful transmission from the source to the relay.
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Figure 1.3: The cumulative delay distribution of transmitting on two single paths all
the time and the deadline-aware optimal policy. The large ETX path has more packets
delivered before the deadline than the small ETX path when the deadline is smaller
than 10 transmissions. However, the optimal policy is more than a selection between
the two single paths. It is time-dependent and switches between the two paths. The
computation of the optimal policy and its performance is the one of the main topics in
this thesis.

S

R

D

Figure 1.4: The longer path consists of two reliable links. However, a packet with
deadline 1 will be transmitted over the unreliable direct path. Moreover, if the link
between the source and the relay has correlated packet losses, the packet may be
transmitted directly on the unreliable path after an unsuccessful transmission from the
source to the relay.

1.2.3 Online shortest-path routing
Many works on wireless sensor networks assume a separation between link quality
estimation and routing protocol design. This is in general valid for networks with
stable connections, such as wireless sensor networks for air pollution and water
monitoring, forest fire detection, and industrial automation, among others. Such
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separation significantly simplifies the techniques involved in both the link quality
estimation and the routing protocol design. Indeed, a large part of this thesis
(Chapter 4, 5 and 6) is built on this assumption.

However, as discussed in Section 1.2.1, link qualities could be changing or ini-
tially unknown, and must be quickly learned in time-critical applications. In such
scenarios, we usually do not have a separate link estimation phase, and the link
estimation phase has to be run concurrently with actual packet deliveries. This
leads to a challenging trade-off between exploration and exploitation. On the one
hand, it is important to route packets on new or poorly known links to explore
the network and ensure that the optimal path is eventually found. On the other
hand, the accumulated knowledge must be exploited so that paths with low delays
are actually utilized. The online routing problem of even the classical shortest-
path routing for minimum average delay has not been extensively studied and fully
understood in the literature.

Note that online shortest-path problem is not unique to M2M communications.
Most real-world networks are also dynamic and evolve over time. For example,
nodes in ad-hoc networks could be moving constantly leading to changes in link
qualities and the delays in overlay networks used in peer-to-peer applications could
change unpredictably as the load in the underlay network fluctuates.

1.3 Thesis outline and contribution

The outline and the contributions of the thesis are as follows.

1.3.1 Methodological preliminaries - Chapter 2
Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 give a brief introduction to Markov decision processes
(MDPs) and multi-armed bandits (MABs), the two mathematical tools leveraged
in this thesis to study the real-time wireless communication. The main focus of the
two sections is on the relevant techniques that will be used in this thesis.

1.3.2 Real-time communication with per-packet deadlines -
Chapter 3, 4, 5

In Chapter 3, we provide a comprehensive survey on real-time wireless communi-
cation with per-packet deadlines in view of a lack of a review on this topic.

In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we consider deadline-constrained packet forwarding
over a multi-hop wireless network with lossy and bursty links modeled by Markovian
models. Each device is equipped with a half-duplex radio transceiver, hence none of
them cannot transmit and receive simultaneously. Communication is slotted, and
at each time-slot the transmission of a single packet and its associated acknowl-
edgement is allowed. In these two chapters, we mainly focus on the transmission
of a single transient packet through the network. In contrast to independent and
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saturated traffic sources often considered in personal communications, M2M com-
munications are typically lightly loaded and the traffic is transient. The majority
of control design techniques, for example, rely on periodic sampling with sampling
times longer than the minimal latencies. Moreover, this single transient packet
scenario can form the building block for supporting periodic traffic with per-packet
deadline smaller than the packet generation period.

More specifically, in Chapter 4, we address deadline-constrained problems with
two important metrics: the probability of successful on-time delivery and the ex-
pected energy cost. The model and precise MDP formulations for these two prob-
lems together with a general dynamic programming framework are first presented.
The first problem we study is to maximize the deadline-constrained packet forward-
ing reliability,

maximize
π

Rπ,

where π is the packet forwarding policy that determines if a node should forward
a received packet or drop it, and to which node it should attempt to transmit,
and Rπ is the deadline-constrained reliability, R, under policy π. The policy that
maximizes the probability that a packet is delivered within its deadline makes full
use of all available transmission opportunities as will be shown in Section 4.4. It
does not account for the possible energy-inefficiency of always transmitting despite
disadvantageous channel states. In order to understand the tradeoff among dead-
line, reliability and energy cost, we also address the minimum transmission energy
cost problem with a requirement of deadline-constrained reliability

minimize
π

Cπ

subject to Rπ ≥ Rreq,

where Cπ is the deadline-constrained energy cost C under policy π, and Rreq is a
given deadline-constrained reliability requirement.

Admittedly, in Chapter 4, some of our assumptions are restrictive. In Chapter 5,
we relax these assumptions, and study various extensions and variations of the
maximum deadline-constrained reliability forwarding problem. The basic setting
studied in Chapter 4 is that: the schedulers running in individual nodes have full
access to the channel states of their outgoing links (obtained, for example, by
running a separate link estimator); the link losses are modeled by independent
Markov chains with known parameters; there is only one real-time data flow. In
Chapter 5, we correspondingly consider the limited channel state information case
where the channel state can only be acquired by actually transmitting packets on
it, propose a method to learn the optimal policy under general unknown link loss
models, and discuss the multiple-flow problem. Moreover, several variations from
the alternative techniques are investigated including a dedicated time-slot schedule
rooted in WirelessHART standard and the opportunistic routing technique.
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1.3.3 Modular design of jointly optimal controllers and
forwarding policies for wireless control - Chapter 6

In Chapter 6, we present an application of the real-time scheme with per-packet
deadlines in the design of a wireless control system. Specifically, we consider the
joint design of packet forwarding policies and controllers for wireless control loops
where sensor measurements are sent to the controller over an unreliable and energy-
constrained multi-hop wireless network. For a fixed sampling rate of the sensor,
the co-design problem separates into two well-defined and independent subprob-
lems: transmission scheduling for maximizing the deadline-constrained reliability
and optimal control under packet losses. The network subproblem can be solved
by the techniques developed in the Chapter 4. We then present the optimal and
implementable solutions for the control subproblem, and show that the optimally
co-designed system can be efficiently found.

1.3.4 Online shortest-path routing - Chapter 7
Chapter 7 studies online shortest-path routing over dynamic multi-hop networks.
Link costs or delays are time-varying and modeled by independent and identically
distributed random processes, whose parameters are initially unknown. The pa-
rameters, and hence the optimal path, can only be estimated by routing packets
through the network and observing the realized delays. The aim is to find a routing
policy that minimizes the regret (the cumulative delay difference) between the path
chosen by the policy and the unknown optimal path. We formulate the problem
as a combinatorial bandit optimization problem and consider several scenarios that
differ in where routing decisions are made and in the information available when
making the decision. For each scenario, we derive the tight asymptotic lower bound
on the regret that has to be satisfied by any online routing policy. These bounds
help us to understand the performance improvements we can expect when (i) tak-
ing routing decisions at each hop rather than at the source only, and (ii) observing
per-link costs rather than aggregate path costs. In particular, we show that (i) is
of no use while (ii) can have a dramatic impact. Efficient algorithms are proposed
and evaluated against the state-of-the-art.

1.3.5 Conclusions and future work - Chapter 8
In Chapter 8, we summarize the contributions of this thesis, and discuss the limi-
tations and potential directions for future research.

1.3.6 Proofs - Appendices
The proofs of the lemmas, propositions and theorems appear either immediately
after their statements or in the appendix of their corresponding chapters.
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1.3.7 Publications and contributions
The thesis is built on the following publications. The order of authors’ names
reflects the workload, where the first author has the most important contribution.
The thesis author is the sole student author of these publications under the guidance
of his advisors, except the publications on the co-design framework in Chapter 6.
Moreover, except the control subproblem presented in Section 6.4.2, the thesis
author has participated actively in the development of the theory and the numerical
experiments and the writing of the publications under Chapter 6.

Chapter 4 is based on

Z. Zou, P. Soldati, H. Zhang, and M. Johansson, “Energy-efficient deadline-
constrained maximum reliability forwarding in lossy networks,” IEEE Trans-
actions on Wireless Communications, vol. 11, no. 10, pp. 3474-3483, Oct 2012.

Z. Zou and M. Johansson, “Minimum-energy packet forwarding over lossy
networks under deadline and reliability constraints,” in Proceedings of the
10th International Symposium on Modeling and Optimization in Mobile, Ad
Hoc and Wireless Networks (WiOpt), 2012.

Z. Zou, P. Soldati, H. Zhang, and M. Johansson, “Understanding the energy-
reliability tradeoff in deadline-constrained packet transmission over bursty
links,” in 1st workshop on real-time wireless for industrial applications (Real-
Win), co-located with the CPS Week 2011.

Z. Zou, P. Soldati, H. Zhang, and M. Johansson, “Delay-constrained maxi-
mum reliability routing over lossy links,” in 49th IEEE Conference on Decision
and Control (CDC), 2010.

Section 5.1 is based on

Z. Zou and M. Johansson, “Deadline-constrained maximum reliability packet
forwarding with limited channel state information,” in IEEE Wireless Com-
munications and Networking Conference (WCNC), 2013.

Section 5.5.2 is built on the following publication. Only the parts where the thesis
author contributed are extracted.

P. Soldati, H. Zhang, Z. Zou, and M. Johansson, “Optimal routing and
scheduling of deadline-constrained traffic over lossy networks,” in IEEE Global
Communications Conference (GLOBECOM), 2010.

Chapter 6 includes relevant parts of the materials from

B. Demirel, Z. Zou, P. Soldati, and M. Johansson, “Modular Design of Jointly
Optimal Controllers and Forwarding Policies for Wireless Control,” in IEEE
Transactions on Automatic Control, Special Issue on Control of Cyber Phys-
ical Systems, to appear, 2014.
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Chapter 2

Methodological preliminaries

In this chapter, we give a brief overview of the key methodologies, Markov deci-
sion processes (MDPs) and multi-armed bandits (MABs), used in this thesis and
highlight some of our methodological contributions.

2.1 Markov decision processes

The framework of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) provides a unified mathe-
matical model for sequential decision-making under stochastic uncertainty. MDPs
have found successful applications in a wide range of areas, including economics,
operational research, automatic control and communication networking. This sec-
tion provides a brief introduction to MDPs that allow us to put the methodologies
used in this thesis in proper context. A more comprehensive treatment can be found
in, e.g., the books by Puterman [27] and Bertsekas [28, 29], while a nice survey of
applications of MDPs in communication networks is given in [30].

2.1.1 The basic setting - finite-horizon, total expected reward
MDPs model stochastic control systems in which the outcomes are random but can
be under the control of the decision-maker. Consider the scenario where the time is
discrete, and the decision-maker can observe the system state from the state space X
at time t = 0, 1 . . . , D−1. At each time, an action has to be chosen from the action
space A. The number of system states and the number of actions are typically
finite. After taking the action, the system then moves from one state to another
governed by a state transition probability function. The transition probability has
the “Markov” property, i.e., the next state only depends on the current state and
action applied.

Let the system state at time t be x(t) and the chosen action be a(t). The
system then goes to the next state x(t+ 1) at time t+ 1 with probability P{x(t+
1)|x(t), a(t)}. At each time t, a reward µt(x(t), a(t), x(t+1)) is obtained depending
deterministically on the state and action at the current time and the state at the

13
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next time. The decision-maker then collects the rewards over a finite time-horizon
from t = 0 to t = D. Typically, a particular terminal reward µD(x(D)) that only
depends on the terminal state will also be given.

The problem of an MDP is to find a sequence of actions such that the expectation
of the sum of rewards over the finite-horizon is maximized. We define a decision
rule that prescribes the action in each state and time. The decision rule depends
on the previous states and actions, and can prescribe different actions randomly.
More precisely, let history ĥt be a sequence of previous states and actions, i.e.,

ĥt =
(
x(0), a(0), . . . , x(t− 1), a(t− 1), x(t)

)
,

and Ht be the set of all possible histories. The decision rule is a function

dt : Ht → P
(
A
)

that maps Ht into a set of probability distributions on the action space A of all
possible actions. Since the MDP is a system of finite-horizon with length D, the
policy is defined as the collection of decision rules at each time instance, i.e.,

π =
(
d0, d1, . . . , dD−1

)
.

With these expressions, the expected total reward over finite-horizon when execut-
ing a policy π is

∑
x(0)

P{x(0)} E
{t=D−1∑

t=0
µt(x(t), a(t), x(t+ 1)) + µD(x(D))|x(0)

}
, (2.1)

where P{x(0)} is the stationary distribution of the initial state x(0), the expectation
E is taken with respect to the randomization in the policy π and the state transition
of the MDP.

2.1.2 Dynamic programming - Bellman equation
It has been shown (e.g., [27, Section 4.4]) that there always exists an optimal policy
that is Markovian and deterministic. At each time t, such a policy prescribes a
unique action that only depends on the state x(t) and time itself. This property
can be used to simplify the computation of an optimal policy, as we will see next.

One elegant approach for finding the optimal policy is to use dynamic program-
ming. A central concept in dynamic programming is the value function vπτ (i), which
describes the expected reward that the decision-maker will collect from stage t to
the final stage D by executing policy π, given that the current process state is
x(t) = i, i.e.,

vπτ (i) = E

{t=D−1∑
t=τ

µt(x(t), a(t), x(t+ 1)) + µD(x(D))|x(τ) = i

}
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where the expectation E is taken with respect to state transition of the MDP, since
the policy is deterministic.

The optimal value function is defined as v?τ (i) = maxπ vπτ (i). The objective of
MDP problem is to compute v?0(i) and find an optimal policy π? to obtain the
optimal value. The fundamental result is that the optimal value functions at two
consecutive time instances satisfy the following dynamic programming equation
(also called Bellman equation),

v?τ (i) = max
a

{∑
j

P{j|i, a}
(
µτ (i, a, j) + v?τ+1(j)

)}
.

This implies that we can break the decision problem into smaller subproblems, and
compute the optimal value function step by step backwards in time.

Let a?τ (i) be the optimal action such that

a?τ (i) ∈ arg max
a

{∑
j

P{j|i, a}
(
µτ (i, a, j) + v?τ+1(j)

)}
.

An optimal policy π? = [a?τ (i) ∀τ, i] is then the collection of optimal actions at all
possible states.

With the properly defined final stage optimal value function v?D(i) for all i, the
optimal v?0(i) for all i and the optimal policy π? can be computed backwards step
by step by the two equations above.

2.1.3 The linear programming approach
Alternatively, the MDP problem can also be solved using linear programming (LP).
Let zi,t,a denote the probability that, at time t, the system is in state i and the
decision-maker applies action a. The maximum total expected reward of the MDP
can then be computed by solving the linear program,

maximize
zi,t,a

∑
i,t,a

zi,t,a
∑
j

P{j|i, a}µt(i, a, j) (2.2)

subject to zi,t,a ≥ 0, ∀i, t, a,∑
i,t,a

zi,t,a = 1,

∑
a

zi,t+1,a =
∑
j,a

zj,t,aP{i|j, a} ∀i, t.

The first two constraints are the non-negative constraints and the constraint that
the probability should sum up to one. Note that

∑
a zi,t,a is the total expected

fraction of time that MDP visits the state (i, t). The third constraint can be
interpreted as the balance equation.
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The optimal value of the LP is the optimal total expected reward over finite-
horizon of the MDP problem. The optimal policy can be derived from the optimal
solutions of the LP. Suppose the variables z?i,t,a obtain the optimal value. The
optimal action at a particular state (i, t) can be computed as

π(i, t, a) =
z?i,t,a∑
a′ z

?
i,t,a′

.

It can be shown that z?i,t,a′ is non-zero for only one action a′. Hence, the optimal
action and the optimal policy are deterministic.

2.1.4 Infinite-horizon
In an infinite-horizon MDP, the time horizon D goes to infinity. The total expected
reward may become infinite, and therefore other optimality metrics are considered.
One variant is to discount the reward from time zero to infinity and the discount
factor is strictly smaller than one. This variant roots in economics where the value
obtained in the future has to be discounted to reflect its current value. It can
also model the case where at each time instance the MDP may stop with a given
probability where the stopping probability is one minus the discount factor. The
other variant is to consider the time averaged reward over the infinite time horizon.
In both cases, the corresponding Bellman equation also holds, and can be utilized
to derive methods like value iteration and policy iteration. The results in this part
are rather extensive and are indeed the main topic of the MDP theory. Since it
is not the main focus of this thesis, we refer to the books by Puterman [27] and
Bertsekas [28,29] for details.

A special infinite-horizon MDP is the one with an absorbing state. Actually,
the previous finite-horizon MDP can be cast as an infinite-horizon MDP with total
reward criterion and an absorbing state. The state x is extended to include the
time from t = 0 to t = D (i.e., states are now node-time pairs). It goes to the next
state with time t+ 1 only if the current state’s time is t. We define a termination
state to which all the states with time D + 1 are directed. This is an absorbing
state with no reward. All other parameters including rewards and state transition
probabilities remain the same. With this conversion, we can apply many results
that are originally derived for infinite-horizon MDP problems to finite-horizon cases.
Examples include contracting MDPs in [31] and asynchronous convergence result
of Q-learning in [32].

2.1.5 Constrained MDPs (CMDPs)
In many real-world situations, we have to handle multiple objectives in sequential
decision-makings. The constrained MDP is a framework that allows us to optimize
one objective with constraints on other objectives [31]. One example is to maximize
the expected total reward while the expected total cost is below a given bound. The
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expected total cost is defined similarly to that in Equation (2.1) by a cost function
instead of the reward function µ. Although the optimal policy is still Markovian,
it is not deterministic and tends to be randomized due to the extra constraints in
the constrained MDPs.

One approach to solve the CMDP problem is by linear program. We can readily
extend the LP in Equation (2.2) to add the additional linear constraints related with
the cost. The optimal value and the optimal policy can be computed similarly.

The other one is the Lagrangian approach. Under a policy π, let the total ex-
pected reward be Rπ and the total expected cost be Cπ. The problem of maximizing
the reward subject to the constraint is then

maximize
π

Rπ

subject to Cπ ≤ C.

It has been shown that it is equivalent to solving the Lagrangian dual problem, i.e.,

minimize
δ≥0

max
π
{Rπ − δ · Cπ}+ δ · C.

Now the sub-problem max
π
{Rπ − δ · Cπ} is an unconstrained weighted-sum maxi-

mization and can be solved efficiently by the dynamic programming. The advantage
of the Lagrangian approach compared to the linear programming approach is that
it allows to characterize the structure of optimal policies.

2.1.6 Partially observable MDPs (POMDPs)
In partially observable MDP, the decision-maker does not have perfect observation
of the states. However, it keeps a probability distribution over the set of all possible
states, and can update this distribution by Bayes’ rule based on its knowledge on
the MDP model and its partial observations of the states. The partially observable
MDP then can be converted to a fully observable one by extending the original state
space to the probability distribution over the state space. Although the methods
previously presented can be used to solve this converted MDP, the problem is that
the complexity is usually large. Techniques to optimally solve the POMDP exist
but are feasible only for simple cases with finite-horizon. Hence, the main focus of
the theory is on the heuristic techniques [33].

2.1.7 Application in the deadline-constrained problems -
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5

The deadline-constrained packet forwarding problem can be formulated as a finite-
horizon MDP with the time-horizon equal to the deadline of the packet. The state
of the MDP is the packet location and the channel states of the links. The action is
the packet forwarding decision, while the state transition probability corresponds
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to the transmission success or failure probabilities at a certain channel state. Dy-
namic programming is applied to compute the optimal value (i.e., the maximum
deadline-constrained reliability) and derive the optimal policy (i.e., the optimal
packet forwarding policy). Many interesting engineering insights are revealed from
the solutions of the corresponding MDP.

Practical concerns in designing optimal forwarding policies are also addressed
by the various extensions of the MDP theory. For example, the energy cost for
transmission can be included in the CMDP framework that allows us to study the
problem of maximizing the reliability subject to an energy cost constraint and its
dual problem of minimizing the energy cost subject to a reliability constraint. A
simple to implement and randomized policy can be derived from the Lagrangian
approach. Moreover, the unavailability of the instantaneous channel state infor-
mation can be studied under the framework of POMDP. We also propose a novel
maximum volume ellipsoid pruning technique to balance the complexity and the
performance.

2.2 Stochastic multi-armed bandits

In many decision problems, we do not have access to the true transition function,
but can only observe the system state and the awards that we collect for our actions.
We then face a dilemma of exploitation versus exploration. On the one hand, we
can choose to exploit what we have learned and repeat actions that have given high
empirical rewards in the past. On the other hand, we can attempt new actions to see
if they give even higher rewards than what we have obtained before. This trade-off
is elegantly captured in the theory for stochastic multi-armed bandits (MABs) [34].
The term “one-armed bandit” refers to the slot machine in a casino, and “multi-
armed bandit” comes from the analogy with the decision problem of which slot
machine to play. This section provides a brief introduction to the classical setting
of the MAB problem and two simple and efficient algorithms. A more complete
treatment of the MAB problems can be found in the recent survey [35].

2.2.1 Model and asymptotic performance bounds
In its classical setting, the decision-maker faces a set of arms {1, . . . ,K}. Successive
plays of an arm i ∈ {1, . . . ,K} yield rewards µi,1, µi,2, . . . that are independent and
identically distributed. The rewards across arms are also independent. The reward
distribution of each arm i is parameterized by the unknown parameter θi and the
expectation is denoted by µi. Let the best arm i? be the one with the highest
expected reward and its reward be µ?, i.e.,

i? ∈ arg max
i
µi, µ? = max

i
µi.

At each time instance, a decision-maker pulls an arm and observes the reward of
the selected arm. The policy π is defined as a mapping from the sequence of past
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plays and obtained rewards to the next arm to play. Let Tπi be the number of times
the arm i has been played by policy π during the first T plays. The performance of
a policy π after T plays is then measured by the (expected) regret Rπ(T ), defined
as the difference between its total expected reward and the optimal strategy that
consistently plays the best arm, i.e.,

Rπ(T ) := Tµ? −
K∑
i=1

µiE{Tπi }.

Therefore, the objective of the multi-armed bandit problem is to derive an optimal
policy with the smallest regret.

In their seminal paper, under the assumption of independent arms and i.i.d.
random rewards from a parametric family of distributions with unknown parame-
ters (denoted as θ = [θi ∀i]), Lai and Robbins [36] showed that the regret Rπ(T ) of
any policy π in a specified set of uniformly-good polices satisfies

lim infT→∞
Rπ(T )
log T ≥

∑
i 6=i?

µ? − µi
I(θi, θi?)

where I(θi, θi?) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the probability
distributions of a sub-optimal arm i and of the optimal arm i?. For example, if the
distributions are Bernoulli with parameters θi and θj , then

I(θi, θj) := θi log(θi/θj) + (1− θi) log
(
(1− θi)/(1− θj)

)
.

The uniformly good policy satisfies that Rπ(T ) = o(Tα) for all real α > 0 and for
all possible parameters θ, and it can be shown that such policy exists (e.g., the
UCB and KL-UCB algorithm presented below). Recall that f(T ) = o(g(T )) means
that limT→∞ f(T )/g(T ) = 0.

Moreover, the above lower bound is tight in the sense that there exists an
algorithm π? such that its regret Rπ? satisfies that

lim supT→∞
Rπ

?

log T ≤
∑
i 6=i?

µ? − µi
I(θi, θi?) .

From these results, we can conclude that the bound is unimprovable. Hence, we
refer

∑
i6=i?

µ?−µi
I(θi,θi? ) log T as the optimal asymptotical lower bound on the regret for

the MAB problem.

2.2.2 Efficient algorithms - UCB and KL-UCB
The optimal lower-bound matching algorithm in [36] is complicated, and researchers
have tried to derive simpler ones. One simple heuristic is based on the so-called
optimism in face of uncertainty. The idea is to construct an optimistic guess of the
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expected reward of each arm based on the past observations of its rewards, and
pick the arm with the highest guess. The construction of the optimistic guess is
guided by the concentration inequalities that provide probability bounds on how
the empirical average of the rewards deviates from the expectation. Algorithms
based on this simple heuristic have been shown with good performance.

The most notable algorithm is the upper confidence bound (UCB) algorithm
proposed by Auer et.al [37]. We define an index for arm i at time t as

µ̂i +
√

2 ln t
ti

where µ̂i is the empirical average reward for arm i and ti is the number of times
the arm i has been played till time t. The UCB algorithm is to play the arm with
the highest index at each time. Notice that if an arm has not been played sufficient
many times (i.e., ti is small), the term

√
2(ln t)/ti becomes relatively large and the

algorithm explores this arm to acquire information on its rewards. The Chernoff-
Hoeffding concentration inequality is applied to show that

P
{
µ̂i +

√
2(ln t)/ti ≥ µi

}
≤ t−4,

which converge quickly to zero and hence the name upper confidence bound for the
algorithm. The UCB algorithm achieves order optimality with the regret scaling
logarithmically with the time horizon but the leading constant is from the optimal
asymptotic lower bound.

The algorithm based on a direct construction of the upper confidence bound
by the KL divergence between the reward distributions was originally proposed
in [38, Eq. (2.6)] and re-discovered by [39] under the name KL-UCB algorithm.
The KL-UCB algorithm was shown to be asymptotically optimal in the sense that
its asymptotic performance matches the optimal asymptotic lower bound in [36].
The principle of the KL-UCB algorithm is similar to the UCB algorithm with a
different index at time t for arm i as

max{q : tiI(µ̂i, q) ≤ log t+ 3 log log t}.

The KL-UCB algorithm is also to play the arm with the highest index at each time.

2.2.3 Contribution of Chapter 7
In Chapter 7, we study a combinatorial version of the classical MAB problem.
Instead of a single arm, we choose a subset of arms and the reward is the summation
of the rewards of each chosen arm. We cannot choose any arbitrary set, and the
choice is limited to a given set of the subsets of all arms.

The issue is that the actions that share common individual arms are inherently
correlated. The classical asymptotical performance bound by Lai and Robbins [36]
cannot be applied due to its independence assumption. Although algorithms exist
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for combinatorial bandit problems, how this correlation impacts the fundamental
performance remains unclear. We answer (for the first time in the literature) this
question in Chapter 7 by studying a specific example of the combinatorial bandit
problem (i.e., online shortest-path routing). By studying three routing strategies,
we further quantify the performance gain from a more detailed feedback in infor-
mation and an extra flexibility in changing actions.





Chapter 3

Background on packets with deadlines

In this chapter, we introduce the models and performance objectives of per-packet
deadline constraint problems that will be considered in this thesis. We then pro-
ceed by reviewing the current literature on real-time wireless communication and
attempt to place our work and contributions in this context.

3.1 Models and objectives for per-packet deadlines

Real-time communications is intimately coupled with per-packet performance guar-
antees. Not only should the communication be reliable, in the sense that all packets
should reach their intended destinations, but the packets should also be delivered
before a given hard deadline.

When the underlying communication primitives are unreliable, it is not pos-
sible to ensure on-time delivery of all packets. One can then instead attempt to
maximize the probability that each individual packet meets its deadline. In many
cases, techniques that increase the probability of on-time delivery (increased trans-
mission powers, additional packet-retransmissions, etc.) will come at the expense
of increased energy-consumption in the nodes. This opens up for a non-trivial
trade-off between per-packet deadline, probability of on-time delivery, and energy-
consumption that we will explore in this thesis. The next few pages detail the
performance objectives that will be considered and the models that will be used.

3.1.1 Performance metrics: probability of on-time delivery and
energy-cost

In real-time communication with per-packet deadlines, the packet is associated with
a hard delivery deadline. The delivery of the packet after its deadline is considered
as a failure, and we do not distinguish the exact delivery time of the packet as long
as it is received before the deadline (see Figure 3.1). The target is to ensure that
this packet is transmitted to the destination before the deadline.

23
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Figure 3.1: Deadline-constrained packet transmission. A delivery of packet after the
deadline is regarded as a failure.

For lossy, overloaded or saturated systems, we cannot guarantee that the packet
can be transmitted successfully before its deadline. The goal is then to maximize
the on-time delivery probability, i.e., the deadline-constrained reliability, see Fig-
ure 3.2. In other words, the goal is to minimize the deadline miss ratio, and hence
this can be seen as a tail minimization problem. Note that the average delivery
delay of the packet is of no concern in deadline problems. A relevant concept of
“timely-throughput”, defined as the long-term ratio of the injected packets that are
successfully delivered to the destination before their deadlines, was recently pro-
posed in [40]. When all data sources are periodic and have the same deadline, it is
the same metric as the on-time delivery probability.

A better link quality leads to a higher on-time delivery probability, however im-
proving link reliability comes at the cost of increased energy expenditure. Reliable
transmissions on a lossy link can be made possible by increasing transmission power
at the sender as will be detailed in the next subsection. Reception energy cost, on
the other hand, should also be considered. Nodes have to be awake to receive, and
this consumes energy especially in wireless sensor networks.

3.1.2 Communication over a single hop
Adaptive coding, modulation and transmission power

The Shannon channel capacity formula reveals that a fully reliable transmission on
a link is possible by an appropriate channel coding method, provided that the rate
of communication is below the channel capacity. The channel capacity, on the other
hand, is determined by the transmission power. For example, the channel capacity
of an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel [41] is

C = W log2(1 + P

N0W
), (3.1)

where C is the channel capacity (measured in bits per second), P is the trans-
mission power (measured in Watts), N0/2 is the noise spectral density (measured
in Watts/Hz) and W is the bandwidth of the channel. Hence, theoretically, an
arbitrary number of bits can be transmitted reliably through a link with different
transmission power in a given time interval.
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Figure 3.2: Packet delivery delay distribution. When the packet cannot be transmitted
before the deadline with a guarantee, the objective of real-time wireless communication
with per-packet deadlines is to maximize the size of the grey area, i.e., the probability
that the packet delivery delay is smaller than the deadline.

However, the Shannon theorem only states the existence of a coding scheme
with sufficiently long code word such that the error probability at the receiver is
arbitrarily small. Some coding schemes, such as low-density parity-check code [42]
and turbo code [43], have good performance in practice and can approach very close
to the Shannon limit with quite long code word [44]. A long code word significantly
increases the decoding complexity, and it also introduces decoding delay that ham-
pers the real-time performance since the decoding does not finish until the whole
code word is received. Recent proposed polar codes [45] can achieve the channel
capacity with moderate complexity, but only in certain channels. Nevertheless, in
the literature, an ideal coding scheme that can obtain the channel capacity is as-
sumed. Moreover, practical systems do have limited transmission powers, so while
we might be able to follow the general relationship predicted by Shannon, there
will be a limit to the number of bits that we can transmit per second.

A more realistic method is to construct a model for the relationship between
the transmission power and the success transmission probability. A better link
quality can be obtained by increasing the transmission power. It is known that
the link outage probability is a monotonic decreasing function of the instantaneous
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver, provided that the coherence time of the
channel is large compared to the time it takes to transmit the single information
symbol [46, Section 1.2.1]. For example, in IEEE 802.15.4 standard [18], the bit
error probability can be expressed as

p(γ) = 1
30

16∑
j=2

(
16
j

)
(−1)j exp

(
− 20

(
1− 1

j

)
γ

)

while γ = (GP )/(N0W ) is the SNR at the receiver and G is the instantaneous
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channel gain. Therefore, if the node has access to the channel gain G, then it can
adapt to the channel state and use an appropriate transmission power for a specified
transmission reliability.

Lastly, low-power radio standards such as IEEE 802.15.4 [18] restrict the de-
grees of freedom available to the protocol designer. In fact, one is often left to use
fixed coding and modulation schemes and sometimes fixed transmission power. The
transmission reliability on a link is then fixed, but it can be improved by retrans-
missions with more energy expenditure, at the expense of a longer delivery delay.

Channel models and channel state information

A frequency non-selective block fading channel is typically assumed. For example,
in an office environment [47], the coherence time of the wireless channel is usually
larger than the packet length in wireless sensor networks. Therefore, the basic
assumption is that the channel state stays constant when we transmit the packet
in one time-slot in a time-slotted system.

The wireless channel typically varies and can be correlated in time. A discrete-
time finite-state Markovian model [48] has been proposed. The idea is to partition
all possible received SNR values into a finite amount of intervals, and each state
corresponds to a certain SNR interval. The time is discretized such that the state
changes coincide with the transmission of one packet. The channel state then also
stays constant during the transmission of one packet, and the packet loss probability
depends on the channel state. The advantage of the Markovian model is that it
can approximate many mathematical and experimental channel models [48–53] and
can simplify the analysis and the design of a wireless system.

Under the umbrella of the Markovian model, there are many variations. In the
simplest scenario, the transmission on a certain link is assumed to be fully reliable.
In most of the work, the link is considered as lossy, and the channel states across
different time-slots evolve as an i.i.d. random process (Bernoulli model) or Markov
process (Markovian model). Note Bernoulli model is a special case of Markovian
model with only one Markov state. Lastly, we can also tune the success transmission
probability at a given channel state by changing the transmission power.

There are several approaches regarding what is assumed to be known about the
channel state:

• The channel state of the current time-slot is known before the transmission;

• Only the channel state at the previous time-slot is known before transmission.
Hence, the current channel state is computed by the conditional probability
of the Markovian chains of the channel loss model.

• When link state estimators are not available, the channel state is learned
through probing at the cost of time and energy, or through ACK or NACK
feedback messages from the actual packet transmissions.
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• When the communication is extended to a multi-hop network, most work
assume only partial knowledge of the channel states in the sense that a node
can only access the channel states of its own outgoing links. The reason is
that it is unrealistic and costly to maintain up-to-date channel states of all
links in the network.

Models for traffic arrivals and deadlines

The traffic arrival model can be any of the following

• packets queued in the beginning with no future arrivals,

• periodic packet arrivals,

• deterministic future packet arrivals with no specific patterns,

• stochastic packet arrivals described by an independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) random process.

There are also several different deadline models. The simplest scenario is that
all the packets have the same absolute deadline. A slight relaxation is that all the
packets may have different deadlines, but the duration between the arrival time and
the deadline time is the same. We call this the same “relative deadline”. Lastly,
in the most general case, packets have an arbitrary deadline. An illustration of a
packet arrival and deadline patterns is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.1.3 Multi-hop and multi-user communications
Network topologies

The network topology can be distinguished into three main types:

• point-to-point: It models the cases such as long-range telecommunications
and the connection between a base station with only a single mobile termi-
nal. There is usually only a single link connecting the two communication
terminals. It could also be possible that multiple links exists in which each
link represents a wireless sub-channel in IEEE 802.15.4 standards or a sub-
carrier in orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing systems.

• star network: Examples are mobile cellular network where the central node
is the base station, and wireless LAN where the central node is the access
point (AP).

• multi-hop network: When the physical communication range is long and/or
the device-to-device communication range is small, the packet delivery is ex-
tended to a multi-hop mesh network, e.g., wireless sensor network and ad
hoc network. Sometimes, a hierarchical multi-hop tree network is used to
facilitate the analysis and the design.
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Figure 3.3: Different packet arrival and deadline patterns. The letter on the arrow
denotes the packet. The “Dynamic arrival” shows both the deterministic future packet
arrivals and a realization of stochastic packet arrivals. In the “Single relative deadline”,
all the packets have the same amount of time for transmission after the packet arrives.

Medium access control (MAC) and scheduling

An easy way to provide a guaranteed per-packet delivery delay is to have a guar-
anteed channel access. Most of the work utilize the simple time division multiple
access (TDMA) method, since it can greatly reduce uncertainties in packet trans-
missions and facilitate the performance analysis. In this TDMA scheme, time is
slotted, and the deadline is expressed in number of time-slots. On the other hand,
probabilistic medium access control such as carrier sense multiple access (CSMA)
is rarely used.

When there are multiple packets waiting for transmission, the scheduling policy
at a node decides which packet should be served so that the performance is optimal.
We can simply treat these packets as if from the same flow and maximize the total
number of on-time delivered packets, which is equivalent to maximizing the timely-
throughput. However, when packets are from different flows, a more reasonable
metric is the total utility in which the utility of a single flow is an increasing and
concave function of its timely-throughput. When these flows are coupled, we may
also want to maximize the probability that all packets from these flows generated
in an time interval are received before their deadlines. This last metric is quite
relevant in wireless network control systems, but has not received little attention.
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Figure 3.4: Examples of three types of network topologies. Multiple links could exist
in any point-to-point connection between two radio terminals in the star or multi-hop
network topologies.

First in first out (FIFO) is the simplest scheduling algorithm, and it transmits
the packets in the order of arrival. This is clearly not optimal for packets with
deadlines. For example, the later arrived packet could have a smaller deadline,
while the head-of-queue packet could have a long deadline. We can also show other
simple scheduling algorithms, e.g. round-robin and fixed priority scheduling, are
not optimal for packets with deadlines.

Scheduling for tasks with deadlines has been extensively studied in real-time
computing and real-time operating systems [54]. The earliest deadline first (EDF)
policy schedules the task with the smallest deadline, and it is throughput optimal
in the sense that for any arrival sequence the policy schedules at least as many
tasks as any other policy. EDF has been adapted in communication networks and
shown to be optimal for total timely-throughput maximization under rather general
conditions on a single hop [55–57] and in multi-hop tree network [58,59]. However,
all these work focus on the wired connection where the transmission is fully reliable
and does not interfere with others.

EDF cannot be applied in wireless networks, since it does not consider the lossy
and time varying characteristics of wireless links. For example, let us consider the
objective of maximizing the expected number of on-time delivered packets and a
star-network with two nodes under Bernoulli link losses. Let the two nodes be a
and b, and the link reliabilities be qa and qb respectively. There is only one packet
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at each node, and the deadline of the packet at a is two time-slots and the deadline
of the packet at b is one time-slot. Suppose qa = 0.5 and qb = 0.1. The on-time
delivery ratio of EDF is qa + qb = 0.6, while the ratio of the policy that transmits
the packet from a at both two time-slots is 1 − (1 − qa)2 = 0.75. Hence, EDF is
not optimal for total timely-throughput maximization in wireless networks.

Overall, optimal scheduling policies in wireless networks for packets with dead-
lines are difficult to derive, since they may depend not only on the deadline of
the packet but also on the instantaneous channel state, the queue length and the
future packet arrivals. Simple and yet optimal scheduling policies may only exist
for restrictive arrival and deadline patterns.

Routing

In a multi-hop mesh network, there is more than one path from the source to the
destination. We then have to decide on which path the packet be routed.

At first sight, it seems optimal to route the packet on the path with the best
quality. But the simple single-path routing, such as the shortest-path routing, is
not suitable for packets with deadlines as discussed in Chapter 1. The optimal path
taken by a packet is not fixed and it is a consequence of the dynamic forwarding
decisions at each node based on e.g., packet deadline, channel qualities and etc.
In other words, the routing problem can be formulated as a more complicated
scheduling problem at each single node where we need to decide on which link to
transmit the selected packet, while taking into account the scheduling decisions of
the down-stream nodes.

When multiple flows are to be routed on a multi-hop mesh network, more issues
arise. Besides the queuing delay problem when packets are forwarded and congested
at the part of the network with good link qualities, we also need to consider the
wireless transmission interference. Wireless links cannot be activated together as
they may interfere with each other. Although interference graphs can be built on
a wireless multi-hop network, they are considered too complicated for the mathe-
matical tractability. Rather a simplified node-exclusive interference model is used
where two links not sharing a common node can be activated at the same time.
This is a reasonable assumption for example in WirelessHART network in which we
can perform channel hopping and the transmissions on different links are scheduled
on different wireless channels.

3.2 Related work on per-packet deadlines

In this section, we review recent literature on real-time wireless communication
with per-packet deadlines. We progress from the simplest scenario of a single data
flow transmitted across a single link to the more complex scenario of multiple data
flows over multi-hop networks. We focus on techniques that can solve the problem
to optimality under various assumptions and restrictions on traffic arrival model,
link model and deadline model. With increased complexity introduced by multiple
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hops and multiple flows, more restrictions have to be put in place to make the
problem tractable.

The rest of the section is organized as follows. In Section 3.2.1, we focus on the
rate adaptation technique to provide minimum energy packet forwarding with a
hard real-time per-packet constraint, while in Section 3.2.2 we consider the problem
of maximizing the probability of on-time delivery. Section 3.2.3 deals with the
extensions of these two problems in multi-hop networks. Finally, we discuss the
thesis contributions in Section 3.2.4.

3.2.1 Energy-optimal scheduling with hard real-time constraints
The basic idea

We consider a number of bits of information that needs to be transmitted over a
wireless channel before a hard deadline. The Shannon capacity reveals that we
can do so by using the appropriate rate specification. The channel capacity is the
maximum data rate that can be achieved for an error-free transmission. Suppose an
ideal channel coding is used to approach the channel capacity C. Hence, the energy
cost per bit for an error-free transmission can be computed through the capacity
equation (3.1), and it is a convex and increasing function in data rate C,

E(C) = P

C
= N0W

2 C
W − 1
C

. (3.2)

This relation implies that transmitting at a lower rate has less energy cost. If
there are B bits to transmit in D seconds, then all the time up to deadline D should
be used to minimize the rate (hence the energy cost). Moreover, we should transmit
at a constant rate due to the convexity of the relationship. For a single packet with
B bits, the minimum energy cost is then found by plugging in Equation (3.2) with
the minimum data rate that guarantees all information can be delivered before the
deadline D. An example of the relation between energy cost and transmission rate
is shown in Figure 3.5.

The problem becomes interesting when there are more than one packet to be
served. We have to determine which packet to be served and the data rate for each
packet. This problem was first proposed and solved by Uysal-Biyikoglu et al. [60].
Consider the example with two packets shown in Figure 3.6. Packet a arrives at
time 0, and packet b arrives at time t. Both have the same deadline D.

The problem can first be simplified by considering the necessary conditions for
the optimal solution. Since the energy can always be decreased by a smaller data
rate (i.e., longer transmission duration), the optimal scheduling should be non-
idling. Next, the transmission rate should be constant due to the convexity of the
energy-rate relationship.

The transmission rate is constant in the time interval [0, t] and [t,D] because
of packet b’s arrival at time t. Suppose the data rates in these two intervals are ra
and rb, respectively. Hence, t · ra and (D − t) · rb number of bits are transmitted
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Figure 3.5: The bits per second versus energy cost per bit due to Shannon capacity
equation. The energy cost is a convex and increasing function of the data rate. The
curves show the relation for different channel qualities. Less energy is consumed when
the channel is good.
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Figure 3.6: Two packets with different arrival time and same deadline.

separately in the two intervals. Let ma and mb denote the number of bits in the
packet a and b, respectively. The problem is then to find two constant data rates
such that the energy cost is minimized subject to two types of constraints,

minimize
ra,rb

t · ra Ei(ra) + (D − t) · rb Ei(rb)
subject to t · ra ≤ ma

t · ra + (D − t) · rb = ma +mb.

(3.3)

The first constraint is the “casuality” constraint. We have to ensure that t · ra,
the number of bits that served in [0, t], is not larger than the available information
bits, i.e., packet a’s size ma. The second constraint is the “deadline” constraint. It
represents that the total number of transmitted bits, t·ra+(D−t)·rb, is equal to the
size of two packets at the deadline time D. This is a convex optimization problem
with linear constraints, which can be solved efficiently by well-known algorithms,
such as interior point methods [61].

Convex optimization approach for multiple packets and fading channels

The problem is more complicated in reality. The channel can be time-varying
during the arrival time and the deadline time of the packet, packets can have
different deadlines, and the energy-rate relation can be different and determined by
the channel state as seen in Figure 3.5. In order to solve this more complex problem,
an epoch, shown in Figure 3.7, is defined. It is a time interval that begins with a
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packet arrival, a packet deadline or a change in the channel state, and continues
until the next packet arrival, the packet deadline or the state change. By the same
necessary conditions for optimal solutions, the problem is then to find the data rate
in each epoch such that the “causality” and “deadline” constraints are met and the
total energy cost is minimized.

arrival deadline

Good

Bad

Channel 
State

Time

epoch 3

a

epoch 1

b

epoch 2

b

epoch 4

c

epoch 5

c

epoch 6

a

Figure 3.7: The definition of an epoch.

A similar convex optimization problem to Equation (3.3) can be formulated.
Note that, to solve the convex optimization problem, we need to know the future
packet arrival times and the channel state realizations. All the related work assume
knowledge of future packet arrival times, which is reasonable for periodic data flows.
However, if the channel is time-varying, then the assumption is that the future
channel realizations are known and this could be unreasonable.

Problems with different arrival and deadline patterns and channel models are
studied by convex optimization approach in the literature. In the paper by Uysal-
Biyikoglu et al. [60], a fixed number of packets arrive with different inter-arrival
time, however they have the same absolute deadline and the channel state is static
and known. Khojastepour and Sabharwal [62] considered an individual packet
deadline scenario, but the optimal scheduler was derived under the condition of no
further packet arrival. Chen et al. [63] considered a time-varying channel under the
case where packets arrive at different times with the same relative delivery deadline.
Zafer and Modiano [64–66] formulated the continuous-time model in which data can
arrive in a continuum of bits continuously in time. The “deadline” constraint is
slightly more complicated and it is transformed to a requirement at each time on the
minimum cumulative number of served bits. Since it is assumed that the rate can
be adjusted continuously in time, the convex optimization problem has an infinite
dimension. In this framework, the authors in [64] studied the problem under the
assumption that all the packets are queued at the beginning and the packets have
different packet deadlines. The problem with a limit on short-term average power
consumption was addressed by a Lagrangian approach in [65]. The scenario with
dynamic packet arrivals for both static channels and time-varying channels was
studied in [66].
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Dynamic programming approach for time-varying channels

Under the convex optimization framework, the future channel realizations are as-
sumed to be known. Several papers consider time-varying channels with a realistic
assumption that future channel states are unknown but can be estimated based on
the Markovian model of the channel states. This topic has been extensively studied
with the dynamic programming approach.

Consider the scenario in which packets are in the queue at the beginning with
the same absolute deadline time. Thus, the time horizon is the deadline of the
packet, and the system state is composed of the channel states, the set of remaining
bits/packets and the time to the deadline. Let r be the number of bits remaining
to be sent, let a be the actual amount of data sent at one time-slot, and let s be
the channel state. Denote t as the time index. We obtain the following dynamic
programming update equation,

E?t (r, s) = min
0≤a≤r

[
E(a, s) +

∑
s′

P{s′|s}E?t+1(r − a, s′)
]
,

where E?t (r, s) denotes the minimum energy cost when the channel quality is s and
there are r number of bits to be sent, E(a, s) is the energy cost to transmit a number
of bits under channel state s, and s′ is the channel state at the next time. The
solution for a given number of bits at the beginning of the time horizon t = 0 can
be computed backwards by dynamic programming.

While the convex optimization approach can plan for any single predicted chan-
nel variation, dynamic programming allows to take the full distribution of future
channel states into account. However, the dynamic programming approach com-
putes the optimal action at all possible scenarios and hence it has a higher com-
plexity. Although extensions to deterministic packet arrivals and arbitrary deadline
patterns are straightforward, all the related work considers the previously presented
scenario that packets are in the queue at the beginning with the same absolute
deadline time.

More specifically, Fu et al. [67] studied the following two cases: the channel
distribution is known; the channel state follows a Markov process and is observed
at the end of the time-slot. The paper derives a close form expression for a linear
energy-bit relationship in the low transmission power region shown in Figure 3.5.
In the high transmission power region, the energy can be approximated by a high
order monomial function of the rate. This energy-rate relationship was considered in
Lee and Jindal [68,69]. Srivastava and Koksal [70] studied the problem with a fixed
data transmission rate. The decision problem is to decide whether to transmit a
packet or not. They extensively considered that the link states are known perfectly
with one time-slot delay, and that channel state is estimated by the histories of
ACK/NACK messages.

We note all the papers cited above reveal the opportunistic strategies in which
the optimal policies wait for good channel state when deadline is far away, and
transmit aggressively when the deadline is approaching.
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Table 3.1: Summary of papers on minimum energy cost by rate adaptation on a single
link topology. Note that all papers assume the future packet arrival times are known.

Paper Packet arrival Deadline Channel
[60] dynamic arrival single absolute static
[62] queued from start multiple static
[63] dynamic arrival single relative time varying0

[64–66] dynamic arrival multiple time varying0

[67, 69] queued from start single absolute time-varying
0The future channel state realizations are known.

Star networks

The rate adaptation technique can be extended from single link to star network. In
the star network, we face the scheduling problem to decide which packet or flow to
serve. Moreover, the spatial variation can be exploited because the link qualities
between the source and different receivers differ.

Some extensions on the previous two approaches (convex optimization and dy-
namic programming) are necessary to solve the star network scenario. In the dy-
namic programming approach, the system state is enlarged to include the remaining
number of bits and the channel qualities of all receivers. On the other hand, in the
convex optimization approach, the problem becomes more difficult because we have
to add the constraint that only one receiver can be served at each time epoch. Some
work simplify the problem by focusing on a specific scheduling policy, such as first
in first out (FIFO) or earliest deadline first (EDF). The problem is then to find an
optimal data rate allocation. However, these policies are not always optimal.

More specifically, under the assumption that the channel is static and all the
packets have the same single absolute deadline, it was shown by El Gamal et al. [71]
that a FIFO service discipline is optimal. The problem is to allocate the data rate
at each epoch, which is solved by a convex optimization problem. Tarello et al. [72]
studied the cases with no dynamic packet arrivals. The first case is the channel
state is known before transmission and packets have different deadlines. The opti-
mal service rule was shown to be EDF, and the problem can be solved by convex
optimization approach. Secondly, they considered a stochastic channel process, and
extended Fu et al. [67]’s dynamic programming approach by enlarging the system
state to include multiple receivers. Miao and Cassandras [73] extended the work
in [71] by considering the case where each packet has different deadlines, and dif-
ferent number of bits. However, the non-optimal FIFO service rule was used, see
Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: FIFO is not optimal with dynamic packet arrivals and arbitrary packet
deadlines. Due to the hard real-time constraint and the FIFO service rule, both packets
have to depart the system at time D2. However, it is not optimal, since a better policy
is to preempt the transmission of packet 1 after time t2 and resume it after time D2.

Table 3.2: Summary of papers on minimum energy cost by rate adaptation on a star
network. Note that all papers assume the future packet arrival times are known.

Paper Packet arrival Deadline Channel Service rule
[71] dynamic arrival single absolute static FIFO
[74] dynamic arrival single absolute static unspecified

[72,75] queued from start single absolute time-varying unspecified
[72] queued from start multiple static EDF
[73] dynamic arrival multiple static FIFO0

0It is not the optimal service rule under [73]’s assumption of the packet arrival and deadline.

3.2.2 Maximizing the probability of on-time packet delivery
Due to the maximum transmission power constraints and/or a large amount of data
traffic, it is not possible that all packets can be served before the deadline. Hence,
the second set of problems is to maximize the probability of on-time packet delivery.

Most of the works along this line do not use rate adaptation. We first cover
a special interval-based packet arrival and deadline pattern that allows tractable
optimal solutions. Heuristic solutions for general arrival and deadline patterns
adapted from the principle of the EDF schedule is reviewed afterwards. Lastly, we
focus on the problem where rate adaption is used with an energy cost constraint.

Interval-based packet arrival and deadline

In order to make the multiple receiver problem in the star network tractable,
Hou and Kumar have proposed a tractable framework [76] with restrictions on the
packet arrival pattern and the deadline pattern. The packet arrivals and deadlines
are deterministic and structured, see Figure 3.9. An interval is composed of a fixed
number of time-slots. Each client generates one packet at the beginning of each
interval and requires the same delay bound equal with one interval. The deadline
constraint is then the length of the interval D. The channel state is assumed to
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be known and remains static in one interval. In this interval-based structure, there
is no queuing of packets for each receiver. Moreover, each packet has the same
deadline and hence the EDF schedule policy is ambiguous. With these restrictions,
tractable optimal solutions can be derived.

AP

Pkt arrival Pkt deadline

R1

q1

q2

q3

R2

R3

D D

D D

D D

Figure 3.9: An interval-based packet arrival and deadline pattern proposed by Hou
and Kumar [76]. Packets from different flows arrive at the same time in the beginning
of a frame of length D, and expire at the end of the frame. Moreover, the transmission
link is lossy, but the channel state remains static with a success probability q.

Two sets of problems are studied in this framework and are discussed in turn:
feasibility optimal policies for inelastic traffic and timely-throughput related utility
maximization. In what follows, we briefly present the main ideas and the results
under this framework. More details and the mathematical tools used to study the
problem can be found in the book by Hou and Kumar [77].

1) Feasibility optimal policies for inelastic traffic For the inelastic traffic,
each client requires a minimum timely-throughput. The authors [76] first derive
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the system that can serve these inelastic
traffic. The feasibility optimal policy, the policy that can serve the flows as long as
they can be served by the system, is proposed.

Define the load wi of a client i as the minimum time it needs in one interval in
order to obtain the required timely-throughput. Since the channel state remains
static and known, the load is simply the ratio between the timely-throughput re-
quirement ri and the success transmission probability on the link qi, i.e.,

wi = ri
qi
.
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The necessary and sufficient condition for admissible timely-throughput require-
ments is that the sum of the loads of a subset of clients should be smaller than the
length of the interval minus the idle periods when these clients are served. This
condition should be satisfied for all subsets of the clients.

Feasibility optimal policies, called largest debt first scheduling policies, are pro-
posed. The clients are served in the order of the amount of debts that each AP
owns them. The debt is calculated in the beginning of the interval based on the dif-
ference between the required service and the actual service the client received. One
of the optimal polices calculates the delivery debt as the difference in the required
load and the received load,

di(k + 1) = k · wi −
k∑

n=1
ui(n),

where k is the current time interval, and ui(n) is the actual number of time-slots
that client i receives at time interval n. This idea resembles those in the max-
weight scheduling or backpressure routing. Indeed, the optimality proof of all these
algorithms relies on the Lyapunov drift argument first applied in wireless network
by Tassiulas and Ephremides [78].

2) Timely-throughput related utility maximization The second set of
problems deals with elastic timely-throughput requirements. Each client attains
a utility based on the acquired timely-throughput, and the aim is to maximize
the total utility. The authors studied the utility maximization problem under the
basic traffic and deadline model in [79]. The feasible set is characterized by the
necessary and sufficient conditions in the feasibility optimal policy problem. A
convex optimization problem is formulated, and solved by a bidding procedure
found by Lagrange approach.

EDF scheduling and its variation

For general arrival and deadline patterns, there have been some work in the direc-
tion of adapting the EDF scheduling to the wireless star network. As discussed
previously, the EDF policy may not be optimal in wireless networks. In the follow-
ing, we give another example of the non-optimality of the EDF policy for bursty
links. The essential scheduling problem can be described in Figure 3.10 where
the objective is to maximize the expected number of packets delivered before their
deadlines. The shaded state is the current state of the GE model, and the state
of the channel is known when the transmission decision is taken. There are two
flows whose associated wireless transmission links are both at good state. Flow one
has one packet with longer deadline, but the probability of link being at good state
at the next time-slot is small. Flow two, on the other hand, has only one packet
and smaller deadline, but the probability of link being at good state at the next
time-slot is high. It is then better to serve flow one, since we might not be able
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to serve it again before its deadline, while it is very likely that we can transmit
on the second channel again in the next time-slot. The EDF policy transmits the
packet from flow two, and hence it is not optimal. The scheduling problem becomes
even more complicated when there are multiple packets queued in each flow and
unknown future packet arrivals.
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Figure 3.10: EDF policy is not optimal for bursty links. In this example, both links
are in good state with successful transmission. However, the link for flow one has a
probability of 0.99 to go to a bad state. EDF policy chooses the packet from flow
two with smaller deadline, but the optimal policy should be to transmit packet from
flow one. Moreover, if there are multiple waiting packets and unknown future packets
arrivals, the problem becomes more difficult.

The first work in this direction is by Shakkottai and Srikant [80] on maximizing
the expected total number of on-time delivered packets in wireless star network
with bursty link losses modeled by the Gilbert-Elliot (GE) model. Due to the cor-
relation introduced by the link loss model, the optimal policy depends on the queue
length, the individual packet deadline in the queue, the channel state, and statis-
tics of future packet arrivals. The problem can be solved by dynamic programming
approach, but it needs a very large state space. A simple feasible EDF policy is
instead proposed that schedules the packet which has the earliest time to expire
from the set of queues whose channels are marked in good state only (transmission
in this state is successful). It is optimal for a class of deterministic arrival processes
(e.g., periodic data flows with the same period, but different relative arrival times).
It also derives regions of different system parameters (GE loss models, deadlines
and number of packets, etc.) such that the proposed policy is indeed an optimal
one.

Several follow-up works on adapting the EDF scheduling have appeared. How-
ever, all these policies are heuristic. Kong and Teh [81] proposed proactive EDF
policy where it adjusts a packet’s deadline in anticipation of an upcoming degrada-
tion in its channel quality before transmitting the packet with the smallest adjusted
deadline. Khattab and Elsayed [82] proposed the channel dependent EDF policy.
The scheduler chooses the queue whose head of line packet has the earliest time
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to expire and the best channel conditions. A slightly more sophisticated approach
appeared in Dua and Bambos [83]. They focus on the optimal scheduling of the
earliest time to expiry packets from each individual flow, assuming the channel is
static and there is only one packet per flow. This problem can be solved by dynamic
programming efficiently. During the actual packet forwarding, the scheduling pol-
icy computed by the dynamic programming is applied to the head of line packet
for each flow.

Dual problem of energy-optimal scheduling

There also exists work on maximizing the on-time delivery probability subject to
an energy cost constraint with rate adaptation techniques. This is actually the
dual problem of the energy-optimal scheduling problem in Equation (3.3), and
hence similar approaches and techniques can be applied. Examples include the
papers [84–86] in which the energy constraint is due to the limitation of the energy
on energy-harvesting nodes.

3.2.3 Real-time wireless in multi-hop networks
When packets have to be forwarded on a multi-hop network, more issues arise,
such as inter-flow interferences and queueing delays in the nodes etc. There are
not so many works on multi-hop networks with optimal solutions due to the high
complexity and difficulty. However, several interesting papers have studied the
simplified problem under the assumption of fully reliable links in WirelessHART
network [87–89] and under the tree topology with a common destination and dead-
line [90,91].

WirelessHART network Saifullah et al. [87] studied multiple real-time flow
transmissions with per-packet deadlines in WirelessHART network, assuming fully
reliable links and node-exclusive interferences. As long as the minimum time to
reach the destination is smaller than the deadline, the schedule is valid. The prob-
lem is then to find an optimal algorithm such that all flows can be scheduled when-
ever a feasible schedule exists. They show that it is NP-complete to decide whether
the scheduling problem is feasible or not. A necessary condition for schedulability is
derived, which is used to prune the search space with an optimal branch and bound
algorithm. The same authors later considered a simple and efficient fixed priority
scheduling that can be mapped to a real-time multiprocessor scheduling [89]. Com-
bined with the worst-case delay analysis of multiple flows with fixed priorities, an
optimal priority assignment was derived [88].

The main restriction of Saifullah et al.’s approach is that it assumes links are
fully reliable; hence, it does not guarantee end-to-end delivery reliability. The
authors proposed several heuristic methods to deal with this problem. One way is
to use links that are highly reliable only. The other way is to duplicate the data
packet at the source, and each duplicated packet is treated as a separate data flow.
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Tree with a common destination and deadline Hariharan et.al [90,91] con-
sidered a tree topology in which the root is the destination and all other nodes can
have only one packet for the root with the same deadline. An intermediate node
receives multiple packets from predecessors and can aggregate them into a single
packet. Each packet is associated with some information, and the objective is to
maximize the summation of the information from the packets.

The dynamic programming framework is proposed to derive the optimal solu-
tions in a specified set of forwarding policies where each node can only have one
transmission opportunity. Moreover, the number of time-slots for transmissions on
a link, which determines the success probability, is pre-allocated and fixed. In other
words, on a single link, the node is not able to observe the transmission result at
each time-slot and dynamically change the action at the next time-slot.

3.2.4 Contributions of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5
Most of the work on real-time wireless communications with per-packet deadlines
have been devoted to single link and star network topologies under various assump-
tions on packet arrivals, packet deadlines and channel models. Extensions to some
more complex scenarios in star network topologies have already been shown to be
difficult, e.g. maximizing the timely-throughput under stochastic packet arrivals
and time-varying channels [80] and minimizing the energy cost by rate adapta-
tion for dynamic packet arrivals and arbitrary packet deadlines [73]. Optimal and
tractable solutions in a star network topology can be developed under additional
restrictions, such as the interval-based packet arrival and deadline patterns in [76].
The extension of the interval-based framework to a multi-hop network has been
shown difficult [92]. Other results on multi-hop networks also appeared with vari-
ous restrictions [87–91].

In this thesis, we instead restrict the number of flows to one, but extend real-time
wireless communications with per-packet deadlines to a multi-hop mesh network.
This single transient packet scenario roots from the machine to machine commu-
nication where the traffic is lightly loaded. Examples include wireless sensor and
actuator networks in which the periodic sampling times are usually longer than
packet deadlines. In this single transient packet scenario, the complexities due to
wireless transmission interferences and queueing delays can be reduced.

We assume finite-state Markovian channel models and that nodes only have
access to the (possibly delayed) state of their outgoing links. The physical layer
is fixed, and the packet end-to-end delivery reliability can be increased by retrans-
missions on the link.

We first study the problem of maximizing the probability that the packet is
delivered before the deadline. This problem is similar to the problem of maximizing
the probability of on-time packet delivery discussed in Section 3.2.2. It can be
efficiently solved by dynamic programming. We also study the minimum energy
packet forwarding problem with an arbitrary reliability requirement, while the works
mentioned in Section 3.2.1 consider the minimum energy problem with a hard real-
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time deadline constraint, i.e., all packets or bits have to be delivered before the
deadline. In our model, the energy cost can be saved by either waiting or reducing
transmission power with lower transmission success probability. This problem is
formulated as a constrained Markov decision process and solved by studying a
related weighted-sum maximization problem. Moreover, we study some advanced
topics of maximum deadline-constrained reliability packet forwarding problems in
Chapter 5 in multi-hop wireless lossy networks, including: limited channel state
information, unknown link loss models, multiple-flow problems, packet forwarding
with opportunistic routing technique, and optimal dedicated time-slot scheduling.



Chapter 4

Deadline-constrained forwarding and energy
efficiency

In this chapter, we present detailed models and assumptions for multi-hop commu-
nication with per-packet deadlines in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2.1, we formulate the
deadline-constrained maximum reliability forwarding problem and show how it can
be cast as a Markov decision process (MDP), while the minimum energy problem
with a deadline-constrained reliability requirement is formulated as a constrained
Markov decision process (CMDP). A general dynamic programming framework to
solve these two problems is proposed in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 and Section 4.5,
we study in detail the deadline-constrained maximum reliability forwarding prob-
lem and the minimum energy forwarding problem under deadline and reliability
constrains, respectively. In particular, the Bernoulli and Gilbert-Elliot (GE) link
loss models under two information cases are considered.

4.1 System model

We consider a scenario where a single packet, generated by an arbitrary node at time
t = 0, should be transmitted over a multi-hop wireless network to the destination
node Z within a deadline of D time-slots.

The routing topology of the multi-hop wireless network is represented by a
directed graph G = (N ,L) with nodes N = {1, . . . , Z} and links L. The presence
of a directed link (i, j) ∈ L means that node i is able to successfully transmit a
packet to node j. The destination node is labeled Z. We define Ni as the set of
neighbours of node i in N and hi as the minimum hop count from node i to the
destination Z. Hence, |Ni| is the number of outgoing links of node i. Examples
of such routing graphs include destination-oriented directed acyclic graphs built in
the IETF routing protocol for low-power and lossy networks (RPL) [19].

Communication links are unreliable and packet loss processes on links are mod-
eled by finite-state Markov chains [48,51,93]. The Markov chains for different links
are independent and each node can only access the state of its own outgoing links.

43
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Each Markov chain evolves in discrete time and state changes coincide with the
transmission slot boundaries. Let s ∈ S denote the Markovian state for a link and
S denote the set of all possible states. Let γ ∈ Γ denote the relative power (with
respect to full power) used for a single transmission where Γ is a finite set with
elements between 0 and 1. Similar to the model used in [94], a packet transmission
on a link in state s with relative power γ is successful with probability qγs . Let
ωi = [ωij ]j∈Ni represent the state of all links (i, j) outgoing from node i, with
ωij = s if the channel is in state s. Furthermore, let Ωi = S |Ni| be the set of all
possible link states for node i such that ωi ∈ Ωi. Lastly, ωi(t) are the channel
states of links at time t, and ωi(t− 1) are the states at time t− 1.

The optimal policy hinges on what knowledge can be assumed about the state
of the underlying Markov chain at the time when the forwarding decision is made.
Let Ii(t) ∈ Ii denote the link state information available at node i and at time
t, where Ii is the set of all possible link state information. In this chapter, we
consider two information patterns:

(a) Ii(t) = ωi(t): each node knows the state of its outgoing links at time t prior
to transmitting.

(b) Ii(t) = ωi(t − 1): each node knows the state of its outgoing links at the
previous time t − 1, which allows to compute the channel state distribution
at time t.

One could argue that information pattern (a) is not realistic in low-power networks,
as it assumes that nodes know the channel states ahead of time. However, it
provides an upper bound on the achievable reliability and gives insight into the
optimal policies, and we discuss how it can be implemented by opportunistic routing
techniques for Bernoulli and GE link loss models in Section 5.4. Also information
pattern (b) can be challenged, since it assumes full state knowledge at time-slot
t − 1, but it approaches a situation in which link state estimators continuously
track the link evolution.

In both information patterns, we neglect the energy and time cost of the link
state estimators for acquiring channel state information. Some extended informa-
tion patterns will be studied in Section 5.1. One is that that the channel state is
acquired by probing with an associated time cost; another one is that nodes do
not know the state of their links until they are used. Once a link has been used,
the conditional probability of successful transmission at any future time can be
computed using the Markov chain model of the links.

4.1.1 The Bernoulli and Gilbert-Elliot link models
In this section, we present a special two-state Markovian link loss model that covers
the Bernoulli and GE link models used in this thesis.

The two-state Markov model illustrated in Figure 4.1 has a “good” (G) and a
“bad” (B) state. Let ωij = G if the link is in good state, and ωij = B if the link is
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Figure 4.1: Two-state Markov chain model for link packet erasures with transmission
power adjustments. The transition probabilities between the “G” and “B” states are
denoted by qG, qB , pG and pB . The failure (F) probability in bad state is always one,
while the success (S) probability qγG in good state depends on the transmission power γ.
Specifically, qγG = 1 if γ = 1, i.e., the transmission in good state with full transmission
power is always successful.

in bad state. The success probability in good state denoted by qγG depends on the
transmission power γ, while the success probability in bad state is always zero.

Figure 4.2: Two-state GE model for packet losses on links.

If transmissions in good state are always successful (e.g. always transmitting
with full transmission power), we recover the basic GE model for correlated link
losses [95, 96] shown in Figure 4.2, where ωij(t) = G means that the transmission
is successful at time t and ωij(t) = B means the transmission fails at time t.
Hence, the conditional success and failure probabilities in good state are qG and
pG, respectively, and the conditional success and failure probabilities in bad state
are qB and pB , respectively. The average unconditional packet loss probability (i.e.,
the stationary distribution of the bad state of the Markov chain) ΠB is

ΠB = 1− qG
1− qG + qB

,

and the average unconditional probability of successful transmission (i.e., the sta-
tionary distribution of the good state of the Markov chain) ΠG is

ΠG = 1−ΠB = qB
1− qG + qB

.
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Moreover, let TB be the average error burst length (number of time-slots for which
the channel stays bad),

TB = 1
qB
.

The GE model further reduces to the Bernoulli model of independent packet
erasures when pB = pG = p and qB = qG = q = 1− p.

4.2 Problem formulation

The deadline-constrained packet forwarding problem can be formulated as a finite-
horizon Markov decision process (MDP) [27] with the horizon equal to the packet
deadline D.

To give an illustrative MDP example in the context of our deadline-constrained
packet forwarding problem, let us study the simplest scenario where the link loss
model is Bernoulli and the transmission power adjustment is not used. The MDP
state is then the packet location. The process goes to the next state (i.e., the next-
hop node or the current packet location) depending on the action (i.e., transmitting
the packet on a link or holding the packet at the current node). An energy cost is
induced if the packet is transmitted. The state transition probability is determined
by the link loss probability. An MDP example is illustrated in Figure 4.4 for the
network topology in Figure 4.3.

s

1

2 d

l1, p1

l2, p2

l3, p3

l4, p4

l5, p5

Figure 4.3: A simple network topology with four nodes. We assume Bernoulli link
loss model and no transmission power adjustments. Here, s is the source and d is the
destination; l denotes the link and p denotes the average link loss probability.

The MDP becomes more complex when the channel is modeled by a Markovian
link loss process. However, the basic structure remains the same. The system state
is enlarged to include the knowledge of the channel states, and the state transition
probabilities are now also influenced by the transitions of the Markov chain of
the link models. An example of packet forwarding on a single link with two-state
Markov chain link loss model is shown in Figure 4.5. Lastly, the transmission power
adjustment can be simply included by adding more actions with different energy
cost and success probability tuned by the transmission power.

The deadline-constrained reliability is the total expected reward of the MDP
when a reward is only offered at the deadline time t = D, which is also the termi-
nation time of the MDP with time horizon D. Suppose the deadline-constrained
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l2

l1
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l3
d

l4

h

h

h

h

l5

Initial State at t=0

terminal reward 1 
at t=D

1

p2

p1

1-p1

1

1

1-p2

p4

p3

p5

1

1-p5

1-p3

1-p4

Action with energy cost Action without energy cost h Hold the packetl Transmit on link 

Figure 4.4: The Markov decision process for the packet forwarding problem on the
network topology in Figure 4.3. This MDP starts with the initial state s at time 0,
which means that the packet is at the source node in the beginning. The state of the
MDP is progressed at discrete time according to the action and the link loss probability.
Notice that, transmitting the packet to neighbor consumes energy, while withholding
the packet does not. A reward is received if the MDP stays at state d (the destination
node) at the deadline time t = D.

reliability under a policy π is Rπ. A standard MDP can be formulated for the
maximum deadline-constrained reliability forwarding as

maximize
π

Rπ.

Furthermore, the minimum energy forwarding with a requirement of deadline-
constrained reliability is a constrained MDP,

minimize
π

Cπ

subject to Rπ ≥ Rreq,

where Cπ is the expected energy cost under a policy π.
In the rest of this section, we will detail the state x(t), the action a(t), the

state transition probability P{x(t+ 1)|x(t), a(t)}, the reward µt(x(t), a(t), x(t+ 1))
and the cost ct(x(t), a(t), x(t + 1)) of our deadline-constrained packet forwarding
problem in the MDP formulation.

4.2.1 MDP formulation
Let x(t) =

(
m(t), Im(t)(t)

)
denote the state of the MDP where m(t) is the packet

location at time t and Im(t)(t) are the channel state information of nodem(t) at time
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s d
l

A single link topology

h

s,G

s,B

l

d

l

h

hpB

pB

pG

1

qG

qB

Action with energy cost Action without energy cost h Hold the packetl Transmit on link 

qB

qG

pG

Initial: good channel state 
at t=0 with prob. ΠG  

Initial: bad channel state 
at t=0 with prob. ΠB  

Figure 4.5: The Markov decision process for the packet forwarding on a single link
modeled by two-state GE link loss model. We assume that the channel state in the
previous time-slot is known. The MDP state now includes the channel state good
(G) or bad (B). The MDP starts with either good or bad channel state depending on
the unconditional good or bad channel state distribution. The MDP state transition
probability is determined by the channel states at current time-slot and the next time-
slot. These specific numbers are given by the GE link loss model, see Section 4.1.1 for
details.

t, i.e., Im(t)(t) = ωm(t)(t) for information pattern (a) and Im(t)(t) = ωm(t)(t − 1)
for information pattern (b). The action a(t) =

(
j(t), γ(t)

)
chooses the next-hop

node j(t) and the transmission power γ(t).
The state transition probability P{x(t + 1)|x(t), a(t)} is determined by link

parameters. For ease of presentation, suppose the MDP state at time t is x(t) =
(i, Ii(t)) and the MDP state at time t+ 1 is x(t+ 1) = (k, Ik(t+ 1)). Let P

{
Ii(t+

1)|Ii(t)
}
be the channel state information transition probability of node i’s outgoing

links, and let P{Ii(t)} be the stationary channel state information distribution of
all links outgoing from node i at time t. Notice that P{Ii(t)} is the stationary
distribution of Markovian chains of the link model in both information pattern (a)
and (b).

The state transition probability function P{x(t + 1)|x(t), a(t)} depends on the
action. If the action is to hold the packet (i.e., j(t) = i), then the packet still stays
at node i in the next time-slot (i.e., k = i), and the channel states evolve according
to the Markov chains of the link models. The probability that the packet is at any
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other nodes is zero. Hence, the state transition probability when j(t) = i is

P{x(t+ 1)|x(t), a(t)} =
{
P{Ik(t+ 1)|Ii(t)} if k = i,

0 otherwise.

On the other hand, if the action is to forward the packet (i.e., j(t) 6= i), in the
next time-slot the packet can be at node i or at neighbor j(t) to which the packet
is forwarded. The probability that the packet is at any other nodes is zero. The
state transition probability becomes more complex, and it is

P{x(t+ 1)|x(t), a(t)}

=


∑

ωi(t)

(
1− qγωij(t)

)
P{ωi(t)|Ii(t)}P{Ik(t+ 1)|ωi(t), Ii(t)} if k = i,∑

ωi(t)
qγωij(t) P{ωi(t)|Ii(t)} P

{
Ik(t+ 1)

}
if k = j(t),

0 otherwise.

In these expressions, ωi(t) is a realization of the channel states at time t depending
on node i’s information on the channel states at time t. The probability that the
packet stays at node i is 1 − qγωij(t), and the probability that it is at the neighbor
j(t) is qγωij(t). Finally, the information of the channel states at the next time-slot
Ik(t+ 1) is determined by the channel state realization ωi(t) and the channel state
information Ii(t) if the packet stays at node i, and is unconditionally distributed
as the channel state information of the next-hop node k if the packet is successfully
forwarded to the neighbor j(t).

There is no reward for each action, but a terminal reward µD
(
x(D)

)
is given if

the packet arrives at the destination node Z at the last time-slot D,

µD
(
x(D)

)
=
{

1 if m(D) = Z,

0 otherwise.

Under policy π, the expected reward (deadline-constrained packet reliability) is

Rπ =
∑
x(0)

P{x(0)}E
{
µD
(
x(D)

)
|x(0)

}
,

where x(0) is the initial state. It describes that the packet is at the source node
and with the unconditional channel states distribution,

P{x(0)} =
{
P
{

Im(0)
}

if m(0) = src,
0 otherwise.

With this notation, the maximum deadline-constrained reliability problem is

maximize
π

Rπ. (4.1)
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Extension to infinite-horizon with an absorbing state

We can convert the above finite-horizon MDP to an infinite-horizon MDP of total
expected reward with an absorbing state. We first expand the state to include time
epoch t (i.e., states are now node-time pairs) from t = 0 to t = D. The MDP goes
to the next state with time t + 1 only if the current state’s time is t. We define
a termination state to which all the states with time D are directed. This is an
absorbing state when the packet reaches the deadline. At the absorbing state, there
does not have any reward and cost. All other parameters including rewards, costs
and state transition probabilities remain the same.

4.2.2 CMDP formulation and weighted sum maximization
The energy cost ct

(
x(t), a(t)

)
is incurred when the action is to transmit the packet

to a neighbor with power γ(t),

ct
(
x(t), a(t)

)
=
{
γ(t) if j(t) 6= m(t),
0 otherwise.

Note a unit of transmission energy cost corresponds to a transmission with full
power, and we drop x(t + 1) in the expression of ct since the energy cost is inde-
pendent from the next state. The expected energy cost under a policy π is

Cπ :=
∑
x(0)

P{x(0)}E
{t=D−1∑

t=0
ct
(
x(t), a(t)

)
|x(0)

}
.

With this notation, the minimum energy forwarding with a requirement of
deadline-constrained reliability Rreq can be formulated as

minimize
π

Cπ

subject to Rπ ≥ Rreq.
(4.2)

This problem falls into the category of constrained MDP (CMDP). The standard
solution is to use linear programming [27]. We instead use the Lagrangian ap-
proach proposed in [31] for CMDP to convert it to a non-constrained weighted sum
problem. The Lagrange dual of the minimum energy problem (4.2) is

maximize
λ

min
π

(
Cπ + λ(Rreq −Rπ)

)
subject to λ ≥ 0

which is equivalent to

minimize
δ

1/δ ·max
π
{Rπ − δ · Cπ} − 1/δ ·Rreq

subject to δ ≥ 0
(4.3)
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where δ = 1/λ. This finite-horizon CMDP can be cast into the infinite-horizon
case with total cost criterion and an absorbing state. It can be shown that this is
a contracting MDP as defined in [31, Def. 2.4]. Hence, by [31, Thm. 4.8 ii], the
duality gap is zero.

To solve problem (4.3), we hence need to solve the weighted sum maximization
of reliability and energy, i.e.,

max
π
{Rπ − δ · Cπ} (4.4)

for a given δ ≥ 0. Note that the maximum reliability problem (4.1) is a special case
of the weighted sum maximization problem (4.4) with δ = 0.

4.3 General dynamic programming framework

Next, we will develop a general dynamic programming framework to solve the
weighted sum maximization problem (4.4). Notice that the maximum reliability
problem (4.1) can be solved by letting δ = 0 with this dynamic programming
framework. We can treat the weighted energy cost δ ·Cπ as a negative reward scaled
by δ in the MDP formulation. Hence, a history-independent and deterministic
optimal policy can be found by dynamic programming [27].

The MDP state is composed of the packet location and the link state informa-
tion. Thus at time t and node i, let the maximum conditional utility be (i.e., the
optimal value function)

U?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
= R?i

(
t|Ii(t)

)
− δC?i

(
t|Ii(t)

)
that describes the optimal utility for packet delivery within the next D − t time-
slots. R?i

(
t|Ii(t)

)
and C?i

(
t|Ii(t)

)
are the corresponding optimal reliability and

optimal energy cost, respectively. The unconditional maximum utility is

U?i (t) =
∑
Ii(t)

P{Ii(t)}U?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
, (4.5)

where P{Ii(t)} is the probability that the link state information at node i is Ii(t) ∈
Ii.

To this end, our aim is to develop optimal forwarding policies that maximize
the utility at t = 0 with deadline of D time-slots, U?i (0), for node i. This quantity
can be computed recursively by dynamic programming from t = D − 1 to t = 0,
starting from initial condition

U?i
(
D|Ii(D)

)
=
{

1 if i = Z,

0 if i 6= Z;
(4.6)

R?i
(
D|Ii(D)

)
=
{

1 if i = Z,

0 if i 6= Z;
C?i
(
D|Ii(D)

)
= 0. (4.7)
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At each step with t < D, the maximum conditional utility U?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
at node i is

characterized by the following optimality equation (i.e., Bellman equation),

U?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
= max

{
max

j∈Ni,γ∈Γ
U j,γi

(
t|Ii(t)

)
, U ii

(
t|Ii(t)

)}
(4.8)

where U j,γi
(
t|Ii(t)

)
is the utility of forwarding to a neighbor j ∈ Ni with power

γ, and U ii
(
t|Ii(t)

)
is the utility of withholding the packet at node i, respectively.

These utilities are computed as

U j,γi
(
t|Ii(t)

)
=
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)|Ii(t)}
(

qγωij(t)U
?
j (t+ 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Successful forwarding

+ (1− qγωij(t))
∑

Ii(t+1)

P{Ii(t+ 1)|ωi(t), Ii(t)}U?i
(
t+ 1|Ii(t+ 1)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Failed forwarding

)

− δ · γ;︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tx Penalty

(4.9)

U ii
(
t|Ii(t)

)
=
∑

Ii(t+1)

P{Ii(t+ 1)|Ii(t)}U?i
(
t+ 1|Ii(t+ 1)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Staying at node i

. (4.10)

In these expressions, ωi(t) is a specific link state realization for node i at time t,
P{ωi(t)|Ii(t)} is the probability that ωi(t) occurs at time t conditioned on the
available information Ii(t) and P{Ii(t + 1)|ωi(t)} is the probability that the link
state information in the next time-slot is Ii(t + 1) given the observation of a spe-
cific link state ωi(t) at time t. Notice that in each step t of the dynamic pro-
gramming, the update in Equation (4.8) requires the maximum conditional utility
U?i
(
t + 1|Ii(t + 1)

)
computed in the previous step. It also needs the maximum

unconditional utility U?j (t + 1) computed by node j using a similar dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm. The unconditional utility is used as node i does not know the
state of node j’s outgoing links.

The optimal policy at time t forwards the packet to the node j?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
with

the power γ?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
that maximizes Equation (4.8). For ease of notation, define

j?i := j?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
and γ?i := γ?i

(
t|Ii(t)

)
. Thus, we have

(j?i , γ?i ) =

(i, 0) if U ii
(
t|Ii(t)

)
≥ U j,γi

(
t|Ii(t)

)
∀j ∈ Ni, γ ∈ Γ;

arg max
j∈Ni,γ∈Γ

U j,γi
(
t|Ii(t)

)
otherwise.

(4.11)

Note that withholding the packet does not consume energy, and that we break ties
arbitrarily. With Equation (4.11), one can compute R?i

(
t|Ii(t)

)
and C?i

(
t|Ii(t)

)
. If
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(j?i , γ?i ) 6= (i, 0), then

R?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
=
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)|Ii(t)}
(
q?i
(
ωi(t)

)
R?j?

i
(t+ 1)

+
(
1− q?i

(
ωi(t)

)) ∑
Ii(t+1)

P{Ii(t+ 1)|ωi(t), Ii(t)}R?i
(
t+ 1|Ii(t+ 1)

))
;

(4.12)

C?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
=
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)|Ii(t)}
(
q?i
(
ωi(t)

)
C?j?

i
(t+ 1)

+
(
1− q?i

(
ωi(t)

)) ∑
Ii(t+1)

P{Ii(t+ 1)|ωi(t), Ii(t)}C?i
(
t+ 1|Ii(t+ 1)

))
+ γ?i (4.13)

where q?i
(
ωi(t)

)
:= q

γ?i
ωij?

i
(t) is the success transmission probability with the policy

(j?i , γ?i ) under the channel state ωi(t). On the other hand, if (j?i , γ?i ) = (i, 0), then

R?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
=

∑
Ii(t+1)

P{Ii(t+ 1)|Ii(t)}R?i
(
t+ 1|Ii(t+ 1)

)
; (4.14)

C?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
=

∑
Ii(t+1)

P{Ii(t+ 1)|Ii(t)}C?i
(
t+ 1|Ii(t+ 1)

)
. (4.15)

The unconditional R?i (t) and C?i (t) can be computed similarly

R?i (t) =
∑
Ii(t)

P{Ii(t)} R?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
; C?i (t) =

∑
Ii(t)

P{Ii(t)} C?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
. (4.16)

Remark. The dynamic programming framework allows nodes to find their optimal
forwarding policy based on the statistics of their outgoing links and the “offered
deadline-constrained utilities” U?j (t + 1) of one-hop away parents. This step can
be done a priori if the link statistics do not change, or at a slow time-scale using
message-passing between nodes. At run-time, nodes can make optimal forwarding
decisions by acquiring the states of their outgoing links and applying the policy.

Distributed implementation

This dynamic programming framework can be implemented in a distributed man-
ner. For the destination node Z, the optimal utility is one, the optimal reliability
is one, and the optimal energy is zero at any time t.

The dynamic programming computes the optimal utility and the optimal for-
warding policy for other nodes. It starts with the initial conditions of the dy-
namic programming at time t = D for all nodes i 6= Z in Equation (4.6) and
Equation (4.7). In step 1, each node i (i 6= Z) computes U?i (D − 1|Ii(D − 1))
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with U?i (D|Ii(D)) and U?j (D) for all Ii(D − 1) based on Equation (4.8) - Equa-
tion(4.10). After computing the unconditional utility with Equation (4.5), it broad-
casts U?i (D− 1) to any node j for which i ∈ Nj , i.e., i is one of j’s next-hop nodes.
At the beginning of step 2, each node i knows U?j (D − 1) for j ∈ Ni from step 1.
Hence, these nodes can compute U?i (D− 2|Ii(D− 2)) for all Ii(D− 2) using Equa-
tion (4.8) - Equation(4.10). The unconditional utility is computed, and broadcast
to neighbors again. The procedure repeats until t = 0. At this point, we have
computed U?i (t|Ii(t)) for all nodes i 6= Z, for all t ∈ [0, 1, . . . , D − 1] and for all
Ii(t). A total D · |N | number of messages have to be passed among the neighboring
nodes during this procedure where |N | is the number of nodes in the network.

Optimal forwarding policy

The optimal forwarding policy from the dynamic programming framework is com-
posed of the optimal actions derived in Equation (4.11) for each possible packet
location, time, and link state information. We can implement the optimal policy
in a distributed fashion at each node without need for inter-node coordination. A
node stores only the policy associated with itself as a lookup table indexed by time
and link state information. At run time, if a node holds the packet, then it forwards
the packet according to the lookup table.

4.4 Maximum reliability forwarding with full channel state
information

In this section, we consider the deadline-constrained maximum reliability forward-
ing problem for both the Bernoulli and the GE link loss models. In order to
maximize the link reliability, the packet is always transmitted with full power.
More specifically, the dynamic programming framework in Section 4.3 is applied
here with δ = 0 and the utility function coincides with the reliability function,
i.e., Ui(·) = Ri(·). The sole goal is to find the optimal forwarding node j?, since
the packet is always transmitted with full power. For ease of notation, we let
Rji
(
t|Ii(t)

)
be the forwarding reliability of node i to a neighbour j with full trans-

mission power. We develop simplified expressions for conditional maximum utility
in Equation (4.8), optimal forwarding policy at each time-slot t in Equation (4.11)
and corresponding maximum utility in Equation (4.5) for both information pat-
tern (a) and (b) with Bernoulli and GE link loss models. We demonstrate the
techniques with numerical examples, and compare with the scheme of forwarding
on the minimum expected transmission count (ETX) path [26].

4.4.1 Maximum reliability forwarding under Bernoulli loss
model

In what follows, we analyze this problem for two different information patterns
when erasure events follow a Bernoulli process. Under this loss model, the link
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state at any time-slot does not provide any knowledge on the state at the next
time-slot and hence, P{ωi(t)|ωi(t− 1)} = P{ωi(t)}.

Bernoulli loss model and information pattern (a)

In information pattern (a) with Ii(t) = ωi(t) and δ = 0, Equations (4.9)-(4.10)
become

Rji
(
t|ωi(t)

)
= 1{ωij(t)=G}R

?
j (t+ 1)

+ 1{ωij(t)=B}
∑

ωi(t+1)

P{ωi(t+ 1)}R?i
(
t+ 1|ωi(t+ 1)

)
= 1{ωij(t)=G}R

?
j (t+ 1) + 1{ωij(t)=B}R

?
i (t+ 1)

Rii
(
t|ωi(t)

)
=

∑
ωi(t+1)

P{ωi(t+ 1)}R?i
(
t+ 1|ωi(t+ 1)

)
= R?i (t+ 1),

where 1{ωij(t)=s} for s = {G,B} is an indicator function defined as 1{ωij(t)=s} = 1
if ωij(t) = s and 0 otherwise. We can re-write the update step in Equation (4.8) as
follows

R?i
(
t|ωi(t)

)
= max

{
max
j∈Ni

{
1{ωij(t)=G}R

?
j (t+ 1) + 1{ωij(t)=B}R

?
i (t+ 1)

}
, R?i (t+ 1)

)}
= max

{
max
j∈Ni

{
1{ωij(t)=G}R

?
j (t+ 1)

}
, R?i (t+ 1)

)}
Note Rji

(
t|ωi(t)

)
can be either R?j (t + 1) or R?i (t + 1), and staying at node i has

the highest priority according to Equation (4.11). Thus, it is sufficient to use
1{ωij(t)=G}R

?
j (t+ 1) for node j.

We present a low complexity algorithm to find the optimal policy in Equa-
tion (4.11) and solve the maximum reliability problem inspired by the technique
used in Ogier [97]. Let nodes in Ni be sorted in order of decreasing reliability as
{j1
i , j

2
i , · · · , j

|Ni|
i }, i.e.,

R?jm
i

(t+ 1) ≥ R?
jm+1
i

(t+ 1), m = 1, . . . , |Ni| − 1,

and let ki(t) ∈ {1, . . . , |Ni|} denote the largest integer such that

R?jm
i

(t+ 1) > R?i (t+ 1), ∀m ≤ ki(t).

The optimal policy forwards the packet on the first link (i, jmi ), m ≤ ki(t)
(according to the ordering) that is in good state; if all ki(t) links are in bad state,
node i withholds the packet,

j?i =
{
jmi if ωijn

i
(t) = B ∀n < m and m ≤ ki(t), ωijm

i
(t) = G,

i if ωijn
i

(t) = B ∀n ≤ ki(t).
(4.17)
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Therefore, one can simplify the maximum conditional reliability R?i
(
t|ωi(t)

)
as

follows

R?i
(
t|ωi(t)

)
=
{
R?jm

i
(t+ 1) if ωijn

i
(t) = B ∀n < m and m ≤ ki(t), ωijm

i
(t) = G,

R?i (t+ 1) if ωijn
i

(t) = B ∀n ≤ ki(t).

Finally, the computation of R?i (t) can be simplified by observing that the set of
available information at node i consists of the link state realization ωi(t) in which
two types of actions can take place: each of the ki(t) outgoing links is selected;
the packet is withheld at node i. Let qij and pij be the average success and loss
probability of transmission from node i to node j. Hence,

R?i (t) =
ki(t)∑
m=1

R?jm
i

(t+ 1)qijm
i

m−1∏
l=1

pijl
i

+R?i (t+ 1)
ki(t)∏
l=1

pijl
i
.

The computation involves the highest number of multiplication operations when
R?j (t+ 1) > R?i (t+ 1) for all j ∈ Ni. Thus, each node performs at most |Ni|(|Ni| −
1)/2 multiplication operations.

Bernoulli loss model and information pattern (b)

Under information pattern (b), the state of the outgoing links is no longer available
prior transmitting. Since erasure events in the Bernoulli model are independent
from one time-slot to the next, information about previous link state does not
affect the forwarding decision, i.e., Rji

(
t|Ii(t)

)
= Rji (t) and Rii

(
t|Ii(t)

)
= Rii(t).

Thus, Equations. (4.9)-(4.10) become

Rji (t) =
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)}
(
1{ωij(t)=G}R

?
j (t+ 1) + 1{ωij(t)=B}R

?
i (t+ 1)

)
= qijR

?
j (t+ 1) + pijR

?
i (t+ 1);

Rii(t) = R?i (t+ 1).

The maximum end-to-end reliability from node i to the destination is

R?i (t) = max
{

max
j∈Ni

{
qijR

?
j (t+ 1) + pijR

?
i (t+ 1)

}
, R?i (t+ 1)

}
. (4.18)

Given the minimum hop count hi from node i to the destination, the next
theorem simplifies the optimal policy under Bernoulli model and information pat-
tern (b).

Proposition 4.4.1. Under information pattern (b) with the Bernoulli loss model,
the optimal policy that maximizes the end-to-end reliability at node i and time-slot
t is

j?i (t) =
{

arg max
j∈Ni

{
qijR

?
j (t+ 1) + pijR

?
i (t+ 1)

}
for t+ hi ≤ D;

i for t+ hi > D.
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The maximum reliability is

R?i (t) =
{

max
j∈Ni

{
qijR

?
j (t+ 1) + pijR

?
i (t+ 1)

}
for t+ hi ≤ D;

0 for t+ hi > D.

Proof. This result is a special case of the optimal forwarding policy under the GE
loss model in Proposition 4.4.2. See Section 4.4.2 and the proof in Appendix A.

Since the optimal policy is independent from channel states, the computational
complexity in terms of the number of multiplication operations at each node is
reduced to 2|Ni|.

From the optimal forwarding policy of unconditionally transmitting to the most
reliable next-hop for t+hi ≤ D, one might be misled to believe that a shortest-path
routing with the appropriate weights would be optimal. However, it is important to
note that the optimal path might change when the delay constraint changes. Hence,
a series of packets originating from the same source node with the same delay con-
straint may follow different paths. One such example is given in Figure 4.6, where
packets are normally forwarded along the more reliable two-hop path. However, if
a packet has experienced multiple losses and remains at the source when there is
only a single slot left until the deadline, the transmission decision will be to try the
less reliable direct path.

S

R

D
ε ε 

1-ε 

Figure 4.6: The longer path consists of two very reliable links. However, a packet with
deadline 1 will be transmitted over the unreliable direct path.

4.4.2 Maximum reliability forwarding under Gilbert-Elliot loss
model

We next address the problem of maximum reliability routing for the two-state
Markov chain model with full transmission power. Links now have memory which
correlates information and decisions from one time-slot to the next, and in general
P{ωi(t)|ωi(t − 1)} 6= P{ωi(t)}. For information patterns (a) and (b), we find
solutions that despite a substantially larger state space, remain tractable for most
reasonable network scenarios.

GE loss model and information pattern (a)

Under the GE loss model, the reliability of keeping the packet at node i in a specific
time-slot will now depend on the state of all the outgoing links of node i. With
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Ii(t) = ωi(t) and δ = 0, we have

Rji
(
t|ωi(t)

)
= 1{ωij(t)=G}R

?
j (t+ 1)

+ 1{ωij(t)=B}
∑

ωi(t+1)

P{ωi(t+ 1)|ωi(t)}R?i
(
t+ 1|ωi(t+ 1)

)
Rii
(
t|ωi(t)

)
=

∑
ωi(t+1)

P{ωi(t+ 1)|ωi(t)}R?i
(
t+ 1|ωi(t+ 1)

)
and the maximum conditional utility in Equation (4.8) becomes

R?i
(
t|ωi(t)

)
= max

{
max
j∈Ni

Rji
(
t|ωi(t)

)
, Rii
(
t|ωi(t)

)}
= max

{
max
j∈Ni

{
1{ωij(t)=G}R

?
j (t+ 1)

}
,∑

ωi(t+1)

P{ωi(t+ 1)|ωi(t)}R?i
(
t+ 1|ωi(t+ 1)

)}
.

The unconditional maximum reliability R?i (t) follows directly from Equation (4.5)
with Ii(t) = ωi(t) and δ = 0,

R?i (t) =
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)}R?i
(
t|ωi(t)

)
.

Contrary to the Bernoulli case, it is not easy to analytically characterize the set
of optimal forwarding nodes. Therefore, we need to iterate over all possible state
vectors to determine the optimal forwarding nodes j?i using Equation (4.11). Every
node needs to evaluate 2|Ni| possible link state vectors in the next time-slot to
compute the reliability of staying action for a given channel state, and needs 2|Ni|
steps to iterate over all possible channel states ωi(t) to compute the unconditional
R?i (t). Thus, the complexity to compute R?i (t) in terms of number of multiplication
operations at each node in each step is 4|Ni|. Although the complexity increases
exponentially, it remains tractable for most reasonable network scenarios in which
each node typically would use a handful (say three to five) of outgoing links [16].

GE loss model and information pattern (b)

With Ii(t) = ωi(t− 1) and δ = 0 the maximum conditional reliability from Equa-
tion (4.8) can be re-written as

R?i
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
= max

{
max
j∈Ni

{
Rji
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)}
, Rii

(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)}
, (4.19)
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where

Rji
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
=
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)|ωi(t− 1)}

·
(
1{ωij(t)=G}R

?
j (t+ 1) + 1{ωij(t)=B}R

?
i

(
t+ 1|ωi(t)

))
,

Rii
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
=
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)|ωi(t− 1)}R?i
(
t+ 1|ωi(t)

)
.

The following theorem characterizes the optimal forwarding policy.

Proposition 4.4.2. Under information pattern (b) with the GE loss model, the
optimal policy that maximizes the end-to-end reliability at node i and time-slot t is

j?i =
{

arg max
j∈Ni

{
Rji
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)}
for t+ hi ≤ D;

i, for t+ hi > D.

The conditional maximum reliability is

R?i
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
=
{

max
j∈Ni

{
Rji
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)}
for t+ hi ≤ D;

0 for t+ hi > D.

In essence, the optimal forwarding policy under the GE loss model and infor-
mation pattern (b) is to always transmit the packet to the node that achieves the
maximal Rji

(
t|ωi(t − 1)

)
if t + hi ≤ D, or to hold the transmission if t + hi > D

in which case the remaining time-slots to deadline is smaller than minimum hop
count and R?i

(
t|ωi(t−1)

)
= 0. The unconditional maximum reliability follows from

Equation (4.5) with δ = 0 and Ii(t) = ωi(t− 1),

R?i (t) =
∑

ωi(t−1)

P{ωi(t− 1)}R?i
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
.

The computation of R?i
(
t|ωi(t − 1)

)
for t + hi ≤ D becomes more involved,

compared to information pattern (a) with the GE loss model because only the links
states at the previous time-slot are available. Specifically, Rji (t|ωi(t − 1)

)
can be

computed in 2|Ni| multiplication operations and repeated |Ni| times of all j and
2|Ni| times of all ωi(t − 1). Thus to compute R?i (t) each node needs to carry out
|Ni|4|Ni| multiplications per step.

4.4.3 Numerical examples
We are now ready to demonstrate our algorithms on numerical examples. We
focus our evaluations on the topology in Figure 4.7 where a source (node 1) sends
packets to a destination (node 6), and analyze the end-to-end reliability for both the
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Figure 4.7: Example network topology.
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Figure 4.8: Deadline-Reliability curves for information pattern (a) with unconditional
loss probability ΠB = 0.5 and different average error burst lengths TB for GE loss model.

Bernoulli and GE link loss models. We have chosen this particular network since
it is of limited size (hence comprehensible) yet gives results that are representative
of a large number of evaluations that we have performed of networks with different
sizes, topologies, node densities and link parameters.

We assume homogeneous links with unconditional loss probability ΠB = 0.5
under full transmission power for both the Bernoulli and GE models. In GE model,
we characterize the bursty link by its average error burst length TB = 1/qB . See
Section 4.1.1 for details of the relations of these parameters.

Figure 4.8 shows the achievable deadline-reliability curves for information pat-
tern (a) under the Bernoulli and GE loss models, respectively. The curves display
the natural monotonicity of increasing reliability with increasing deadline. Since
the minimum hop-count between source and destination is two, the smallest dead-
line that admits non-zero reliability is two time-slots. The figure also shows that
it is harder to maintain high reliability with correlated losses: when a transmission
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Figure 4.9: Deadline-Reliability curves for information patterns (a) and (b) with un-
conditional loss probability ΠB = 0.5 and different average error burst lengths TB for
GE loss model.

fails, the link is in bad state where it faces a higher conditional loss probability
pB than the average loss rate ΠB . Furthermore, for fixed ΠB , pB increases with
error burst length TB , which explains why the achievable reliability in Figure 4.8
decreases with increasing error burst length.

Figure 4.9 shows how the available link-state information impacts the achievable
reliability. Information pattern (a), where nodes know which outgoing links will be
successful when they make forwarding decisions, always outperforms information
pattern (b), where nodes cannot be certain that transmissions will be successful.
The difference between the two decreases as the links get more bursty, since the
link state at the previous time-slot instant then becomes an increasingly accurate
prediction of the link state at the current time-slot.

Figure 4.10 shows the average number of times that each link has been used be-
fore the packet is dropped or received at the destination under information pattern
(b) over 106 realizations of Monte Carlo simulation. In the case of homogeneous
links and Bernoulli losses, the single path (1 → 3 → 6) is optimal. However,
as links become increasingly bursty, it becomes more and more beneficial to use
multi-path routing to avoid links that are in, or likely to be in, bad state. When
links are described by the GE model with TB = 2.5, the packets follow three paths
1→ 3→ 6, 1→ 4→ 6 and 1→ 5→ 6. For longer error burst length TB = 10, all
possible paths are used.

Figure 4.11 shows the performance benefits of the optimal forwarding scheme
compared with the minimum average end-to-end delay routing scheme that chooses
the minimum ETX path [26]. Although not true in general, the minimum ETX
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Figure 4.10: Average active time under information pattern (b) with deadline D = 4.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between optimal forwarding scheme and min ETX singe path
routing under information pattern (b).

path always achieves the optimal performance under Bernoulli loss model in this
network topology and link parameter setup. On the other hand, the performance
of ETX routing worsens as links become more bursty.
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4.5 Minimum energy forwarding under deadline and
reliability constrains

The optimal forwarding policies studied in Section 4.4 on maximum reliability for-
warding make full use of the available transmission opportunities to maximize the
probability of on-time packet delivery, see Proposition 4.4.1 and Proposition 4.4.2.
However, this is energy-inefficient since nodes may persist in forwarding the packet
even if all outgoing links are likely to be in bad state. To overcome this, in this
section, we consider the minimum energy packet forwarding with a guarantee on
the deadline-constrained reliability.

We first show that the minimum energy optimal policy is a random selection
between two deterministic and computable forwarding policies, each of which can
be found via a dynamic programming framework that solves the weighted sum max-
imization problem. We then study the structure of the optimal forwarding policies
and develop simplified expressions for the case where link losses are independent
(Bernoulli model) and for the case where packets are routed on a line with GE loss
model. A study on the latency-reliability-energy trade-off in numerical examples
shows a dramatic energy penalty of aiming for the maximum achievable reliability.
We then propose a heuristic policy that strikes a good balance between reliability
and energy cost, and develop a dynamic programming-based algorithm to optimize
its parameters and estimate its performance.

4.5.1 Energy optimal forwarding policy
We have shown by Lagrangian approach in Section 4.2.2 that to solve the mini-
mum energy problem in Equation (4.2), we first need to solve the weighted sum
maximization of reliability and energy,

max
π
{Rπ − δ · Cπ}

for a given δ ≥ 0. The solution of this weighted sum maximization problem is the
dynamic programming framework proposed in Section 4.3. In this section, we show
that the optimal policy for the minimum energy problem is a randomization of
two deterministic policies found by the above weighted sum problem with different
values of δ. Previous research with similar results on infinite-horizon CMDP with
total reward and total cost constraint appeared in [98]. We instead clearly state
these two policies and specify the probabilities at which they are selected in the
optimal randomized policy.

To this end, let R?(δ), C?(δ) and π?(δ) be the optimal reliability, energy and
policy in the weighted sum problem for a given δ, respectively. Define R :=
{R?(δ), for all δ} and ∆R := {δ : R?(δ) = R} for a given R ∈ R.

Lemma 4.5.1. R is a finite set. For a given R ∈ R, C?(δ) is unique for all
δ ∈ ∆R.
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Theorem 4.5.2. Let R1 = max{R ∈ R : R ≤ Rreq} and R2 = min{R ∈ R : R >
Rreq} with the associated unique energy costs C1 and C2. The optimal value of the
minimum energy forwarding problem (4.2) is then

C? = C1 + Rreq −R1

R2 −R1 (C2 − C1). (4.20)

Suppose that the optimal policies that attain (R1, C1) and (R2, C2) are π1 and π2

respectively. An optimal policy π? for the minimum energy problem is obtained by
random selection of policies π1 and π2 with probabilities

p1 = R2 −Rreq

R2 −R1 ; p2 = Rreq −R1

R2 −R1 .

Proof. Lemma 4.5.1 shows the existence of R1 and R2 and the uniqueness of C1

and C2. The complete of the proof is in Appendix A.

The theorem states that the optimal forwarding policy is to make a random
selection between two history-independent and deterministic policies, each found by
the dynamic programming. Moreover, the minimum energy for any Rreq ∈ [R1, R2)
can be computed by Equation (4.20) and the Pareto frontier of achievable reliability
and energy cost can be traced out by linearly interpolating the closest pairs of
reliability and energy values obtained from the dynamic programming framework.

Implementation

The randomized optimal policy is not difficult to implement. If, in a given time-slot,
a node has a packet to send, it simply turns its radio on and attempts to transmit.
Even if it has no message to transmit, it might have to listen the channel for possible
incoming messages. To further reduce the energy cost of idle listening, it would be
natural to design a radio on/off schedule. To develop such a radio on/off schedule,
note that the probability distribution of the packet location at each time-slot can
be computed from the optimal forwarding policy. This procedure is standard and
simple since each policy induces a Markov chain on the state space of the MDP.
Hence, nodes only need to listen the channel in time-slots in which they expect
packets from the upstream nodes, and they will switch off the radio completely in
the rest of the sampling period if they have delivered the packet. Furthermore,
nodes can reserve a short time period in the beginning of each time-slot to detect
energy on the radio, and safely switch off the radio if no energy is detected. On a
standard CC2420 RF transceiver [99], the radio startup time is about 1 ms, and
the channel energy detection by CCA takes 128 µs. This is comparatively small
with respect to the length of 10ms of one time-slot. It has also been shown in [100]
that testing channels for activity is about 10x less expensive than listening the full
contention windows (i.e, one time-slot in this thesis).

The randomized policy can be naively implemented by marking the sensor pack-
ets. The nodes can construct the lookup tables in a distributed manner given a
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correct δ value without complete dissemination of the lookup tables from the central
computer. The construction of the lookup tables is at the initial, pre-deployment or
the sporadic reconfiguration stage, and hence it is implemented by message-passing
between nodes at a modest energy cost.

4.5.2 Simplified polices for Bernoulli and GE loss models
Due to the similarities of the two information patterns, we focus on information
pattern (b) where nodes can access the channel states in the previous time-slot with
Bernoulli and GE link loss models. Since the minimum energy policy is a random-
ization of two deterministic policies computed by the general dynamic programming
framework for the weighted sum maximization, we study only the simplification of
the optimal policy that obtains the optimal utility U?(·) with a given δ. To better
illustrate the maximum utility and the optimal policy in this scenario, let us first
simplify the update step from Equation (4.8) with channel state ωi(t− 1) as

U?i
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
= max

{
max

j∈Ni,γ∈Γ

{∑
ωi(t)

P
{

ωi(t)|ωi(t− 1)
}(
qγωij(t)U

?
j (t+ 1)

+ (1− qγωij(t))U
?
i

(
t+ 1|ωi(t)

))
− δγ

}
,
∑

ωi(t)

P
{

ωi(t)|ωi(t− 1)
}
U?i
(
t+ 1|ωi(t)

)}
.

An interesting observation is that the structural results about waiting strategies now
depend on δ. The energy penalty δ may now refrain a node from transmitting when
links are likely to be in bad state. Intuitively, waiting is optimal if the reliability
gain of forwarding is small compared to δ.

In the following, we consider full transmission power and derive simplified forms
for the optimal policy.

Optimal policy with Bernoulli loss model

We first consider the optimal forwarding policy when events on links are uncorre-
lated in time described by Bernoulli loss model. We let hi be the minimum hop
count to the destination. Intuitively, the optimal forwarding policy does not for-
ward the packet at a node if the remaining time to deadline is smaller than the
node’s minimum hop count. The next proposition shows that with a transmission
energy cost, the optimal forwarding policy may stop forwarding even when the time
to deadline is higher than the minimum hop count hi. Since the optimal policy and
the optimal utility for Bernoulli model are independent from channel states, we let
U ji (t) be the utility of forwarding to node j with full transmission power.
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Proposition 4.5.3. Under Bernoulli link losses and information pattern (b), the
optimal policy for weighted sum maximization with a given δ is

j?i (t) =
{

arg max
j∈Ni
{U ji (t)} for 0 ≤ t ≤ D − hi,

i for t > D − hi,

where hi = arg min
h∈[hi,D−1]

{
max
j∈Ni

qijU
?
j (D − h+ 1) > δ

}
.

The optimal forwarding policy has an interesting structure. There exists a
positive number hi ≥ hi such that if t > D − hi, the optimal policy does not
attempt to forward the packet. The value hi is the “effective minimum hop count”
for node i considering transmission energy cost.

Optimal policy with line topology and GE loss model

1 N2 N-1

Figure 4.12: Line topology.

We also study the optimal forwarding policy with GE loss model in the line
topology shown in Figure 4.12. Suppose node j is the next-hop for node i. Let
the optimal conditional utility with previous slot in good (G) state and bad (B)
state be

U?i (t|G) = max
{
qGU

?
j (t+ 1) + pGU

?
i (t+ 1|B)− δ

, qGU
?
i (t+ 1|G) + pGU

?
i (t+ 1|B)

}
,

(4.21)

U?i (t|B) = max
{
qBU

?
j (t+ 1) + pBU

?
i (t+ 1|B)− δ

, qBU
?
i (t+ 1|G) + pBU

?
i (t+ 1|B)

}
,

(4.22)

respectively. By comparing the two terms in (4.21) and (4.22), the optimal for-
warding policies are

j?i
(
t|G
)

=
{
i if ζt ≤ δ

qG
,

j if ζt > δ
qG

;
j?i
(
t|B
)

=
{
i if ζt ≤ δ

qB
,

j if ζt > δ
qB
,

where ζt := U?j (t+ 1)− U?i (t+ 1|G).
The optimal forwarding policy with good state observation also stops forwarding

even when the time to deadline is larger than the minimum hop count hi. The
following proposition states the optimal forwarding policy with good channel state.
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Proposition 4.5.4. When packet losses on links are described by the two-state GE
model with information pattern (b), the optimal policy for weighted sum maximiza-
tion for a given δ with good channel state observation on a line topology is

j?i (t|G) =
{
j for 0 ≤ t ≤ D − h̃i,
i for t > D − h̃i

where h̃i = arg min
h∈[hi,D−1]

ζD−hi >
δ
qG

.

On the other hand, the optimal forwarding policy conditioned on a previously
bad channel state is different and it allows the packet to wait. Intuitively, it waits
for good state when there are plenty of transmission opportunities. The policy
eventually transmits the packet when the remaining time is small. However, there
does not exist a single threshold type optimal policy with bad state observation. To
illustrate the waiting strategy, let us consider the optimal forwarding policy with
a single link where node j is the destination and U?j (t) = 1 for all t. The optimal
forwarding policy is

j?i
(
t|B
)

=
{
i if qB − δ ≤ qBU?i (t+ 1|G),
j if qB − δ > qBU

?
i (t+ 1|G).

Since U?i (t|G) decreases as t becomes larger (See Appendix A), the optimal for-
warding policy at node i conditioned on a previously bad channel state may change
with the number of remaining time-slots. For example, a large U?i (t + 1|G) may
induce node i to withhold the transmission allowing the channel to turn good. As
the deadline approaches, however, U?i (t+ 1|G) becomes smaller and smaller to the
point that it is optimal to transmit despite a bad channel observation. The pa-
rameter δ trades between energy and reliability by affecting the moment when the
optimal policy with bad channel state switches from waiting to transmitting.

4.5.3 Numerical examples
In this section, we illustrate our technique with numerical examples under infor-
mation pattern (b) where the channel states in the previous time-slot are known.
It allows us to trace out the trade-off between reliability and transmission energy
cost for different deadline constraints, see the example with GE loss model in Fig-
ure 4.13.

We first study a small illustrative example on a link to show the potential of
large energy saving with bursty links. Afterwards, we focus on the larger network
in Figure 4.7 where a source (node 1) sends packets to a destination (node 6), and
analyze the end-to-end reliability and transmission energy cost for different deadline
constraints. Both the Bernoulli link loss model and the GE link loss model are
considered. For the Bernoulli link loss model, the loss probability ΠB is randomly
generated in [0.2, 0.9]. For the GE link loss model, the links are homogeneous with
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Figure 4.13: Deadline-Reliability-Energy surface with GE loss model.

unconditional loss probability ΠB = 0.5, and the burstiness parameter pB of each
link is uniformly chosen in the range [0.75, 0.95].

A small illustrative example

1 2

Figure 4.14: A simple two-node topology.

To illustrate the tradeoff between reliability and transmission energy cost, con-
sider the two-node topology in Figure 4.14, with deadline D = 2 and link param-
eters ΠB = 0.5, pG = 0.9 and pB = 0.1. The deadline-constrained reliability is
maximized by transmitting unconditionally with full transmission power, yielding

Rmax = ΠG + ΠBqB = 0.55 and Cmax = 1 + ΠB = 1.5.

On the other hand, when accounting for the transmission cost, e.g., by letting
δ = 0.02 and disabling transmission power adjustment, the optimal policy holds
the packet at node 1 at t = 0 if the channel is in bad state and transmits otherwise.
This results in a deadline-constrained reliability R and energy cost C as follows

R = ΠG(qG + pGpB) + ΠB(qBqG + pBqB) = 0.545;
C = ΠG(1 + pG · 1) + ΠB · 1 = 1.05.
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The transmission energy cost is decreased by around 30% with a very small relia-
bility loss. In general, δ trades between transmission energy cost and reliability by
affecting the point when the optimal policy in bad link state switches from waiting
to transmitting. A large δ yields more waiting decisions, thus larger energy savings,
but also lower reliability.

Reliability and energy tradeoff without power adjustments

Next, we analyze the end-to-end reliability and transmission energy cost for different
deadline constraints without power adjustments.
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D=2, GE

D=4, GE

D=6, GE
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D=2, Bernoulli

D=4, Bernoulli

D=6, Bernoulli
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D=10, Bernoulli

D=12, Bernoulli

Figure 4.15: Reliability-Energy curves w/o power adjustments (PA) under Bernoulli
and GE model.

A comparison of performance between GE loss model and Bernoulli loss model
without power adjustments (PA) is shown in Figure 4.15. The maximum reliability
is obtained for δ = 0, i.e., when no considerations for the transmission cost are
made. In this case, nodes will always try to transmit, even if all its links are likely
to be in a bad state, provided that the remaining time to deadline is not less than
the minimum hop count to the destination.

We note that when link losses are correlated in time (GE model), the energy
penalty of aiming for the maximum reliability is substantial. For example, for
D = 12, the final 3% of reliability demands approximately double the energy. We
further observe that higher energy gains typically occur with larger deadlines since
the energy-optimal forwarding policy then can wait the appropriate time when links
are in bad state. For the Bernoulli loss model, on the other hand, the expected
transmission energy increases linearly with the reliability, and there is no threshold
value after which the energy cost for additional reliability increases dramatically.
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Figure 4.16: Reliability-Energy curves with GE loss model and the comparison with
minimum expected transmission count (ETX) path.

Furthermore, a clearly better performance of the optimal scheme over the min-
imum expected transmission count (ETX) path scheme is seen in Fig 4.16. In the
minimum ETX path scheme, the packets can only be forwarded on the single min-
imum ETX path. The same techniques are used to evaluate the reliability-energy
tradeoff on this path.

Reliability and energy tradeoff with power adjustments

We also evaluate the energy-reliability tradeoff with power adjustments. The suc-
cess probability in good state now depends on the transmission power γ, and is
denoted by qγG. The success probability in bad state is always zero. We use values
of success probability in GE good state qγG in Table 4.1 that mimic what can be
expected on an IEEE 802.15.4 platform and show a waterfall type relation between
reliability and transmission power (see, e.g., [46, Figure 2.1]). The link reliability
does not decrease linearly with the reduced transmission power in the beginning. A
drop of 10% transmission power, for example, results in only a 2% decrease in the
reliability. Nevertheless, the reliability falls sharply when the transmission power
is lower than 80%.

Table 4.1: An example of power versus reliability in the good state of GE model.

γ 100% 90% 85% 83% 80% 78% 76% 75%
qγG 100% 98% 94% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50%
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Figure 4.17: Reliability-Energy curves with and w/o power adjustments (PA) under
GE model.
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Figure 4.18: Reliability-Energy curves with and w/o power adjustments (PA) under
Bernoulli model.

Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 show that power adjustments always allow to reduce
energy cost for a given target reliability for both Bernoulli and GE model. Accord-
ing to Theorem 4.5.2, the optimal policy without power adjustments forwards the
packet on a link with probability, e.g., α, to achieve α portion of reliability and
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Pareto frontier w/o PA
Pareto frontier with PA
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Reliability−energy pairs with PA

Figure 4.19: Illustration of the Pareto frontier under Bernoulli model and deadline
D = 2.

energy. However, with power adjustments, the same energy saving can be achieved
by transmitting with relative power α, but with a smaller decrease in reliability.

To illustrate the benefits of power adjustments, Figure 4.19 shows the achiev-
able reliability-energy pairs and the Pareto frontier with Bernoulli model under all
deterministic policies from the dynamic programming solutions for D = 2. There
are more pairs of achievable reliability and energy due to power adjustments. The
Pareto frontier is the convex hull of these points, and a better Pareto frontier is
obtained by linearly interpolating the appropriate pairs of reliability and energy.

4.5.4 A heuristic policy for correlated link losses
The energy cost under correlated losses increases dramatically when reliability re-
quirement exceeds a certain value, see Figure 4.15. The main reason for this behav-
ior is that the final reliability gains are obtained by transmitting, even when the
channel is likely to be in a bad state. In this section, we develop a heuristic pol-
icy that attempts to operate at the “knee” of the energy-reliability trade-off curve
by avoiding, to the extent possible, to transmit on channels that were in bad state
during the last period. This policy is computed in two steps. First, we compute the
maximum deadline-constrained reliability that can be achieved by policies that only
transmit if the channel state in the previous time-slot was good. We call this value
Rknee. Then, we apply the constrained MDP technique developed in this section
to compute the energy-optimal policy that achieves this specific reliability value.

A variation of the dynamic programming framework in Section 4.3 can be ap-
plied to compute Rknee. We let δ = 0, and R?(·) coincides with U?(·) in the dynamic
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programming framework. At each time t, a negative penalty −1 is induced if the
packet is forwarded on the link in bad state. The dynamic programming proce-
dure remains the same otherwise. It chooses the optimal policies that maximize
the reliability R?i (t) at each step t, and returns the reliability value R?i (0), i.e., the
estimated reliability Rknee of the knee location. More specifically, at each time t,
the maximum conditional reliability R?i

(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
is computed similar to Equa-

tion (4.8), and the computation of the reliability of staying Rii
(
t|ωi(t − 1)

)
is the

same as the Equation (4.10). However, the reliability of forwarding Rji
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
have two cases conditioned on the channel state. If ωij(t−1) = G (good state), then

Rji
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
=
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)|ωi(t− 1)}

·
(
qγωij(t)R

?
j (t+ 1) + (1− qγωij(t))R

?
i

(
t+ 1|ωi(t)

))
.

If ωij(t− 1) = B (bad state), then Rji
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
= −1.

We evaluate the heuristic policy with GE link loss model and no transmission
power adjustment. Figure 4.20 shows that such policies strike a nice balance be-
tween energy and reliability.
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The heuristic policy

Figure 4.20: Reliability and energy values for the heuristic policy under GE loss model.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we first presented the models for real-time wireless communication
with per-packet deadlines. In particular, our model is composed of a directed
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graph for the routing topology and finite-state Markov chains to describe packet
loss processes on links. The maximum reliability problem is modeled as an MDP,
while the minimum energy problem is cast as a CMDP. For the minimum energy
problem, we show by Lagrangian approach that it can be solved by studying a set of
weighted sum of reliability and energy maximization problems. A general dynamic
programming framework for the maximum reliability problem and the weighted
sum maximization problem were derived.

We then studied the deadline-constrained maximum reliability packet forward-
ing problem, and developed simplified optimal forwarding policies when erasure
events on links are independent and follow a Bernoulli process and when links are
bursty and losses can be described by the two-state GE model. Numerical examples
on a multi-hop network show some interesting results. One insight is that as links
become more bursty, it becomes increasingly difficult to achieve high reliability and
the optimal solution makes use of an increasing number of paths.

In the problem of minimum-energy packet forwarding with a guarantee on the
deadline-constrained reliability, we showed that the optimal policy is a random se-
lection between two deterministic policies found by the general dynamic program-
ming framework for the weighted sum maximization problem. A simple threshold-
type optimal policy was derived for Bernoulli link loss model, and for GE link loss
model with good channel state observation in a line topology. Numerical examples
of the energy-reliability tradeoff show that the energy cost of achieving reliabilities
close to the maximum is dramatic when links are bursty. Furthermore, the energy
cost can be reduced by transmission power adjustments. Finally, a heuristic policy
that strikes a good balance between energy and reliability was proposed.



Chapter 5

Advanced topics in deadline-constrained
forwarding

In this chapter, we consider various extensions and variations of the deadline-
constrained forwarding problem studied in Chapter 4. On the one hand, we consider
extensions to scenarios where the schedulers do not have access to link states and
do not know the underlying link loss models, as well as to the problem of scheduling
multiple concurrent data flows. On the other hand, we consider variations of the
setup motivated by alternative technologies such as the WirelessHART standard
and opportunistic routing.

Specifically, the chapter describes the following investigations. The case where
schedulers do not have access to the channel states of the outgoing links is studied
first in Section 5.1. We formulate this problem as a partially observable Markov
decision process, derive the optimal forwarding policy and present a novel pruning
technique to balance the performance and the implementation complexity. We then
focus on the problem with unknown link loss models in Section 5.2. In particular,
a policy-gradient method is proposed to find an optimal policy within a class of
stationary and randomized policies that depend only on the packet location and
time. In Section 5.3, we show the difficulty in solving the multiple-flow problem to
its optimum and present a mixed integer linear program formulation to derive the
optimal conflict-free scheduling for a small scale problem. In Section 5.4, oppor-
tunistic routing technique is investigated for the deadline-constrained problem. We
show that it can be solved by a similar Markov decision process formulation and its
relevance to the information pattern (a) studied in Chapter 4 for the Bernoulli and
GE link model. Motivated by the specification in the WirelessHART standard that
channel reuse is not allowed, we study the dedicated time-slot scheduling in Sec-
tion 5.5. This problem can be cast as a partially observable Markov decision process
and greedy algorithms are shown to be optimal in some specific network topologies.

75
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5.1 Limited channel state information

In Chapter 4, we assumed that the schedulers running in individual nodes have
full access to the channel states of their outgoing links (obtained, for example, by
running a separate link estimator) either in the previous time-slot or in the current
time-slot. In this section, we extend our framework to the case when schedulers do
not have direct access to the channel states of their outgoing links, but can only
observe the channel state by packet transmissions.

By exploiting the memory inherent in links (and models thereof), observations
of the outcomes of transmissions (success/failure) allow us to predict future chan-
nel states. The problem of maximizing the probability of on-time packet delivery
under this type of limited channel state information can be formulated as a par-
tially observable MDP (POMDP). We derive the optimal forwarding policy under
this framework, but the policy has high implementation complexity. A novel tech-
nique, based on maximum-volume inscribed ellipsoids, for computing approximate
solutions with reduced implementation complexity is proposed. To further explore
methods for reducing implementation complexity, we also show by an example that
the optimal policies are in general not monotone.

5.1.1 Model and assumptions
Similar to the setup in Chapter 4, packet loss events on links are governed by
finite-state Markov chains. We have seen earlier in this thesis that the optimal
forwarding policy then depends on the state of the underlying Markov chain. We
will now consider the case where the state of the Markov chain is not available to
the schedulers, but can only observed by trying to transmit a data packet on one
of its outgoing link and recording its outcome. Once a link has been used, the
probability distribution of the channel states and consequently the probability of
successful transmission at any future time-slots can be computed using the Markov
chain. An example of the update of the probability of being in a good state of a
GE model is shown in Figure 5.1.

5.1.2 POMDP formulation and optimal solution
POMDP formulation

Since a node can only access the channel states of a part of its outgoing links, this is
a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP). It has been shown that
the probability distribution over the system state, known as the belief state, is a
sufficient statistic and that the optimal forwarding policy is a mapping of the belief
states into actions [33]. This observation reduces the POMDP to an equivalent
MDP with a continuous state space. Hence, the deadline-constrained reliability
(i.e., the optimal value function) and one-step dynamic programming update (i.e.,
Bellman equation) can be defined and computed accordingly.
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Figure 5.1: Good state probability update of GE model. The average good state
probability is 0.5. We observe either Good (G) or Bad (B) state at time 0.

In the optimal forwarding policy, nodes maintain a probability distribution for
the channel states of only their outgoing links, while their belief on other links is
constant and equal to the average channel state distribution. We then define the
deadline-constrained maximum forwarding reliability Ri(t, b) for node i where t is
the current time and b = [b(ωi)] is the belief of all possible channel states of node
i’s outgoing links at the previous time-slot. The length of vector b is |S||Ni| and it
holds that

∑
ωi
b(ωi) = 1 for all nodes i. We also let Ri(t) denote the maximum

reliability of node i at time t with the belief on node i’s outgoing links equal to the
average channel state distribution.

Let Rji (t, b) be the reliability when we forward to a node j ∈ Ni with the belief
b at time t and follow the optimal policy afterwards. Hence,

Rji (t, b) =
∑
ω′
ij

∑
ωi

b(ωi)P{ω′ij |ωi}
(
qω′

ij
Rj(t+ 1) + pω′

ij
Ri(t+ 1, τ(b, ω′ij))

)
, (5.1)

where τ(b, ω′ij) is the new belief when channel state ω′ij is observed. Note that ωi

is the channel states at the previous time-slot t − 1, while ω′ij is the channel state
at the current time-slot t. The time index is not added for ease of presentation.
P{ω′ij |ωi} can be computed by the Markov chain model of the links. According to
the Bellman equation, the deadline-constrained maximum forwarding reliability is
computed as

Ri(t, b) = max
j
{Rji (t, b)}. (5.2)

The goal is to compute the optimal value function Rsrc(0, b) where the packet is
generated at the source node and time 0.
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The maximum reliability and the optimal policy

Since the system state is continuous, standard dynamic programming of computing
the optimal value function for each possible state cannot be used to solve Equa-
tion (5.2). However, it has been shown that the optimal value function of a finite-
horizon POMDP is a piecewise linear convex (PWLC) function over the belief
state [33], i.e. Ri(t, b) can be written as

Ri(t, b) = max
α∈Γi,t

{α · b} = max
α∈Γi,t

{∑
ωi

α(ωi)b(ωi)
}

(5.3)

where the set Γi,t depends on time. In what follows, we will show the PWLC
property by unfolding the Bellman equation.

Let Z denote the destination node and D denote the deadline. The optimal
policy can be computed by applying the Bellman equation at each node from time
t = D−1 until time t = 0 with the initial condition RZ(t, b) = 1,∀t, b and Ri(D, b) =
0,∀i 6= Z, b.

To derive the updates and optimal policy in more detail, we consider an arbitrary
node i. The reliability is identically zero for t = D,D − 1, . . . , D − hi − 1 where hi
is the minimum hop count distance to the destination. For t = D − hi, we have

Ri(D − hi, b) = max
j
{Rji (D − hi, b)}

= max
j

{∑
ω′
ij

P{ω′ij |b}qω′ijRj(D − hi + 1)
}

= max
j

{∑
ωi

b(ωi)
∑
ω′
ij

P{ω′ij |ωi}qω′
ij
Rj(D − hi + 1)

}
.

Note Rj(D − hi + 1) is computed for node j at the previous step t = D − hi + 1,
and Ri(D−hi + 1, b) = 0,∀b. Hence, for t = D−hi the optimal value function has
the PWLC property with α(ωi) =

∑
ω′
ij
P{ω′ij |ωi}qω′

ij
Rj(D − hi + 1).

Next, we use induction to show that the PWLC property holds at time t given
that it holds at time t+1. Let b′ = τ(b, ω′ij) be the new channel state belief. Define
the indicator function 1{ω′

ij
|ω̃i} = 1 if the new channel state ω̃i has the same value

as ω′ij on link (i, j) and zero otherwise. We use Bayes’ rule to derive the belief on
a new channel state ω̃i,

b′(ω̃i) = P{ω̃i|ω′ij , b} =
P{ω′ij |ω̃i, b}P{ω̃i|b}

P{ω′ij |b}

=
1{ω′

ij
|ω̃i}

∑
ωi
b(ωi)P{ω̃i|ωi}∑

ωi
b(ωi)P{ω′ij |ωi}

=
∑

ωi
b(ωi)P{ω̃i|ωi}1{ω′

ij
|ω̃i}∑

ωi
b(ωi)P{ω′ij |ωi}

.
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By the induction assumption that Ri(t+ 1, b′) is a PWLC function over the belief
state b′, i.e., Ri(t+ 1, b′) = maxα∈Γi,t+1{α · b′}, we have

Ri(t+ 1, τ(b, ω′ij)) = max
α∈Γi,t+1

α · b′

= max
α∈Γi,t+1

{∑
ω̃i

α(ω̃i)
∑

ωi
b(ωi)P{ω̃i|ωi}1{ω′

ij
|ω̃i}∑

ωi
b(ωi)P{ω′ij |ωi}

}
Plugging these expressions into Equation (5.1), we have

Rji (t, b) =
∑
ω′
ij

∑
ωi

b(ωi)P{ω′ij |ωi}qω′
ij
Rj(t+ 1)

+
∑
ω′
ij

max
α∈Γi,t+1

{
pω′

ij

∑
ω̃i

α(ω̃i)
∑
ωi

b(ωi)P{ω̃i|ωi}1{ω′
ij
|ω̃i}

}
=
∑
ωi

b(ωi)
∑
ω′
ij

P{ω′ij |ωi}qω′
ij
Rj(t+ 1)

+
∑
ω′
ij

max
α∈Γi,t+1

{∑
ωi

b(ωi)pω′
ij

∑
ω̃i

α(ω̃i)P{ω̃i|ωi}1{ω′
ij
|ω̃i}

}
:= b · ζ +

∑
ω′
ij

max
α∈Γi,t+1

b · β(α, ω′ij)

which can be written as

Rji (t, b) = max
∀ω′

ij
,αω′

ij
∈Γi,t+1

{
b ·
(
ζ +

∑
ω′
ij

β(αω′
ij
, ω′ij)

)}
. (5.4)

Hence, the deadline-constrained maximum reliability is

Ri(t, b) = max
j
{Rji (t, b)} := max

α′∈Γi,t
{α′ · b}, (5.5)

which is PWLC in the belief b. To this end, we can conclude that the PWLC
property holds at each node and time.

Observe that each α-vector is associated with one action, and we can find the
optimal action by identifying the α-vector that attains the maximum. Thus, the
maximum reliability and the optimal policy are fully characterized by a finite num-
ber of α-vectors at each node and time.

The number of α-vectors, however, grows exponentially with the horizon length.
From Equation (5.4), a new α-vector is generated for each channel state and each
vector in the set Γi,t+1. Recall that the number of the actions for each node i is |Ni|
and the number of possible channel states is |S|. Hence, |Γi,t| = |Ni| · |Γi,t+1||S|.
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Figure 5.2: LP prune example. The dashed line is pruned because it does not obtain
optimal value at any belief.

Pruning using linear program

At run-time, the packet forwarding algorithm executed in each node computes the
inner product between the current belief and each α-vector to find the optimal
action in that time-slot, see Equation (5.3). However, some vectors α ∈ Γi,t may
not be optimal for any belief and can be pruned without loss in the performance.
The pruning is performed after the computation of the Bellman equation at each
step, and thus can further save the computation effort in the subsequent updates.

The basic pruning technique is to use linear program (LP) to check whether an
α-vector is useful or not, and remove it if redundant. This procedure is applied to
all α-vectors in Γi,t. The detailed LP for a vector αm is

maximize δ

subject to αm · b− α · b ≥ δ, ∀α ∈ Γi,t \ {αm},∑
ωi

b(ωi) = 1, b(ωi) ≥ 0 ∀ωi. (5.6)

This LP finds the maximum additional value the vector αm can give to the optimal
value function compared to all other vectors. If the LP returns with δ ≤ 0, then the
vector αm is dominated by others and can be pruned. For example, in Figure 5.2
the maximum additional value for the dashed line is negative, proving that it is
dominated by the other linear functions and can be pruned.

Probing action

We could also probe the links to acquire the channel state information when such
information is not available. This is in particular useful for bursty links. In what
follows, we briefly discuss how the probing action can be included in the POMDP
formulation, but we will not explicitly consider it in the rest of Section 5.1 since it
would complicate the notation and would not bring additional new insights.
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In the probing action, the whole time-slot is exclusively reserved to probe the
channel states of all outgoing links. Since the probe message is usually smaller than
the data packet and there are no more than a dozen links, we assume the channel
states of all links can be acquired. The maximum deadline-constrained reliability
at time t and node i with channel state belief b is then

Rprobe
i (t, b) =

∑
ωi

∑
ωi

P{ωi|ωi}b(ωi)Ri(t+ 1, τ(ωi))

=
∑
ωi

b(ωi)
∑
ωi

P{ωi|ωi} max
α∈Γi,t+1

{
α(ωi)

}
where τ(ωi) is the belief of the channel states when we observe ωi. Let b′ := τ(ωi).
Then, b′(ω′i) = 1 if ω′i = ωi and b′(ω′i) = 0 otherwise. The PWLC property holds
by including the maximum reliability of the probing action in Equation (5.5).

GE Model

Simplified expressions can be derived for the two-state GE model in which the
success probability at good state is one and the success probability at bad state is
zero. The difference lies in the maximum reliability when forward to node j,

Rji (t, b) =
∑
ωi

b(ωi)P{ω′ij = G|ωi}Rj(t+ 1)

+ max
α∈Γi,t+1

{∑
ωi

b(ωi)
∑

ω̃i:ω̃ij=B
α(ω̃i)P{ω̃i|ωi}

}

= max
α∈Γi,t+1

{∑
ωi

b(ωi)
(
P{ω′ij = G|ωi}Rj(t+ 1)

+
∑

ω̃i:ω̃ij=B
α(ω̃i)P{ω̃i|ωi}

)}
.

It can easily shown that |Γi,t| = |Ni| · |Γi,t+1|, which is significantly smaller than
that of a general Markovian link model.

5.1.3 Approximate solutions by maximum volume ellipsoid
pruning

If the number of α-vectors is large even after LP pruning, it may be challenging to
store these α-vectors and to compute the optimal action on the resource-constrained
hardware platforms which are common in machine-to-machine applications. In this
section, we derive a novel approach for computing approximate solutions that can
reduce implementation complexity (by reducing the number of α-vectors) while
maintaining good performance.
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Figure 5.3: MVE prune example with a larger volume in vector α1. The thick vertical
lines denote additional values (i.e., δ in LP) for α1 and α2. These values are close, but
we prefer α1 due to its larger active range of beliefs.

The pruning described in Section 5.1.2 keeps α-vectors with positive δ values.
One intuitive approximate solution is to rank the α-vectors based on their δ values,
and prune the ones with small values. However, the linear program does not return
the range of the belief where an α-vector dominates. For example, in Figure 5.3 the
δ values of vector α1 and α2 are close, but α1 is active in a larger range. Instead
we propose to rank vectors based on the size of the maximum volume inscribed
ellipsoid (MVE) of the region in which they dominate. The volume of the ellipsoid
(which can be computed efficiently) works as a surrogate for the true volume (which
is hard to compute) of the region in which the α-vector dominates. In Figure 5.3,
α2 has a smaller ellipsoid and will be pruned first, if necessary.

For a vector αm ∈ Γi,t, the region it dominates is a polyhedron Pm in a (2|Ni|+
1)-dimensional linear space. Let p := [b, r] be a point in this space where b is
the belief of the channel states and r is the forwarding reliability. We further
define am := [−αm, 1], an := [αn,−1] ∀n 6= m, 1b := [1, 1, . . . , 1, 0], and ek as the
vector with all zeros except value 1 at the k-th entry. The polyhedron Pm can be
described as

Pm = {p | aTnp ≤ 0 ∀n,1Tb p = 1, eTk p ≥ 0 ∀k},

which can be written as a set of linear inequalities,

Pm = {p|aTnp ≤ 0 ∀n,1Tb p ≤ 1,−1Tb p ≤ −1,−eTk p ≤ 0 ∀k}.

According to [61, Section 8.4.2], finding the maximum volume inscribed ellipsoid is
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a convex optimization problem,

maximize log detB
subject to

∥∥Ban∥∥2 + aTnp ≤ 0 ∀n,∥∥B1b
∥∥

2 + 1Tb p ≤ 1,∥∥B(−1b)
∥∥

2 − 1Tb p ≤ −1,∥∥B(−ek)
∥∥

2 − eTk p ≤ 0 ∀k,

where B is a symmetric matrix describing the ellipsoid, and the volume of the
ellipsoid is proportional to detB. After that, we can prune the vectors associated
with small volumes.

A simple heuristic is proposed in Algorithm 5.1 where we first prune redundant
vectors by LP, and then iteratively remove the α-vector with the smallest volume
until the relative volume of all α-vectors with respect to the maximum one are
larger than ξ.

Algorithm 5.1 MVE pruning with threshold ξ
RZ(t) = 1 ∀t ∈ [0, D]; Ri(D) = 0 ∀i 6= Z.
for t = D − 1 to 0 do
for all i ∈ N and i 6= Z do
Compute α-vectors using Equation (5.5).
Prune redundant α-vectors using LP in Equation (5.6).
Compute MVE volume det(B) of each α-vector.
while min(det(B))/max(det(B)) ≤ ξ do
Remove the α-vector with the minimum volume.
Compute MVE volume det(B) of each α-vector.

end while
Compute reliability under the average belief Ri(t).

end for
end for

5.1.4 Numerical examples
In this section, we demonstrate our techniques numerically by MATLAB simula-
tions on the sample network shown in Figure 5.4. Throughout, node 1 is the source
and node 16 is the destination. Packet erasures on links follow GE models, and
the model parameters are the same for all links with average success probability
ΠG = 0.5.

In Figure 5.5, we first compare the deadline-constrained maximum reliability
under the limited channel state information with the case where the channel states
of all outgoing links at the previous time-slot are available. This latter case has been
studied extensively in Chapter 4. When the packet is injected in the network, we
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Figure 5.4: Example network topology.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the deadline-constrained reliability with the case of full
channel state information and the minimum average delay path.

assume no prior transmission history and hence use the average channel state belief
for packet forwarding. Figure 5.5 shows that the deadline-constrained reliability
with limited channel state information is always worse than with full channel state
information. If the links become less bursty with TB = 2.5, the benefit from
having access to full state information decreases. The reason is that the success
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transmission probability is then almost independent of the link state in the previous
time-slot.

We also compare the deadline-constrained maximum reliability under limited
channel state information with the reliability of the minimum average delay path
in Figure 5.5. Since the links are homogeneous, the minimum average delay path
is any single path with three hops in the network. Figure 5.5 shows that the
minimum average delay path always performs worse than limited channel state
information except when the deadline equals three. In this case, the deadline is
equal the minimum hop count, and the acquired channel state cannot be used in
the forwarding decision of the current packet.
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Figure 5.6: The impact of the packet injection rate on the deadline-constrained max-
imum reliability. The higher the injection rate, the better the reliability.

The deadline-constrained maximum reliability depends on the knowledge of the
channel states. If packets are injected more frequently, we will have more up-to-date
information of the channel states, and hence achieve higher end-to-end reliability.
In Figure 5.6, we show the maximum reliability with three different injection rates.
In the high and the medium injection rate cases, packets are injected every one
deadline period and two deadline periods, respectively. In the low injection rate
case, packets are injected much less frequently so that each node is in its average
channel state belief of the outgoing links when a new packet arrives. Figure 5.6
shows that the higher the injection rate, the better the reliability. However, with
longer deadlines, the difference between the three scenarios diminishes. The reason
for this behavior is that the channel state beliefs of the links will then go close to
the average before the next packet is injected.

Finally, Figure 5.7 shows the deadline-constrained maximum reliability of the
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Table 5.1: Average number of α-vectors per node with different thresholds ξ by MVE
pruning

ξ 0 1e−5 0.01 0.1 1
No. of α-vectors 65.1 31.8 17.3 13.7 10
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Figure 5.7: The deadline-constrained reliability under average channel state belief: the
approximate solution by MVE pruning.

approximate solution by MVE pruning with different thresholds ξ in Algorithm 5.1.
The average number of α-vectors per node for the optimal and MVE-pruned for-
warding policies with deadline ten is shown in Table 5.1. The results show that a
larger ξ value allows to prune more α-vectors but results in lower reliability. With
ξ = 1 we have only a single α-vector per node and time, but the reliability is still
much better than the minimum average delay path. Moreover, with ξ = 1e−5 the
MVE-pruned policy uses only half of the α-vectors at a very small performance loss.

5.1.5 Non-monotone optimal policies
The monotone optimal policies are appealing to the decision-maker since they are
easy to compute and implement. The existence of monotone optimal policies has
been widely studied in the literature, but usually only sufficient conditions are
derived, for example, see [27, Section 4.7]. In this section, we show by an example
that the optimal policy is not monotone in the belief of the channel states in the
deadline-constrained packet forwarding problem.

We focus on the case where the channel states are described by the GE model.
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Figure 5.8: A two hop network with source node 1 and destination node 4. The
deadline of the packet is three. The optimal policy is not monotone in the belief of
channel states

Since the link state evolutions are independent from each other, we can write the
belief state b as the collection of the belief on each outgoing link. Let c := [cij ∀(i, j)]
where cij ∈ [0, 1] is the belief of the state of link (i, j) at the previous time-slot,
which is the probability of link (i, j) being in the good state. Let qcij be the
transmission success probability on link (i, j) under belief cij , i.e.,

qcij = cijqGij + (1− cij)qBij

where qGij and qBij are the success transmission probability when the state was in
good and bad state, respectively. The belief of the state of a link (i, j′) at the next
time-slot would be qcij′ if we do not transmit on this link. On the other hand, if
we transmit on it and the transmission fails, the belief is zero. If the transmission
is successful, the belief is one.

The optimal policy that is monotone in the belief of the channel states would
be that if it is optimal to transmit on link (i, j1) under belief vector c1, it will also
be optimal to transmit on (i, j1) for any belief vector c2 where we have a higher
belief that (i, j1) is in good state, i.e., c1(ij1) < c2(ij1) and c1(ij) = c2(ij) ∀j 6= j1.
However, this is in general not true.

An example is shown in Figure 5.8 with a packet generated at time zero with
a deadline of three time-slots. For ease of notation, let Ri(t) denote the optimal
reliability at node i and time t. The link (2, 4) and (3, 4) have the same success
transmission probability in good and bad state respectively, and the packet losses
on these two links are independent from the channel state. Hence, the deadline-
constrained reliability from node 2 and node 3 can be computed immediately,

R2(2) = 0.9, R2(1) = 1− (1− 0.9)2 = 0.99;
R3(2) = 0.4, R3(1) = 1− (1− 0.4)2 = 0.64.

The success transmission probability with belief c on link (1, 2) and (1, 3) are

qc12 = 0.6c12 + 0.3; qc13 = 0.8c13 + 0.1.

Now we compute the reliability at node 1 from t = 1 to t = 0. The reliability
at node 1 and time t = 1 with belief c is

R1(1, c) = max
j=2,3

{qc1jRj(2)} = max{0.54c12 + 0.27, 0.32c13 + 0.04}. (5.7)
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The reliability at node 1 and time t = 0 with belief c is

R1(0, c) = max
j=2,3

{qc1jRj(1) + (1− qc1j )R1(1, c′)}

where c′ is the belief at time t = 1 with unsuccessful transmission to node j,

c′1j = 0; c′1j′ = qc1j′ for j
′ 6= j.

Moreover, R1(1, c′) can be computed by Equation (5.7). Hence, the overall compu-
tation equation at time t = 0 is that

R2
1(0, c) = qc12R2(1) + (1− qc12) max{0.54 · 0 + 0.27, 0.32 · qc13 + 0.04}

= 0.594c12 + 0.297 + (0.7− 0.6c12) max{0.27, 0.256c13 + 0.072} (5.8)
R3

1(0, c) = qc13R3(1) + (1− qc13) max{0.54 · qc12 + 0.27, 0.32 · 0 + 0.04}
= 0.512c13 + 0.064 + (0.9− 0.8c13) max{0.324c12 + 0.432, 0.04}. (5.9)

Therefore, the reliability of transmitting to node 2 and node 3 at time t = 0 with
belief c1 = [c112, c

1
13] = [0.27, 0.75] and c2 = [c212, c

2
13] = [0.27, 1] is

R2
1(0, c1) ' 0.6026, R3

1(0, c1) ' 0.6038; R2
1(0, c2) ' 0.6338, R3

1(0, c2) ' 0.6279.

Since R3
1(0, c1) > R2

1(0, c1), it is optimal to transmit on link (1, 3) with belief c1.
However, if the belief on the link (1, 3) is increased to 1, the optimal action switches
to the other link (1, 2) because R2

1(0, c2) > R3
1(0, c2).

From Equation (5.8), we can see that the reliability of transmitting to node 2
depends also on the belief of link (1, 3) since we may use the link (1, 3) at the next
time-slot if the transmission on link (1, 2) fails. It is also true for the action of
transmitting to node 3 in Equation (5.9). Although the channel states of links are
independent, this inter-dependency of the channel states in the actions complicates
the forwarding problem and hence the monotonicity property does not hold.

5.2 Unknown link loss models

In Chapter 4, we assumed that packet loss processes on links are modeled by inde-
pendent finite-state Markov chains. However, real-world links may exhibit a variety
of features not captured in this model. One example is the inter-link space corre-
lations [101, Section 7] in which an unsuccessful transmission on one link implies a
high probability of unsuccessful transmissions on other links. Causes of the correla-
tions could be interferences from the IEEE 802.11 network or movements of a large
obstruction that blocks the line-of-sight communications of several links. In such
scenarios, it could be difficult to build an exact link loss model. Moreover, even if
the model is available, the derived optimal policy would be complex. For example,
if link losses are both time- and space-correlated, the action at a node could depend
on the history of the transmission results on other links in the network.
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In this section, we apply the policy-gradient method to derive packet forwarding
policies under unknown link loss models. The policy-gradient method can derive the
forwarding policy by observing packet transmission results in the network, and does
not require any explicit knowledge on the underlying link loss model. Moreover, it
can learn an optimal policy within the class of policies that are easy to implement.

5.2.1 Policy-gradient method
The policy-gradient method was proposed initially in [102] as the REINFORCE
algorithm for finite-horizon MDPs with unknown transition probabilities. We focus
on a set of candidate policies and parameterize them by a vector of parameters θ.
Let R(θ) denote the expected performance under the policy parameterized by θ.
The objective is to find θ? with the optimal performance, i.e.,

θ? ∈ arg maxθ R(θ).

The simple gradient ascent update can be applied to find the optimal θ?. However,
the gradient ∇θR(θ) is not accessible due to the lack of the knowledge on the
transition probabilities. We can instead observe the sample paths of the Markov
chains induced by the given policy, and construct an unbiased estimator Ĝ(θ) of
the gradient,

∇θR(θ) = E{Ĝ(θ)}.
The parameter θ is then updated as the stochastic gradient ascent method, i.e.,

θn+1 = θn + αnĜ(θ) (5.10)

where αn is the step size. The update procedure converges to a parameter that
corresponds to a locally optimal policy if

∑
n αn =∞ and

∑
n α

2
n <∞.

In what follows, we adapt this principle in the deadline-constrained packet for-
warding problems with unknown link loss models.

Model

We focus on the class of stationary and randomized policies that depend only on
the packet location and time. Hence, the policy is composed of randomized actions
at each node-time pair (i, t) (i.e., the packet is at node i and time t). Let Ni denote
the one-hop downstream nodes from node i, and let the action at this node-time
pair be parameterized by θ(i, t) := [θ(i, t, j) ∀j ∈ Ni] where the probability of
forwarding to node j is given by

βθ(i, t, j) = eθ(i,t,j)∑
j′∈Ni e

θ(i,t,j′) ∈ (0, 1). (5.11)

Thus, the policy is parameterized by

θ := [θ(i, t) ∀i, t]
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and we simply let βθ denote this policy.
Let ω := {m0, f0, . . . ,mτ , fτ , . . . ,mD−1, fD−1,mD} denote a sample path dur-

ing the execution of a policy where D is the deadline of the packet, mτ is the packet
location at time τ , and fτ is the forwarding node at time τ . LetM denote a generic
link loss model, which determines the successful transmission probability on each
link (mτ , fτ ) at time τ . Transmission results on links could be correlated in time
and space, but we assume thatM is independent from the action at each node and
stationary for different packets. Let P (mτ+1|mτ , fτ ,M) be the probability that
the packet is located at mτ+1 at time τ +1 given packet location mτ and action fτ .
This transition probability corresponds to the link transmission successful probabil-
ity, and hence it also depends the link loss modelM. The probability distribution
of the sample path ω under policy βθ is then,

Pβθ (ω) =
D−1∏
τ=0

βθ(mτ , τ, fτ )P (mτ+1|mτ , fτ ,M). (5.12)

The deadline-constrained reliability is

R(θ) =
∑
ω

1s(ω)Pβθ (ω) =
∑
ω

1s(ω)
D−1∏
τ=0

βθ(mτ , τ, fτ )P (mτ+1|mτ , fτ ,M)

where 1s(ω) is the indicator function for a successful on-time packet delivery, i.e, it
takes value one if at time D the packet is at destination node Z.

An unbiased estimator of the gradient

In this section, we derive an unbiased estimator of the gradient based on the ob-
servations of the sample paths.

Let b(i, t) be any constant for i, t. The gradient of R(θ) is

∇θR(θ) =
∑
ω

1s(ω)
(
∇θ log(Pβθ (ω))

)
Pβθ (ω)

=
∑
ω

D−1∑
τ=0

1s(ω)
(
∇θ log(βθ(mτ , τ, fτ ))

)
Pβθ (ω)

=
∑
i,t,j

∑
ω:(mt,ft)=(i,j)

1s(ω)
(
∇θ log(βθ(i, t, j))

)
Pβθ (ω)

=
∑
i,t,j

(
∇θ log(βθ(i, t, j))

) ∑
ω:(mt,ft)=(i,j)

(1s(ω)− b(i, t))Pβθ (ω)

where the last equality is implied by Lemma 5.2.1, and constant b(i, t) is the free
parameter that can be tuned to reduce the estimation variance.

In these expressions,
∑
ω:(mt,ft)=(i,j)P

βθ (ω) is the probability that link (i, j) is
used at time t, and

∑
ω:(mt,ft)=(i,j) 1

s(ω)Pβθ (ω) is the probability that the packet
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is successfully delivered on time and link (i, j) is used at time t. We can estimate
these two probabilities based on the sample paths. Suppose we forward M packets
in the network. After the life-time of these packets, we obtain M sample paths
ωm ∈ Ω for m = [1, . . . ,M ]. Define

Õ(i, t, j,Ω) :=
(
c(i, t, j,Ω)− b(i, t)cs(i, t, j,Ω)

)
/M (5.13)

where c(i, t, j,Ω) is the number of packets transmitted on link (i, j) at time t and
cs(i, t, j,Ω) is the number of packets that are both transmitted on link (i, j) at time
t and are successfully delivered before deadline under the sample paths Ω. Thus,
we have the unbiased estimator Ĝ(θ) (i.e. E{Ĝ(θ)} = ∇θR(θ)),

Ĝ(θ) :=
∑
i,t,j

(
∇θ log(βθ(i, t, j))

)
Õ(i, t, j,Ω). (5.14)

Lemma 5.2.1. For a given i, t and any constant b(i, t), we have∑
j

∑
ω:(mt,ft)=(i,j)

b(i, t)
(
∇θ log(βθ(i, t, j))

)
Pβθ (ω) = 0.

Proof. Let ω(i, t) := {m0, f0, . . . ,mt−1, ft−1, i} denote the sample path till time
t− 1 and the packet is at node i at time t (i.e., mt = i). The probability distribu-
tion of ω(i, t) is Pβθ (ω(i, t)) :=

∏t−1
τ=0 βθ(mτ , τ, fτ )P (mτ+1|mτ , fτ ,M). By Equa-

tion (5.12), we have ∑
ω:(mt,ft)=(i,j)

Pβθ (ω) = βθ(i, t, j)
∑
ω(i,t)

Pβθ (ω(i, t)).

Therefore, ∑
j

∑
ω:(mt,ft)=(i,j)

b(i, t)
(
∇θ log(βθ(i, t, j))

)
Pβθ (ω)

= b(i, t)
∑
j

(
∇θ log(βθ(i, t, j))

) ∑
ω:(mt,ft)=(i,j)

Pβθ (ω)

= b(i, t)
∑
j

(
∇θ log(βθ(i, t, j))

)
βθ(i, t, j)

∑
ω(i,t)

Pβθ (ω(i, t))

= b(i, t)
∑
j

(
∇θβθ(i, t, j)

) ∑
ω(i,t)

Pβθ (ω(i, t))

= b(i, t)
∑
ω(i,t)

Pβθ (ω(i, t))∇θ1

= 0

since
∑
j βθ(i, t, j) = 1.
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Policy-gradient method

The policy-gradient method is shown in Algorithm 5.2. The basic principle is to
inject M packets into the network and update the policy parameter θ accordingly.

In the packet-forwarding problem, the policy parameter θ can be updated in
a distributed manner at each node. Observe from Equation (5.13) and Equa-
tion (5.14) that we need two variables c(i, t, j,Ω) and cs(i, t, j,Ω) to compute the
estimator of the gradient. The variable c(i, t, j,Ω) can be computed at each in-
dividual node, and the variable cs(i, t, j,Ω) only needs a feedback signal from the
destination node about the on-time delivery status of each of these M packets.
Lastly, observe from the definition of the randomized action in Equation (5.11)
that the parameters θ(i, t, j) only influence the action at state (i, t). Therefore, we
can update the parameter of the node-time pair (i, t) at node i as

θn+1(i, t) = θn(i, t) + αnĜi,t(θ)

where

Ĝi,t(θ) =
∑
j

∇θ(i,t) log(βθ(i, t, j))Õ(i, t, j,Ω) (5.15)

and αn is the step size with, for example, a/nb where a <∞ and 0.5 < b ≤ 1.

Algorithm 5.2 Policy-gradient method
1: Initialize θ(i, t, j) = 1 ∀i, t, j ∈ Ni
2: for n=1, 2, . . . do
3: Forward M packets by randomized actions βθ(i, t, j) in Equation (5.11).
4: Each node i updates c(i, t, j,Ω).
5: Destination node Z notifies the delivery status of each packet.
6: Each node i updates cs(i, t, j,Ω).
7: Each node i updates the parameters

θn+1(i, t) = θn(i, t) + αnĜi,t(θ)

where Ĝi,t(θ) and Õ(i, t, j,Ω) are defined in Equation (5.15) and (5.13).
8: end for

5.2.2 Numerical examples
In this section, we compare the performance of the policy-gradient method to the
performance of a naive scheme. In this naive scheme, we build the link loss model
assuming independence in both time and space, and derive the “optimal” policy
with respect to this incorrect model by the techniques developed in Chapter 4.
Moreover, we set b(i, t) = maxj cs(i, t, j,Ω)/c(i, t, j,Ω) according to [103], which
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Figure 5.9: A two-hop network with source node a and destination node d. The
deadline of the packet is three time-slots. The link (a, b) and (b, d) are positively
correlated. The numbers on the links are the average success probabilities.

was shown empirically that it can reduce the variance of the estimation and increase
the convergence speed.

We first consider a simple example of two-hop network in Figure 5.9 to illustrate
the main advantage and disadvantage of the policy-gradient method. The source
node is one and the destination node is four with a deadline equal three time-
slots. The link (a, b) and (b, d) are positively correlated with the length of the
fading state equal three time-slots. It means that the transmissions on the two
links are either both successful or both unsuccessful during the life-time of the
packet. The successful transmission probabilities on link (a, b) and link (b, d) are
0.7, while the successful transmission probabilities on link (a, c) and (c, d) are 0.6
and 0.8, respectively.

In the example shown in Figure 5.9, we only have to specify the forwarding
nodes at source node a at time 1 and time 2, respectively. It can be verified that
assuming the independence of links, the naive method achieves a reliability of 0.7
by forwarding the packet to node b at both time-slots. On the other hand, the
policy-gradient method achieves a reliability of 0.772 by forwarding to node c at
time 1 and node b at time 2. However, this is only a locally optimal policy and the
globally optimal policy is to forward to node b at time 1 and to node c at time 2
with a reliability of 0.844.

Figure 5.10 shows the performance of the policy-gradient method under the
space-independent GE loss model on a large network in Figure 5.4. The policy-
gradient method returns a policy that performs worse than the optimal policies
derived in Chapter 4 for full channel state information and in Section 5.1 for lim-
ited channel state information. The reason is that the policy-gradient method is
restricted to the policies that depend only on the packet location, while the other
two rely on the channel states. The policy-gradient method, on the other hand,
can be better than the naive method of using only the average link quality.

5.2.3 Discussions
Policy-gradient method

The policy-gradient method can find a locally optimal policy without any explicit
knowledge on the link loss model. Hence, it can be used in scenarios where the losses
on links cannot be described by independent Markov chains. Instead of building
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Figure 5.10: The performance of the policy-gradient method under GE model.

the exact model (which could be complex), we run the algorithm till convergence
and deploy the learned policy. Moreover, the learned policy only depends on the
packet location and time, and hence it is easy to implement.

However, one of the main disadvantages of the policy-gradient method is that
it only guarantees to find a locally optimal policy. Furthermore, although the free
parameter b(i, t) has been introduced and can be tuned, the convergence speed of
the algorithm is in general slow. Hence, it is suitable for stationary environments.
The implementation of policy-gradient method may also be challenging. For each
packet, the destination node has to notify its delivery status to all the nodes through
which this packet has traveled.

Independent Markov-chain model with unknown parameters

If losses on links can be described by independent Markov chains but we do not know
the transition probabilities, we can run the link estimator to find these parameters
and apply the techniques in Chapter 4 to derive the optimal policy.

An online learning method based on Q-learning [104] can also be applied. The
Q-learning method keeps an estimated Q-value for each combination of packet loca-
tions, channel states of the outgoing links and forwarding nodes. The learned action
is the greedy action with respect to the Q-values. The Q-learning method converges
faster than the policy-gradient method and only needs message exchanges among
neighbors. However, the Q-learning method only guarantees to find the optimal
policy when the Q-value is a function of the state-action pair of the underlying
MDP. For example, in the space-correlated link loss model shown in Figure 5.9,
the Q-learning method does not converge when the Q-value is defined only on the
packet location and time.
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5.3 Multiple flows

In this section, we consider the problem with more than one flow in the network. A
similar scheduling problem of multiple flows with per-packet deadline constraints
in WirelessHART network is proved to be NP-hard [87], so tractable solutions
are unlikely. We first discuss the difficulty of extending the MDP formulation
of the single-flow problem in Chapter 4 to the multiple-flow problem, and then
present a mixed integer linear program formulation to derive the optimal conflict-
free transmission schedule.

5.3.1 Models
We consider a set of periodic data flows with different periods, arrival times and
deadline times. This scenario can be first converted to the case of a single periodic
data flow where multiple packets arrive at different time with different deadlines
in the single period. The period of this single flow is the least common multiple of
the periods of the original flows, and we call it the major cycle. An example of this
conversion is shown in Figure 5.11. The problem is then to derive a transmission
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Figure 5.11: Three flows with period 12, 18 and 9. The major cycle is 36.

schedule for these packets in a single major cycle, and repeat the schedule in all
other major cycles. A transmission schedule is the assignment of the link for the
transmission of each of these packets at all time-slots within one major cycle. Our
objective is to derive an optimal transmission schedule such that the minimum
deadline-constrained reliability among these packets is maximized.

More specifically, we assume the routing topology is represented by the directed
graph (N ,L) with nodes N and links L ∈ N 2. The presence of a directed link
l := (i, j) means that node i is able to transmit a packet to node j with successful
transmission probability ql and unsuccessful probability pl := 1− ql. Suppose there
are M packets with a major cycle equal D time-slots. Each packet m ∈ M :=
[1, 2, . . . ,M ] has arrival time τm ∈ T := [0, 1, . . . , D − 1], deadline time dm ∈ T ,
source node sm ∈ N , and destination node zm ∈ N . We assume links losses are
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described by Bernoulli models. Further, we consider the node-exclusive interference
model, i.e., a node cannot transmit and receive at the same time.

5.3.2 MDP formulation and problem complexity
We can solve the multiple-packet scheduling problem by formulating it as an MDP.
The state of the MDP is the location of the M packets and the time. Hence,
the size of the state space is D|N |M where |N | is the number of nodes in the
network. The action space is the M links on which the M packets are to be
transmitted at each time-slot. The transition probabilities can be deducted from
the successful/unsuccessful transmission probability on each link and the node-
exclusive interference constraint. If the packet is delivered before its deadline, a
reward one is given at its deadline time.

The MDP formulation suffers from state space explosion and the number of
states scales exponentially with the number of packets in the network. There exists
approximation method, for example, approximate dynamic programming [29, 105]
and reinforcement learning [103]. The basic idea is to find a function approximation
on the value function of the whole state space, and learn the optimal parameters of
these approximations by simulation techniques (e.g., policy-gradient method). But,
we are not aware of any systematic methods to derive approximation algorithms.

Besides the state explosion, there is another limitation in the MDP formulation.
An MDP problem is a centralized decision-making problem where the decision-
maker can access the MDP state at each time instance. In this MDP formulation,
it means that each node has to know the location of all M packets at each time
instance, which is an impractical assumption. Note, in the single-packet problem, all
relevant information (packet location and time) for the decision-maker is available at
the node where the packet is located. A more proper formulation of the multiple-
packet problem is the decentralized MDPs [106, 107] in which a group of agents
(i.e., nodes in our problem) operate collaboratively in sequential environments and
each of them has only a partial view of the environment. The optimal policy at
each agent typically depends on the complete history of its local observations. It
has been shown that the problem of deriving the optimal policy is NEXP-complete,
and most likely it has a doubly-exponential complexity. Current exact solution
methods can only handle a very small number of agents with a short time-horizon.

5.3.3 Conflict-free scheduling
In this section, we study the optimal conflict-free transmission schedule. More pre-
cisely, our focus is on the centralized scheduling by, for example, the network man-
ager in WirelessHART standard that builds a deterministic and history-independent
transmission schedule for each node in the network. This restriction is partially mo-
tivated by the difficulty in obtaining the optimal schedule within a broader class of
transmission schedules (see the discussion in Section 5.3.2), and partially inspired
by the WirelessHART standard that the transmission schedule should be conflict-
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free. A conflict-free schedule could be inefficient when the packet is not at the
sender of the allocated link, and hence that transmission opportunity is wasted.
Nevertheless, a conflict-free schedule can avoid energy waste due to transmission
collisions. Moreover, although the optimal conflict-free scheduling is still a hard
problem (mixed integer linear program), off-the-shelf and general-purpose solvers
for optimization problems can handle a reasonable number of periodic data flows
on a medium-sized network.

In what follows, we formulate the conflict-free scheduling as a mixed integer
linear program. Let

α := [α(l,m, t) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀l ∈ L,m ∈M, t ∈ T ] ∈ {0, 1}K

denote the schedule in which α(l,m, t) = 1 if link l is allocated to packet m at
time t, and α(l,m, t) = 0 otherwise. Moreover, K is equal to |L| · |M| · |T |. Two
links do not conflict with each other if they do not share common nodes, and let
C(l) ⊆ L denote the set of links that conflict with the transmission of link l including
link l itself. Note we can allocate the transmission of the same packet on multiple
conflicting links, since the packet would be at the sender of only one of the links.
Due to the constraint that the transmission should be conflict-free, we have that

α(l,m, t) + α(l′,m′, t) ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ L, l′ ∈ C(l),m′ 6= m, t.

For ease of notation, we let (i, i) denote the action of staying at node i and the
successful probability of the staying action qii is equal to one. Define

x := [x(l,m, t),∀l ∈ L ∪ {(i, i) : ∀i ∈ N},m ∈M, t ∈ T ]

in which x(l,m, t) has the following interpretation: if l ∈ L, then x(l,m, t) denotes
the probability that packet m is transmitted on link l at time t according to the
schedule; if l ∈ {(i, i) : ∀i ∈ N}, then x((i, i),m, t) denotes the probability that at
time t node i has packet m and it does not transmit this packet according to the
schedule. By the scheduling constraint, we have that

x(l,m, t) ≤ α(l,m, t) ∀l ∈ L,m, t,

which indicates that if link l is not allocated to packet m at time t (i.e. α(l,m, t) =
0), then the packet cannot be transmitted on this link.

Let Ii := {(j, i) : (j, i) ∈ L} ∪ {(i, i)} denote the incoming links of node i
plus the action of staying, and let Oi := {(i, j) : (i, j) ∈ L} ∪ {(i, i)} denote the
outgoing links of node i plus the action of staying. Finally, the deadline-constrained
reliability for packet m is x

(
(zm, zm),m, dm+1

)
, and we can formulate the conflict-
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free scheduling problem as the following mixed integer linear program

maximize
x≥0,α∈{0,1}K

min
m

x
(
(zm, zm),m, dm + 1

)
subject to α(l,m, t) + α(l′,m′, t) ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ L, l′ ∈ C(l),m′ 6= m, t

x(l,m, t) ≤ α(l,m, t) ∀l ∈ L,m, t∑
l∈Osm

x(l,m, τm)− 1 = 0 ∀m (5.16)

x(l,m, τm) = 0 ∀m, l ∈ ∪i6=smOi (5.17)∑
l∈Oi

x(l,m, t)−
∑
l∈Ii

qlx(l,m, t− 1)−
∑
l∈Oi

plx(l,m, t− 1) = 0,

∀i,m, τm + 1 ≤ t ≤ dm + 1. (5.18)

In this mixed integer linear program, Equations (5.16) and (5.17) indicate that the
packet is at the source node at its generation time. Equation (5.18) is the flow
balance equation during the active period of the packet, and the amount of the
transferred flow is determined only by the link transmission probabilities since the
schedule is conflict-free.
Remark: The above mixed integer linear program generalizes the similar work
by [87] in which the optimal conflict-free transmission scheduling is studied in the
WirelessHART network with the assumption that all links are fully reliable.

5.3.4 Numerical examples
We consider the network topology in Figure 5.4 with four periodic data flows. In
particular, flow a is from node 1 to node 16 with packet arrival time equal 0; flow
b is from node 2 to node 15 with packet arrival time equal 1; flow c is from node 4
to node 13 with packet arrival time equal 2; flow d is from node 3 to node 14 with
packet arrival time equal 3. Packets from these flows have the same deadlines. The
successful transmission probabilities on links are randomly generated in the range
of [0.5, 1]. The mixed integer linear program is solved by Gurobi [108].

The max-min deadline-constrained reliability with different number of flows and
deadlines is shown in Figure 5.12. There exists conflict-free paths for flow a and
flow b, and hence the deadline-constrained reliability does not decrease too much
when flow b is added. On the other hand, the reliability decrease significantly when
flow c is added, since there is only a single path for flow c and the allocation of any
link on this path would conflict with the transmissions from flow a and b.

Indeed, Gurobi can only handle a small number of flows with a short deadline,
and it is not able to optimally solve the mixed integer linear program within a
reasonable amount of time (for example, thirty minutes) when the deadline is larger
than ten time-slots or there are more than five flows in the network. This is not
surprising, since the similar scheduling problem studied in [87] has been shown to
be NP-hard. Nevertheless, we believe that this formulation is useful for certain
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Figure 5.12: The max-min deadline-constrained reliability for multiple-flow case under
optimal conflict-free scheduling.

applications, for example, networked-control systems in which the number of flows
is in general limited. Moreover, as a future work, we can exploit the structure of
the problem and devise specific solvers so that we can handle more flows or longer
deadlines. The other direction is to propose scalable heuristic algorithms.

5.4 Opportunistic routing

Opportunistic routing is widely known to have better performance than unicast
routing. For example, it can increase throughput [109] and reduce energy con-
sumption in wireless sensor networks [110–112]. In this section, we investigate the
opportunistic routing technique in real-time packet forwarding with deadlines. In
particular, we show it can be solved by a similar dynamic programming framework
and demonstrate its relation with the information pattern (a) studied in Chapter 4.

5.4.1 Models and dynamic programming framework
Models

The principle of the opportunistic routing is built on broadcast transmissions in
wireless networks. The sender broadcasts a packet to a set of next-hop nodes.
After the sender gathers the delivery status of the packet, it then selects a unique
node among those that receive the packet to further forward the packet. All other
nodes discard the packet. Delaying the decision after the broadcast transmission
allows the sender to transmit the packet simultaneously on more than one link.

Opportunistic routing can be easily implemented in a time-slotted wireless net-
work. At the end of each time-slot, we reserve some mini time-slots where the length
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of a mini time-slot can allow the transmission of an ACK message. In the content
of a packet, we specify a forwarder set, i.e., a set of receivers that should decode
the packet, and in which mini time-slot each receiver shall transmit its ACK mes-
sage. In the ACK message, the receiver includes the delivery status of the packet
and the current channel state information. After collecting these information, the
sender transmits another message in the last mini time-slot to indicate the node
that should forward the packet.

Dynamic programming framework

In opportunistic routing, we can acquire the knowledge on the current channel
state and the transmission results of the links between the sender and the nodes
in the forwarder set. If the objective is only to maximize the deadline-constrained
reliability, it is then evident that we should include as many nodes as possible in
the forwarder set. We assume that the number of mini time-slots is large enough
so that we can include all next-hop nodes in the forwarder set.

Let ci(t) = [cij(t) ∀j ∈ Ni] denote the transmission results of the links from
node i at time t in which cij(t) = 1 means the transmission succeeds on link (i, j)
and cij(t) = 0 means the transmission fails on link (i, j). In opportunistic routing,
the link information at time t is then Ii(t) = {ωi(t), ci(t)} where ωi(t) is the
channel states of link i’s outgoing links at time t. A similar dynamic programming
to the one in Chapter 4 can be derived with the following Bellman equation at each
node i and time t,

R?i
(
t|Ii(t)

)
= max

{
max
j∈Ni

Rji
(
t|Ii(t)

)
, Rii

(
t|Ii(t)

)}
where

Rji
(
t|Ii(t)

)
=
(

cij(t)R?j (t+ 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Successful forwarding

+ (1− cij(t))
∑

ωi(t+1)

∑
ci(t+1)

P{ωi(t+ 1), ci(t+ 1)|ωi(t)}R?i
(
t+ 1|Ii(t+ 1)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Failed forwarding

)

Rii
(
t|Ii(t)

)
=

∑
ωi(t+1)

∑
ci(t+1)

P{ωi(t+ 1), ci(t+ 1)|ωi(t)}R?i
(
t+ 1|Ii(t+ 1)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Staying at node i

and P{ωi(t+ 1), ci(t+ 1)|ωi(t)} = P{ωi(t+ 1)|ωi(t)}P{ci(t+ 1)|ωi(t+ 1)}.

Relation with information pattern (a) in Section 4.4

In Bernoulli link loss models, the channel state information is not useful in the
decision-making since the successful transmission probability is independent from
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the channel state. In GE link loss models, we have a one-to-one mapping between
the channel state and the transmission result, i.e., cij(t) = 1 if ωij(t) = G and
cij(t) = 0 if ωij(t) = B. Therefore, for both Bernoulli and GE models, we recover
information pattern (a) in Section 4.4 where each node knows the state of its outgo-
ing links at time t prior to transmitting. On the other hand, for general Markovian
link loss models, the extra information of the transmission results ci(t) can increase
the deadline-constrained reliability.

5.4.2 Numerical examples
We consider the network topology in Figure 5.4 and a two-state Markovian link
loss model shown in Figure 4.1 with the successful transmission probability in good
state qγG = 0.5. Figure 5.13 shows that opportunistic routing obtains a higher
deadline-constrained reliability for all deadlines due to its extra knowledge of the
transmission results. This performance gain would increase with smaller qγG values
or with higher-order Markovian link loss models.
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Figure 5.13: Opportunistic routing under the two-state Markovian link loss model
shown in Figure 4.1 and qγG = 0.5.

5.5 Dedicated time-slot scheduling

In this section, we consider a dedicated time-slot scheduling strategy in which only
one link can be allocated the transmission opportunity at a single time-slot. Such a
strategy roots in the WirelessHART protocol where only one link can be activated
at one channel at each time-slot.

Dedicated time-slot scheduling is different from the optimal policy in Chapter 4
where the scheduling is dynamic and there is no restriction on the allocation of the
transmission opportunities. In dynamic scheduling, at each time-slot we allocate a
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link for each node assuming the node holds the packet, and hence |N | links can be
effectively allocated where |N | is the total number of nodes. Each of the allocated
links has a non-zero probability of being activated during the runtime of the policy.
On the contrary, with a dedicated time-slot scheduling, the transmissions happen
deterministically at only one link, and hence the interferences from the scheduled
real-time flow are kept low. Moreover, while in dynamic scheduling all nodes have
to stay awake for possible incoming messages, in dedicated time-slot scheduling the
senders and the receivers of the un-allocated links can go to sleep to save energy.

In what follows, we show that the problem of computing the optimal dedicated
time-slot scheduling of a single real-time flow can be solved by a POMDP formula-
tion and present an efficient algorithm for line networks with Bernoulli losses.

5.5.1 POMDP formulation
The routing topology is represented by the directed graph G = (N ,L) with nodes
N = {1, . . . , Z} and links L. Let the source node be 1 and the destination node be
Z. The system state of the MDP is the packet location i ∈ N , and the action is
the allocated link (j, k) ∈ L. For the ease of presentation, we focus on the scenario
where the link losses are described by Bernoulli models. The extension of the
Markovian models are briefly discussed in the end of this section. Let the successful
transmission probability on link (j, k) be qjk and the unsuccessful transmission
probability be pjk := 1− qjk. The transition probability of the MDP is then

P{i′|i, (j, k)} = qjk, if j = i, i′ = k;
P{i′|i, (j, k)} = pjk, if j = i, i′ = i;
P{i′|i, (j, k)} = 1, if j 6= i, i′ = i;
P{i′|i, (j, k)} = 0, otherwise.

The first two equations represent the scenario that the packet is at the sender of the
allocated link, while the last two equations represent the scenario that the packet
is not at the sender of the allocated link. The MDP has a finite-horizon from t = 0
to t = D where D is the deadline of the packet. A reward one is given when the
packet is at the destination node at the deadline time, i.e.,

µD(i) = 1, if i = Z.

The dedicated time-slot scheduling problem is then partially observable with respect
to this MDP where the packet location is not observed by the decision-maker.

Note that the dynamic scheduling studied in Chapter 4 can be formulated as a
similar POMDP in which the decision-maker does not observe the packet location.
However, in dynamic scheduling, the action is to allocate a transmission link at each
node since there is no restriction on the number of the allocated transmissions.

Now, we can apply the similar POMDP techniques shown in Section 5.1 to solve
the dedicated time-slot scheduling problem by transforming it to a continuous state-
space MDP whose state is the probability distribution of the system state of the
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POMDP (also called the belief). More specifically, let b denote the belief vector
(column vector) on the packet location in which the i-th element bi is the probability
that the packet is at node i. Let ei denote the standard basis in the Euclidean space
of dimension |N | where the i-th element is one and all others are zero. Hence,
b = ei denotes that the packet is at node i. Let R?(t, b) be the maximum deadline-
constrained reliability when the current time is t and the belief vector is b. By
Bellman equation, we have

R?(t, b) = max
(j,k)∈L

{
R?(t+ 1, bj,k)

}
(5.19)

where bj,k is the new belief when link (j, k) is allocated and it is updated as follows,

bj,kj = pjkbj , bj,kk = bk + bjqjk, bj,kj′ = bj′ ∀j′ 6= j, k. (5.20)

We can apply the dynamic programming framework backwards from time t = D
to time t = 0 with the initial condition that R?(D, b) = bZ ∀b to compute the
maximum reliability R?(t, b) for all t and b.

Similar to the results in Section 5.1, the maximum deadline-constrained relia-
bility R?(t, b) is also a PWLC function over the belief state b at each time t, i.e.,

R?(t, b) = max
α∈Γ(t)

{αᵀb}.

In what follows, we will show this by induction. It is evident that it is true for
t = D since R?(D, b) = bZ . Suppose it is true at time t+ 1, i.e.,

R?(t+ 1, b) = max
α∈Γ(t+1)

{αᵀb}.

Let Ijk be a |N | by |N | matrix with Ijk(j, j) = pjk, Ijk(k, j) = qjk, Ijk(j′, j′) = 1
for all j′ 6= j and all other elements equal zero. From Equation (5.20), we have
that bj,k = Ijkb. Hence, from Equation (5.19), we have

R?(t, b) = max
(j,k)∈L

{ max
α∈Γ(t+1)

αᵀIjkb} = max
(j,k)∈L

{ max
α∈Γ(t+1)

(
(Ijk)ᵀα

)ᵀ
b} := max

α∈Γ(t)
{αᵀb}

where

Γ(t) :=
⋃
j,k

Γ(j, k, t) and Γ(j, k, t) :=
{

(Ijk)ᵀα : ∀α ∈ Γ(t+ 1)
}
.

Therefore, the maximum reliability R?(t, b) is a PWLC function at each time.
The set Γ(t) is spawned from the set Γ(t+1), and each α vector is associated with

an action of allocating a link (j, k). Moreover, we have |Γ(t)| = |Γ(t+ 1)| · |L|, i.e.,
the size of the set Γ(t) grows exponentially with the deadline of the packet. Hence,
the LP and MVE pruning technique proposed in Section 5.1 should be applied to
limit the growth of the set.
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Finally, the optimal link to be allocated at time t with belief b is

(j?, k?) ∈ arg max(j,k)
{

max
α∈Γ(j,k,t)

{αᵀb}
}
. (5.21)

The optimal schedule can be found by Algorithm 5.3 with the derived Γ(j, k, t)
values for all j, k, t. Let A? be the optimal dedicated time-slot schedule where A?(t)
is the optimal link to be allocated at time t. The algorithm relies on the fact that
the decision-maker knows the packet is at the source node at time t = 0. We then
can find the optimal link to be allocated at time 0 according to Equation (5.21), and
update the belief at the next time-slot according to Equation (5.20). The procedure
is repeated until we reach the deadline time t = D.

Algorithm 5.3 Optimal dedicated time-slot schedule
Input: Γ(j, k, t) for all j, k, t
Output: The optimal schedule A?

Initialize b with b1 = 1 and bi = 0 for all i 6= 1.
For t = 0, 1, . . . , D − 1:

1. Set the optimal link to be allocated according to Equation (5.21), i.e.,

A?(t) ∈ arg max(j,k)
{

max
α∈Γ(j,k,t)

{αᵀb}
}
.

2. Suppose the allocated link is (j?, k?).
Update the belief vector b by Equation (5.20), i.e.,

bj? = pj?k?bj? , bk? = bk? + bj?qj?k? , bj′ = bj′ ∀j′ 6= j?, k?.

Remark: The extension to Markovian link loss models is conceptually straight-
forward. We should include the belief on channel states, and update it according
to the Markov chains of the link loss models since neither the channel states nor
the transmission results are observable. If we further assume that the initial belief
of the channel states is equal the stationary distribution of the Markov chains and
we cannot infer the channel states from the delivery status of the packets, then
the belief on the channel states stays constant at the stationary distribution and
we can apply the solution of Bernoulli link loss models. Otherwise, the belief on
the channel states changes after the delivery of each packet, and we have to run
Algorithm 5.3 with a different initial belief.

5.5.2 Efficient algorithms in line network with Bernoulli losses
The optimal link allocation can be derived by solving the POMDP, but it could
suffer from a high computation complexity because of its exponential growth in
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the time horizon of the POMDP. In this section, we present an efficient greedy
algorithm on a single line network with Bernoulli packet losses.

On a line network, the hop distance between source and destination is Z − 1.
Since there is only one outgoing link per-node, let the link loss probability out-
going from node i be pi. Let xi be the number of transmission opportunities
assigned to link i and let x = [xi]. For a given x with

∑
i xi = D, there are up

to D!/(x1!x2! . . . xZ−1!) possible schedules, depending on how the transmission op-
portunities are organized. The following lemma characterizes the optimal schedule
structure of dedicated time-slot scheme.

Lemma 5.5.1. Given a slot allocation vector x, the dedicated time-slot schedule
that maximizes the end-to-end reliability assigns xi consecutive transmission oppor-
tunities to each node i in the order 1, 2, . . . , Z− 1 (i.e. from source to destination).

Proof. Let us first consider the transmission opportunities allocation of the source
node 1. Clearly, time-slot 1 should be allocated to node 1. Suppose we have
an allocation, and node j is the first node that is allocated between time-slot 1
and any other allocation time of node 1. Firstly, node j should be the next-hop
node. Otherwise, the transmission opportunity is wasted. Further, we let tj as the
allocation time for node j, and t1 as the first allocation time for node 1 after time tj .
We can see that swapping allocations at tj and t1 results in a higher reliability. The
reason is that the probability of having a packet transmitted from node j is higher.
Repeating this argument for all other allocations from other nodes in between node
1’s allocations, we establish that node 1 should be allocated the first x1 consecutive
transmission opportunities. The same arguments can be applied to the remaining
nodes and the remaining transmission opportunities.

The successful transmission probability from node i to its next-hop node using
xi transmission attempts is 1−pxii . Given a slot allocation vector x, the end-to-end
reliability under the optimal scheduling policy of Lemma 5.5.1 is

Rline(x) =
Z−1∏
i=1

(1− pxii ). (5.22)

The next result shows that the optimal allocation of D dedicated time-slots that
maximizes Rline(x) can be efficiently found.

Proposition 5.5.2. Algorithm 5.4 returns the time-slot allocation vector x? that
maximizes Rline(x) under the constraint that

∑
i xi = D.

Proof. The time-slot allocation x? that maximizes (5.22) also maximizes log(Rline),
and can be found by solving

maximize
x

∑
i log(1− pxii )

subject to
∑
i xi = D,

xi ∈ {1, . . . , D} ∀ i.
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Since log(1 − pxii ) is concave in xi, this is a discrete resource allocation problem
with a separable and concave objective function. Such problems can be solved effi-
ciently using discrete convex programming [113]. Specifically, the optimal resource
allocation can be characterized by the marginal utility

∆i(xi) = log(1− pxi+1
i )− log(1− pxii )

for resource i. The marginal utility describes the increase in utility when one
more transmission opportunity is added on node i and satisfies log(1 − pxii ) =∑xi−1
m=1 ∆i(m). Moreover, since the function log(1− pxii ) is concave, we have

∆i(1) ≥ ∆i(2) ≥ · · · ≥ ∆i(D). (5.23)

It follows directly that the optimal allocation consists of the D largest elements in
the set ∆ := {∆i(xi),∀i, xi} (see [113, Theorem 4.1.1]). Since ∆i is sorted for each
xi by Equation (5.23), we can find the largest elements in a greedy fashion as in
Algorithm 5.4: starting from an initial allocation, the algorithm adds resources one
at a time-slot to the variable that has the greatest marginal utility. The algorithm
stops when the total number of resources are allocated.

Algorithm 5.4 Greedy algorithm.
Initialize x = [1 . . . 1].
For t = Z . . .D:

1. Find ∆i(xi) = log(1− pxi+1
i )− log(1− pxii ) ∀ i.

2. Let i? = arg max
i=1,...,Z−1

∆i(xi).

3. Set xi? = xi? + 1.

5.5.3 Numerical examples
The numerical example in Figure 5.14 traces the set of deadlines and end-to-end
reliability for the optimal dedicated time-slot schedule and the optimal dynamic
schedule along a 10-node line topology. The optimal dynamic schedule is found
by the dynamic programming framework in Section 4.4.1. The optimal dedicated
time-slot schedule is inefficient, in the sense that after a successful forwarding on
a link, the complete network is idle during the time-slots that were reserved for
the retransmission attempts. For the case in which all links have the same loss
probability p, we observe that the optimal dedicated time-slot schedule performs
poorly already for good link quality (p = 0.2).
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Figure 5.14: Deadline-reliability curves for the optimal policy with the dedicated time-
slot strategy and the dynamic scheduling in a 10-node line topology. All the links have
the same quality with the same loss probability. We consider two loss probabilities:
p = 0.2 and p = 0.6.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have studied various extensions and variations of the problem of
maximizing the deadline-constrained packet forwarding reliability on a multi-hop
wireless lossy network. More specifically, in Section 5.1, we first considered the case
where schedulers do not have access to the channel states of their outgoing links.
Instead, the channel state of a link can only be observed by actually transmitting on
the link. We formulated the problem as a partially observable Markov decision pro-
cess and derived the optimal policy. A novel maximum volume inscribed ellipsoids
based pruning technique was introduced that allows to balance the performance and
the implementation complexity. Structural properties of the maximum reliability
and the optimal policies were also discussed. In Section 5.2, we studied the problem
under a general unknown link loss model, and presented the policy-gradient method
to learn a locally optimal policy within the class of stationary and randomized poli-
cies. The optimal policy depends only on the packet location and time, and hence
it is easy to implement. In Section 5.3, we discussed the difficulties in extending the
Markov decision process framework to a multiple-flow case, and presented a mixed
integer linear program formulation to derive the optimal conflict-free scheduling for
a small number of flows. In Section 5.4, we showed that the opportunistic routing
technique can be included in the Markov decision process framework, and compared
it with the case under the information pattern (a) studied in Chapter 4. Finally,
in Section 5.5, we studied the dedicated time-slot strategy in which only one link
can be allocated the transmission opportunity at a single time-slot. We presented a
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partially observable Markov decision process formulation to solve the problem, and
proposed an efficient allocation algorithm for the line network with Bernoulli losses.



Chapter 6

Modular design for wireless control systems

Networked control has been an active area of research for more than a decade,
and the literature is by now rather extensive, see e.g., [114,115] and the references
therein. The research has mainly focused on control design methods that rely on
high-level abstractions of the communication network in terms of its latency or loss.
State-of-the-art control design techniques are extremely powerful when the control
system is able to cope with the network deficiencies. However, when the resulting
closed-loop performance is unsatisfactory they typically do not provide any specifics
on how the communication system should be modified to yield better performance.
For instance, it is not immediately clear if a shorter sampling interval is better if it
also results in a higher packet loss rate in the network.

Efficient wireless control systems should be based on the joint design of com-
munication and control. At the same time, it is essential that such a joint design
is modular, with well-defined interfaces between control algorithms and networking
and computation primitives. Modularity allows for specialized development and
innovation within each component without affecting the logical correctness of the
overall system. To this end, this chapter explores modular co-design of networked
control systems with certain optimality properties of the overall system. In partic-
ular, we show the availability of a deadline-constrained packet forwarding primitive
allows to establish a modular co-design framework that is provably optimal.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. We start with the related work of
wireless control systems and a summary of our contribution in Section 6.1. Models
and assumptions for the process, sensor, controller, actuator, and network are in-
troduced in Section 6.2. An optimal and modular co-design framework is proposed
in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, the networking and controller subproblems are solved,
and optimality of the co-design framework is established. Numerical examples are
used to illustrate the power of the framework in Section 6.5.

109
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Figure 6.1: Our co-design framework separates the system design into two well-defined
subproblems that admit optimal solutions: deadline-constrained maximum reliability
routing, which characterizes the achievable pairs of end-to-end loss and per-packet
deadline guarantees, and linear-quadratic Gaussian optimal control under latency and
loss. The optimal system-level design is obtained by combing these two primitives.

6.1 Contributions and related work

This chapter proposes a co-design framework that finds the jointly optimal con-
troller and multi-hop packet forwarding policy for single-loop wireless control sys-
tems. The key is to parameterize the system design in terms of the sample-time
of the digital control loop, and to note that the co-design problem then separates
into two well-defined sequential design tasks: to schedule the multi-hop network
to maximize the deadline-constrained reliability, and to design a controller with
optimum performance under (independent) packet losses; see Figure 6.1. The net-
work scheduling problem can be solved to optimality following techniques derived
in Chapter 4. Likewise, for a given communication latency and loss probability, we
develop extensions to the work of Schenato et al. [116] that compute optimal con-
trollers and estimate the associated closed-loop performance. Finally, optimality
of the co-design is established by a novel monotonicity result for linear-quadratic
control under independent packet loss. More specifically,

• We present a co-design framework for wireless control systems where sensor
data is forwarded on an unreliable and energy-constrained multi-hop network.

• By restricting our attention to a time-triggered control architecture, we show
that the optimal system performance can be attained by a modular design
parameterized by the sampling time of the digital control loop.

• On the controller side, we develop the optimal controller under packet losses
and characterize its performance. A novel monotonicity result for linear-
quadratic control under independent packet losses is established and used to
prove optimality of the co-design framework.
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• In numerical examples, we illustrate the power of our framework and explore
the trade-offs between sample period, on-time packet delivery probability,
network energy consumption and the overall system performance.

6.1.1 Related work
Insight into the co-design problem can be obtained from related work in digital
control, real-time scheduling, and networked control. We briefly review some of the
work that is most relevant.

In many cases, faster sampling gives better control performance, but it also
results in controllers that are more ill-conditioned and more sensitive to numerical
errors that arise in fixed-point implementations (see e.g., [117]). Faster sampling
also consumes more computing resources. It is, therefore, often argued that one
should choose the longest sampling period that gives acceptable performance. These
arguments have led to a number of well-accepted rules-of-thumb for sampling time
selection (see e.g., [117,118]). In a multi-tasking environment, more periodic tasks
could run reliably on the same machine if they run less frequently. The precise
number of tasks that can be run depends on what scheduling policy is used. The
celebrated schedulability analysis by Liu and Layland [119] characterized the max-
imum utilization for which all tasks can be guaranteed to meet their deadlines
under rate-monotonic and earliest-deadline first scheduling. The natural co-design
framework is then to adjust the sampling times of controllers to optimize the overall
system performance while maintaining schedulability guarantees, see e.g., [120,121].

Co-design for networked control systems is more complex, since sampling in-
terval, latency distribution and reliability of end-to-end transmissions all influence
the achievable closed-loop performance. Even when these parameters are fixed,
the associated optimal control problems have been solved rather recently. Nils-
son et al. [114] developed linear-quadratic Gaussian optimal control for discrete-time
systems with stochastic (networked-induced) delay. Sinopoli et al. [122] focused on
the impact of packet losses and developed minimum variance estimators and charac-
terized their performance, while Imer et al. [123] and Schenato et al. [116] considered
linear-quadratic control under packet losses and established a separation principle
under the assumption of reliable and instantaneous acknowledgements from the
actuator to controller. The combination of random delays and packet losses was
considered by Drew et al. in [124]. Robinson and Kumar [125] allowed for uncer-
tain communication also between controller and actuator and studied an optimal
controller placement problem (of how to allocate a total uncertainty between the
sensor-controller and the controller-actuator communication).

On the networking side, it is well accepted that industrial communication needs
reliable packet delivery [10,11], but research on wireless communications with hard
per-packet deadline constraints is difficult and has appeared only recently. A com-
prehensive survey on this topic can be found in Section 3.2 of this thesis.

Several attempts to develop co-design procedures for wireless control systems
have appeared in the literature. Early attempts focused on resource-constrained
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scenarios where the amount of bits that can be communicated over a wireless chan-
nel during a sampling interval is limited and needs to be allocated to different
control loops [126], or assumed that only a single controller can access the com-
munication medium at each sampling instant [127]. Liu and Goldsmith [128] in-
cluded detailed models of the communication system, but considered simple network
topologies and their designs were neither modular nor optimal. Rabi et al. [129]
focused on co-design of contention-based medium access and networked estima-
tion and studied the interplay between the number of contenders, the sampling
interval, and the latency and loss distributions of the sensor-estimator communica-
tion. For WirelessHART networks, Pesonen et al. [130] argued for structuring the
communication schedule into network primitives such as unicast and convergecast,
and developed latency-optimal schedules under the assumption that communication
links are reliable. In parallel work to this chapter, Saifullah et al. [88] developed
a heuristic controller-communication co-design approach to calculate sampling in-
tervals of multiple controllers to optimize their overall control performance and
ensure schedulability of the real-time communication. The co-design aspect inves-
tigated how the additional latency introduced by heuristic retransmission policies
(which improve end-to-end reliability) impact the closed-loop performance. Some
recent work has studied the energy cost of the wireless network while considering
the control performance. Park et al. [131] tuned protocol parameters to minimize
the energy consumption in a wireless network with star-topology while satisfying
a desired control performance. Mo et al. [132] later proposed a stochastic sensor
scheduling algorithm to minimize the expected estimation error covariance under
given energy constraints.

6.2 Model and problem formulation

This section summarizes the models and assumptions under which we develop a
modular co-design framework with provably optimal performance.

6.2.1 Notations
In this chapter, N denotes all nonnegative integers, Rn denotes the n-dimensional
Euclidean space, Rm×n is the set of all m×n real matrices, and Sn≥0

(
Sn>0

)
denotes

the set of real symmetric positive semi-definite (definite) matrices of dimension
n × n. We write the m × n matrix of all zeros as 0m×n, and the n × n identity
matrix as In×n; col{λi} is the column vector with components λi.

6.2.2 Process, sensor, controller and actuator
We consider the control of a stochastic linear system

dx(t) = Ax(t)dt+Bu(t)dt+ dvc, x(0) = x0,
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Figure 6.2: Networked control system with timing diagram for sensor, controller and
actuator. A sensor takes periodic samples of the system output. The samples are
transmitted over a lossy multi-hop wireless network and arrive at the controller with
a time-varying delay; packets are dropped if they are unable to meet the per-packet
deadline. The controller updates the actuator signal periodically with a fixed lag relative
to the time of the sensor readings.

where x(t) ∈ Rn is the state, u(t) ∈ Rm is the control signal, A ∈ Rn×n and
B ∈ Rn×m are the system matrices, and vc is a Wiener process with incremental
covariance Σcv ∈ Sn≥0. Similarly, the initial state x0 is modeled as a random variable
having a normal distribution with zero mean and covariance Σ0 ∈ Sn≥0. A noisy
measurement of the system output

y(kh) = C̃x(kh) + w(kh)

is taken every sample period h. Here, w(kh) is a discrete-time white noise Gaussian
process, independent of the disturbance vc, and with zero mean and covariance
Σw ∈ Sm≥0. The sensor measurements are time-stamped and sent over an unreliable
multi-hop network as illustrated in Figure 6.2.

We assume the controller and the actuator nodes are co-located, and the control
commands are sent from the controller node to the actuator node without infor-
mation loss or delay. Additionally, the controller and actuator nodes are assumed
to be synchronized to the global clock and operate with a fixed lag τ ≤ h relative
to the sampling times of the sensor. As shown in Figure 6.2, the applied actuator
command in each sampling interval is then

u(t) =
{
u(kh− h), kh ≤ t < kh+ τ,

u(kh), kh+ τ ≤ t < kh+ h.

In summary, the controller uses the information sensed at time kh and available at
time kh + τ to compute the control action between the controller updates

[
kh +

τ, (k + 1)h+ τ
)
for k ∈ N.
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6.2.3 Multi-hop wireless network
The network model is the same as presented in Section 4.1. More specifically,
communication is time-slotted and each time-slot is ts milliseconds long. The packet
is forwarded on a multi-hop network with independent Bernoulli packet losses.
While the sensor data packets can be lost, we assume that acknowledgements can
not. In this way, a transmitting node will always know if the packet was successfully
decoded by the intended receiver. Nodes do not have access to channel state, only
their statistics, i.e., packet loss probabilities on their outgoing links.

The main source of energy consumption in a sensor network is the radio trans-
mission. We assume a constraint ε on the average number of transmission attempts
on the wireless sensor network per millisecond in order to guarantee a desired life
time. For ease of presentation, we normalize the energy cost of one transmission to
one unit of energy.

Based on the time-triggered sensing and control model in Section 6.2.2, one
packet is injected in the network every sampling period h and must reach the
destination node within a hard deadline τ , after which it is declared as a loss. The
network problem is then to develop a packet forwarding policy π that determines
if a node should forward a packet or drop it, and to which node it should attempt
to transmit, while considering the hard packet deadline and the energy constraint
limiting the expected number of transmission attempts.

6.2.4 System-level performance and co-design objective
We aim at developing a multi-hop packet forwarding policy π, satisfying the energy
constraint, and a controller that together minimize the continuous-time closed-loop
loss function

Jc = E

{∫ T

0

[
x(t)
u(t)

]ᵀ [
Qcxx Qcxu
Qcᵀxu Qcuu

] [
x(t)
u(t)

]
dt+ xᵀ(T)Qc0x(T)

}
, (6.1)

subject to the stochastic system constraints

dx =Axdt+Budt+ dvc,

y(s) =rπk C̃x(kh) + w(kh), kh+ τ ≤ s ≤ kh+ h+ τ

for k ∈ N. Here, Qcxx and Qc0 are symmetric and positive semi-definite matrices
while Qcuu is symmetric and positive definite. The controller computes the control
sequence {u(k)}k≥0 based on the available sensor information y(s). Note that sensor
data is delayed by a fixed time τ and may be lost; rπk ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator variable
representing whether or not the forwarding policy π was able to deliver the k-th
sensor data packet within the time limits, specified by the hard deadline τ . The
expectation in Equation (6.1) is taken over the random process and measurement
disturbances, the initial condition, as well as over the random packet losses on
the individual links in the network. We denote the aforementioned optimization
problem P.
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6.3 A modular co-design framework

In this section, we will describe the key ideas behind our co-design framework for
linear quadratic control over unreliable and energy-constrained multi-hop networks.
The framework is modular as it separates the co-design problem into two well-
defined design tasks: one for the controller and another one for the network. It is
optimal since it allows to find the jointly optimal networking and control design
subject to our assumptions and restrictions.

In its general form, the co-design problem is to jointly optimize the closed-loop
control loss over the fixed time lag τ (i.e., the deadline of the packet), the sampling
interval h (i.e., the packet generation rate), the packet forwarding policy π, and the
control law u for computing the actuator command. It is important to notice that
closed-loop loss is stated in continuous time to allow for comparison of solutions
that use different sampling intervals. As we will show in Section 6.4.2, the fact that
the actuator holds the control signals over the intervals

[
kh+ τ, kh+ h

)
allows the

optimization problem P to be converted to an equivalent discrete-time problem

minimize
τ,h,π,u

Jd(h, τ)

subject to
{
ξk+1 = Φ(h, τ)ξk + Γ(h, τ)uk + vk

yk = rπk C̃ξk + wk.

To establish modularity and optimality, we will demonstrate in Section 6.4.3
that for a fixed sampling period h and time lag τ ≤ h, the optimal control loss is
monotone decreasing in the deadline-constrained reliability Rπ = E{rπk}, i.e., the
probability that a packet arrives at the controller node within a deadline τ . This
implies that for a given τ and h and under the restriction of one-sample delayed
time-triggered control architectures, the optimal co-designed system is obtained by
the following two sequential design problems:

(a) developing a packet forwarding policy π? of the network that maximizes the
deadline-constrained reliability with deadline of D = b τts c time-slots subject
to energy constraint, i.e.,

π? = argmax
π

Rπ

subject to Cπ ≤ Creq,

where Cπ is the average number of transmissions per injected packet at-
tempted by the forwarding policy π and Creq = εh is the constraint on the
average number of transmissions per injected packet due to the energy con-
straint ε.

(b) computing the control action using the optimal linear-quadratic controller
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under packet loss, i.e.,

minimize
u

Jd(h, τ)

subject to
{
ξk+1 = Φ(h, τ)ξk + Γ(h, τ)uk + vk

yk = rπ
?

k C̃ξk + wk

where rπ?k ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator variable for on-time packet delivery by π?.
We will show that under Bernoulli link losses and the optimal forwarding
policy, rπ?k is a Bernoulli process whose probability of being one is Rπ? .

Lastly, the optimal solution is obtained by sweeping over all admissible τ and h
values, and identifying the pair of τ and h values with minimum control loss.

6.4 Co-design sub-problems

We now turn our attention to the development of the optimal control design and for-
warding policies required by the co-design framework for linear-quadratic optimal
control over a network where packet losses on individual links follow independent
Bernoulli processes. The deadline-constrained maximum-reliability forwarding prob-
lem, defined and solved in Section 6.4.1, provides the optimal network operation
for a fixed sampling interval h and time lag τ . The optimal control under indepen-
dent packet losses is developed in Section 6.4.2. Finally, Section 6.4.3 establishes a
monotonicity property of the optimal control loss that allows to conclude optimality
of the design.

6.4.1 Deadline-constrained maximum reliability forwarding
The data flow from the sensor to the controller node is periodic, with a new packet
being produced every h milliseconds. Since the controller disregards packets that
have not been delivered within the deadline τ ≤ h, nodes can drop packets that
will not be able to meet their deadline, which implies that there will be at most one
sensor packet in the network at any point in time. Moreover, since the packet loss
processes on links are assumed to be memoryless, the optimal policy for the periodic
flow can be constructed by the repeated application of the optimal forwarding policy
for a single transient packet. In the deadline-constrained forwarding problem, we
pose a strict deadline of D = b τts c time-slots and look for forwarding policies that
maximize the probability that the sensor packet is delivered to the destination
node (directly connected to the controller) within the deadline. Since the packet is
injected every h milliseconds and there is at most one packet on the network during
this interval, the energy constraint then can be transformed into the constraint on
the average number of transmissions per injected packet Creq = εh.

More specifically, we consider a scenario where a single packet, generated by the
source node at time t = 0, should be transmitted over a multi-hop wireless network
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to the destination node within a deadline of D time-slots, and the expected number
of transmissions of each packet should be smaller than Creq. The goal is to derive
an optimal forwarding policy π? with the maximum packet delivery reliability.

The problem of maximizing deadline-constrained reliability subject to an energy-
constraint can be solved by a similar constrained MDP formulation developed in
Chapter 4. While the objective and the constraint are different, the underlying
MDP formulation is the same as the one in Chapter 4. We refer the details of the
formulation in Section 4.2.1. More precisely, the problem is

maximize
π

Rπ

subject to Cπ ≤ Creq,
(6.2)

and its Lagrange dual problem is

minimize
δ

max
π
{Rπ − δ · Cπ}+ δ · Creq

subject to δ ≥ 0

with a zero duality gap by the same argument in Section 4.2.2. To solve the above
dual problem, we hence need to solve the weighted sum maximization of reliability
and energy, i.e.,

max
π
{Rπ − δ · Cπ}

for a given δ ≥ 0. This weighted sum maximization problem has been extensively
studied by a general dynamic programming framework in Section 4.3.

Let π?(δ) be the optimal policy in the weighted sum maximization problem for
a given δ and policy π?(δ) is history-independent and deterministic by the MDP
theory [27]. Moreover, let C?(δ) and R?(δ) be the energy and the reliability under
the policy π?(δ), respectively. Define C := {C?(δ), ∀δ} and ∆C := {δ : C?(δ) = C}
for a given C ∈ C.

Theorem 6.4.1. Let C1 := max{C ∈ C : C ≤ Creq} and C2 := min{C ∈ C : C >
Creq} with the associated unique reliability R1 and R2. The maximum reliability of
the forwarding problem is

R? = R1 + Creq − C1

C2 − C1 (R2 −R1).

Suppose that the history-independent and deterministic optimal policies that attain
(R1, C1) and (R2, C2) are π1 and π2 respectively. An optimal policy π? for the
minimum energy problem is obtained by random selection of policies π1 and π2

with probabilities

p1 = C2 − Creq

C2 − C1 ; p2 = Creq − C1

C2 − C1 .
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Remark. The proof of this theorem follows exactly the same argument as the
proof of Theorem 4.5.2 in Appendix A.

The theorem states that the optimal forwarding policy is to make a random
selection between two history-independent and deterministic policies, each found
by dynamic programming. The probabilities at which they are selected in the
optimal randomized policy are also given. Combined with the assumption that
link losses are independent, we can conclude that the packet loss by the optimal
forwarding policy is a Bernoulli random process.

6.4.2 Linear-quadratic Gaussian control for fixed forwarding
policy

Under a deadline-constrained forwarding policy π, the network delivers sensor pack-
ets with a fixed delay of τ = Dts seconds, and loses samples independently with
probability 1 − Rπ. In what follows, we will drop superscript π for simplicity of
notation. Moreover, we denote the process state by xk = x(kh), the control sig-
nal by uk = u(kh), the process noise by vk = v(kh), and measurement noise by
wk = w(kh).

The evolution of the system between sampling instants can be described in terms
of the extended state vector ξk := col{xk, uk−1} as

ξk+1 =
[
eAh

∫ h
h−τ e

AsdsB

0m×n 0m×m

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=Φ(h,τ)

ξk +
[∫ h−τ

0 eAsdsB
Im×m

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=Γ(h,τ)

uk +
[
In×n
0m×n

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=G

vk,

yk =rk
[
C̃ 01×m

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=C

ξk + wk,

where vk and wk are zero mean discrete-time Gaussian white noise process with

E

{[
vk
wk

] [
vᵀk wᵀ

k

]}
=
[
Σv 0
0 Σw

]
,

where Σv :=
∫ h

0 eAsΣcveA
ᵀsds.

The continuous-time loss function in Equation (6.1) can be transformed into an
equivalent discrete-time loss

Jd = E

{
N−1∑
k=0

[
ξk
uk

]ᵀ [ Ξξξ(h, τ) Ξξu(h, τ)
Ξᵀ
ξu(h, τ) Ξuu(h, τ)

] [
ξk
uk

]
+ ξᵀNΞ0ξN

}
,
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where N = dT
h e,

Ξξξ(h, τ) :=
[
Qτxx + Φᵀ(τ)Qh−τxx Φ(τ) Qτxu + Φᵀ(τ)Qh−τxx Γ(τ)
Qτᵀxu + Γᵀ(τ)Qh−τxx Φ(τ) Qτuu + Γᵀ(τ)Qh−τxx Γ(τ)

]
,

Ξξu(h, τ) :=
[
Φᵀ(τ)Qh−τxu

Γᵀ(τ)Qh−τxu

]
,

Ξuu(h, τ) :=Qh−τuu

with Φ(t) = eAt, Γ(t) =
∫ t

0 Φ(s)Bds, Qtxx =
∫ t

0 ΦT (s)QcxxΦ(s)ds,
Qtxu =

∫ t
0 ΦT (s)

(
QcxxΓ(s) +Qcxu

)
ds

and Qtuu =
∫ t

0
(
ΓT (s)QcxxΓ(s) + 2ΓT (s)Qcxu +Qcuu

)
ds.

The optimal control problem is then to compute the control sequence {uk}k≥0
that minimizes the discrete-time loss function. Note that uk is not computed until
time t = kh + τ , at which time yk is available to the controller unless it has
been dropped by the network. Hence, the controller has access to the following
information set when computing uk:

Ik :=
{
Yk , Uk−1 , Rk

}
.

Here, Yk =
(
yk, . . . , y1

)
, and Uk−1 =

(
uk−1, . . . , u1

)
, while Rk =

(
rk, . . . , r1

)
is

the realizations of the Bernoulli random variable rk that models successful packet
transmissions. It is important to note that the discrete-time loss has cross-terms
even if the continuous-time loss function does not. In what follows, we extend
the framework of [116] to include the cross-coupling terms in the loss function and
derive the optimal controller and bound its performance.

Estimator Design

As in [116] the Kalman filter is the optimal estimator for our setting. The minimum
mean square error (MMSE) estimate ξ̂k|k of ξk given by ξ̂k|k = E{ξk|Ik} can be
computed recursively starting from the initial conditions ξ̂0|−1 = col{0n×1, 0m×1}
and P0|−1 = P0. The innovation step is

ξ̂k+1|k := E{ξk+1|Ik} = Φξ̂k|k + Γuk (6.3)
ek+1|k := ξk+1 − ξ̂k+1|k = Φek|k +Gvk (6.4)
Pk+1|k := E{ek+1|ke

ᵀ
k+1|k|Ik} = ΦPk|kΦᵀ + Σ̃v (6.5)

where Σ̃v := GΣvGᵀ and vk is independent from Ik, while the correction step is

ξ̂k+1|k+1 = ξ̂k+1|k + rk+1Kk+1(yk+1 − Cξ̂k+1|k) (6.6)
ek+1|k+1 = ξk+1 − ξ̂k+1|k+1 (6.7)
Pk+1|k+1 = Pk+1|k − rk+1Kk+1CPk+1|k (6.8)

Kk+1 := Pk+1|kC
ᵀ(CPk+1|kC

ᵀ + Σw)−1 . (6.9)
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The following result, similar to [116], characterizes the estimation error covariance
matrix.

Proposition 6.4.2. The MMSE estimate ξ̂k|k of ξk is given by the time-varying
Kalman filter (6.3) – (6.9). The expected value of the covariance matrix can be
bounded as

P k|k ≤ E{Pk|k} ≤ P k|k

where the bounds can be computed iteratively as

P k+1|k = ΦP k|k−1Φᵀ + Σ̃v −RΦP k|k−1C
ᵀ(CP k|k−1C

ᵀ + Σw)−1CP k|k−1Φᵀ

P k|k = P k|k−1 −RP k|k−1C
ᵀ(CP k|k−1C

ᵀ + Σw)−1CP k|k−1

P k+1|k = (1−R)ΦP k|k−1Φᵀ + Σ̃v
P k|k = (1−R)P k|k−1

starting from the initial conditions P 0|−1 = P 0|−1 = P0. When k → ∞, the
iterations converge to the unique stationary solutions P∞ and P∞ of the modified
algebraic Riccati equations

P∞ = ΦP∞Φᵀ + Σ̃v −RΦP∞Cᵀ(CP∞Cᵀ + Σw)−1CP∞Φᵀ, (6.10)
P∞ = (1−R)ΦP∞Φᵀ + Σ̃v. (6.11)

Controller Design

Next, we develop the optimal state feedback control law.

Proposition 6.4.3. Consider the finite-horizon LQG control problem. The optimal
control law

uk = − (ΓᵀSk+1Γ + Ξuu)−1(ΓᵀSk+1Φ + Ξᵀ
ξu)︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=Lk

ξ̂k|k (6.12)

is a linear function of the estimated state. The matrix Sk evolves as

Sk = ΦᵀSk+1Φ + Ξξξ
− (ΦᵀSk+1Γ + Ξξu)× (ΓᵀSk+1Γ + Ξuu)−1(ΓᵀSk+1Φ + Ξᵀ

ξu), (6.13)

where ξ̂k|k is the MMSE estimate of the state ξk based on the information set Ik
computed with the Kalman filter (6.3)–(6.9). As k → ∞, the recursion converges
to a unique solution

S∞ = ΦᵀS∞Φ + Ξξξ − (ΦᵀS∞Γ + Ξξu)(ΓᵀS∞Γ + Ξuu)−1(ΓᵀS∞Φ + Ξᵀ
ξu)

for which the associated stationary controller gain is

L∞ := lim
k→∞

Lk = −(ΓᵀS∞Γ + Ξuu)−1(ΓᵀS∞Φ + Ξᵀ
ξu).
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Proof. To derive the optimal feedback control law and the corresponding value for
the objective function, we apply dynamic programming. We let the optimal value
function Vk(ξk) be

Vk(ξk) := min
uk
E{ξᵀkΞξξξk + 2ξᵀkΞξuuk + uᵀkΞuuuk + Vk+1| Ik}, (6.14)

VN (ξN ) := E{ξᵀNΞ0ξN | IN}, (6.15)

where k = {N −1, . . . , 1}. We show that J?N = V0(ξ0). The solution of the Bellman
equation in Equation (6.14) with the initial condition in Equation (6.15) is given by

Vk(ξk) = E{ξᵀkSkξk| Ik}+ ck , (6.16)

where the nonnegative matrix Sk and the scalar ck are independent of the informa-
tion set Ik. In contrast to [116], we allow for cross-coupling terms in the Bellman
equation (6.14), which is critical for comparing the control costs under different
sampling intervals. Apart from this, the proof is similar to the one in [116,118].

Optimal control cost

The optimal loss function of the finite-horizon LQG problem is

J?N (R) = ξᵀ0S0ξ0 + Tr
(
S0P0

)
+
N−1∑
k=0

Tr
(
Sk+1Σ̃v

)
+
N−1∑
k=0

Tr
(
(ΦᵀSk+1Φ + Ξξξ − Sk)E{Pk|k}

)
, (6.17)

where expectation is taken over a Bernoulli sequence {rk}k≥0 with E{rk} = R.
Since no efficient way of computing the expectation is known, one can use the upper
and lower bounds on E{Pk|k} given in Proposition 6.4.2 to compute the upper and
lower bounds on the finite-horizon control cost Jmin

N (R) ≤ J?N (R) ≤ Jmax
N (R). For

the infinite-horizon case, the bounds become

Jmin
∞ := lim

N→∞

1
N
Jmin
N

=Tr(S∞Σ̃v) + (1−R)Tr
(
(ΦᵀS∞Φ + Ξξξ − S∞)P∞

)
, (6.18)

Jmax
∞ := lim

N→∞

1
N
Jmax
N

=Tr(S∞Σ̃v) + Tr
(
(ΦᵀS∞Φ + Ξξξ − S∞)
(P∞ −RP∞Cᵀ(CP∞Cᵀ + Σw)−1CP∞)

)
, (6.19)

where the matrices P∞, P∞ and S∞, are given in Proposition 6.4.2 and Proposi-
tion 6.4.3, respectively.
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In brief, the optimal estimator is a time-varying Kalman filter given by Equa-
tion (6.5), Equation (6.8) and Equation (6.9), while the control law is a static linear
feedback given in Equation (6.12). The combined performance, in the sense of the
continuous-time loss function shown in Equation (6.1), can be bounded as in Equa-
tions (6.18) and (6.19). It is this controller and these performance bounds that we
use in our co-design.

6.4.3 Optimality of the co-design framework
Next, we provide a formal proof that the achievable loss for a fixed sampling interval
and time lag is increasing in the loss probability, which allows us to conclude that
the combination of linear-quadratic control under loss and deadline-constrained
maximum reliability routing provides the optimal co-design.

Theorem 6.4.4. For given sampling interval h and time lag τ , the optimal control
loss J?N (R) is monotone decreasing in end-to-end reliability R.

Proof. The proof relies on a coupling argument [133] on the underlying end-to-end
loss processes. Specifically, for any two Bernoulli processes {rk}k≥0 and {r′k}k≥0
with E{rk} = R and E{r′k} = R′ such that R ≤ R′, we establish the relation that
J?N (R′) ≤ J?N (R).

The key idea of coupling is to define two processes on a common probability
space on which the analysis is carried out. To this end, let {ωk}k≥0 be a sequence
of independent random variables where ωk follows a uniform distribution in [0, 1]
and define rk = 1ωk≤R and r′k = 1ωk≤R′ . Then, {rk}k≥0 and {r′k}k≥0 are Bernoulli
trial processes with probabilities R and R′, respectively. A crucial property of
the construction is that for every realization {ωk}k≥0, the associated sequences
{rk(ωk)}k≥0 and {r′k(ωk)}k≥0 satisfy r′k(ωk) ≥ rk(ωk) for all k ∈ N. In particular,
whenever the more reliable sequence has a loss, the less reliable sequence also has
a loss.

The next step is to show that for any k we have that P ′k|k ≤ Pk|k where P ′k|k is
the estimation error covariance matrix under packet delivery sequence {r′m}0≤m≤k
and initial value P ′0|0 = P0 and Pk|k is the estimation error covariance matrix under
packet delivery sequence {rm}0≤m≤k and the same initial value P0|0 = P0. We will
establish this claim using induction. Clearly, P ′k|k ≤ Pk|k holds for k = 0. Assume
that it holds for an arbitrary k. Then, since Pk+1|k+1 = grk+1(Pk|k) and P ′k+1|k+1 =
gr′
k+1

(P ′k|k), Lemma 6.4.8 implies that P ′k+1|k+1 ≤ Pk+1|k+1 since r′k+1 ≥ rk+1. By
induction, P ′k|k ≤ Pk|k for all k.
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Finally, combining this observation with Lemma 6.4.9, we have that

J?N (R) = c+ E
r0,...,rN−1

N−1∑
k=0

Tr∆kPk|k
(
{rm}0≤m≤k, P0

)
= c+ E

ω0,...,ωN−1

N−1∑
k=0

Tr∆kPk|k
(
{rm(ωm)}0≤m≤k, P0

)
≥ c+ E

ω0,...,ωN−1

N−1∑
k=0

Tr∆kP
′
k|k
(
{r′m(ωm)}0≤m≤k, P0

)
= c+ E

r′0,...,r
′
N−1

N−1∑
k=0

Tr∆kP
′
k|k
(
{r′m}0≤m≤k, P0

)
= J?N (R′).

This concludes the proof.

Theorem 6.4.4 allows us to establish optimality of our co-design framework.

Theorem 6.4.5. For given sampling interval and time lag, the optimal closed
loop performance, in the sense of the linear-quadratic control loss shown in Equa-
tion (6.1), is obtained by scheduling the network to maximize deadline-constrained
reliability in Equation (6.2) and computing the control action by the time-varying
LQG-controller shown in Equations (6.3)-(6.9), (6.12), (6.13).

Theorem 6.4.5 establishes that the optimal co-design can be obtained as follows:
we sweep over both the sampling interval h and the time lag τ , schedule the network
to maximize on-time delivery probability, and estimate the associated closed-loop
performance of the time-varying LQG controller for the corresponding end-to-end
reliability. The optimal co-design is obtained for the sampling interval and the time
lag that attain the minimal closed-loop loss.

It is natural to ask if one could find the optimal h and τ in a more efficient way
than by exhaustive search. We will show in the numerical examples that the optimal
loss as a function of h might exhibit multiple local minima, which indicates that
it would be challenging to find a universal and efficient way of picking the optimal
sampling interval. Another issue is that there is no efficient way to compute the
expectation of the covariance matrix with respect to the loss process apart from
e.g., Monte Carlo simulation [134]. To overcome this problem, one could replace the
true performance expression by the upper bound Jmax

N (R) and pick the sampling
interval that minimizes this upper bound. The next result establishes that Jmax

N

has the same monotonicity properties as J?N , and we will show in the numerical
examples that Jmax

N provides a good surrogate to the true loss function when it
comes to picking the optimal sampling interval.

Lemma 6.4.6. The upper bound on the control loss Jmax
N (R) is monotone decreas-

ing in end-to-end reliability R.
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Proof. Note Jmax
∞ (R) = c′ + Tr∆∞hR(P∞(R)) where P∞(R) is the stationary

solution of the modified algebraic Riccati equation (6.10) for reliability parameter
R. Now, consider two reliability parameters R and R′. By similar arguments in
Theorem 6.4.4, R′ ≥ R implies that P∞(R′) ≤ P∞(R) and by Lemma 6.4.7(b),
hR(P∞(R)) ≤ hR′(P∞(R′)). By Lemma 6.4.9, Jmax

∞ (R′) ≤ Jmax
∞ (R). Our claim is

proved.

6.4.4 Supporting Lemmas
Consider operators f(X) = ΦXΦᵀ + Σ̃v, hρ(X) = X − ρXCᵀ(CXCᵀ + Σw)−1CX
and gρ(X) = hρ(f(X)).

Lemma 6.4.7. For operators gρ(X) and hρ(X), matrices X ∈ Sn>0 and Y ∈ Sn>0
and scalars ρ, ρ′ ∈ [0, 1], the following facts are true.

a) X ≤ Y =⇒ gρ(X) ≤ gρ(Y ),
b) X ≤ Y =⇒ hρ(X) ≤ hρ(Y ),
c) ρ ≤ ρ′ =⇒ gρ(X) ≥ gρ′(X),
d) ρ ≤ ρ′ =⇒ hρ(X) ≥ hρ′(X).

Proof. a) gρ(X) ≤ gρ(Y ) holds as gρ(X) is affine in X. The proof can be found
in [134, Lemma 1(c)].

b) As hρ is a special form of gρ by setting Φ = I and Σw = 0, we immediately
obtain the condition hρ(X) ≤ hρ(Y ).

c) The detail proof is given in [134, Lemma 1(d)].
d) As hρ is a special form of gρ by setting Φ = I and Σw = 0, we easily conclude

hρ(X) ≥ hρ′(X) from (c).

Lemma 6.4.8. If X ′ ≤ X and ρ′ ≥ ρ, then gρ′(X ′) ≤ gρ(X).

Proof. By Lemma 6.4.7 (a,c), gρ′(X ′) ≤ gρ(X ′) ≤ gρ(X).

Lemma 6.4.9. Suppose Y ∈ Sn>0 and Z ∈ Sn>0. If Y ≤ Z, then Tr(XY ) ≤
Tr(XZ), ∀X ∈ Sn>0.

Proof. Since Y ≤ Z, it follows that X 1
2Y X

1
2 ≤ X 1

2ZX
1
2 . Since trace is a monotone

function on the positive definite matrices, we get Tr(XY ) ≤ Tr(XZ).

6.5 Numerical examples

We now demonstrate our co-design procedure on numerical examples. We consider
the following second-order linear system

dx =
[

0 1
−ω2

0 −2αζω0

]
xdt+

[
0
ω2

0

]
udt+ dvc,

y(kh) =
[

1 0
]
x(kh) + w(kh),

(6.20)
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where vc has incremental covariance Σcv = diag{0.5, 0.5}, and w(kh) has covariance
Σw = 10−4. The co-design objective is to minimize Equation (6.1) for Qcxx =
diag{2, 1}, Qcxu = 02×1, Qcuu = 1, and Qc0 = 02×2. The multi-hop wireless network
between the sensor and the controller is shown in Figure 6.3. A link between
two nodes exists if and only if the transmission loss probability between these two
nodes is strictly smaller than 1 (i.e., if communication between the two nodes is
at all possible). The length of one time-slot is ts = 10ms. Furthermore, in all
numerical examples, we assume that the time lag τ is always set to equal the
sampling period h.

S D

Figure 6.3: Network topology with the source six-hop away from the destination.

6.5.1 No energy constraint
We here consider the case without energy constraints in which the optimal for-
warding policy and the maximum deadline-constrained reliability are derived by
the dynamic programming framework with δ = 0 in Section 4.3.

We firstly consider the system shown in Equation (6.20) to be unstable with
the parameters α = −1, ζ = 1, and ω0 = 1. Periodic samples of the output y(kh)
are transmitted over the network in Figure 6.3. For every sampling period h, we
compute the optimal forwarding policy and the associated deadline-constrained reli-
ability. The achievable latency-reliability pairs for three network scenarios in which
the network becomes increasingly unreliable (by increasing the loss probabilities on
links) are shown in Figure 6.4 (top). We then discretize the control loss function in
Equation (6.1), solve the corresponding LQG optimal control problem, and evalu-
ate its performance as described in Section 6.4.2. Figure 6.4 (bottom) shows the
optimal closed-loop control losses for varying sampling intervals under the three
network scenarios. We note that there is no single optimal sampling interval or
target end-to-end reliability. The optimal sampling interval ranges from 90ms, for
the most reliable network scenario, to 250ms, for the least reliable case. This cor-
responds to a required end-to-end reliability of 65% and 82%, respectively. As the
network becomes less reliable, more retransmissions (a longer h?) are required to
guarantee a sufficiently high reliability which causes the associated control loss to
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the upper bounds Jmax
∞ for three different network scenarios.

Note that p` is the link loss probability.

increase. Specifically, the optimal control loss (marked with a dot in Figure 6.4)
increases by approximately a factor of ten from the most to the least reliable net-
work scenarios.

ζ ω0 h (rule-of-thumb) h? (Optimal sampling interval)
0.1

π√
1−ζ2

40 – 90 ms 130 ms
0.2 40 – 100 ms 120 ms
0.7 50 – 120 ms 60 ms

Table 6.1: Selection of sampling interval h in the wireless control system that includes
communication links with link loss probability p` ∈ [0.75, 0.9].

We now consider the case when the system in Equation (6.20) is stable, and
ζ ≥ 0, α = 1, and ω0 = π/

√
1− ζ2. This parameterization is chosen roughly

to yield the same optimal sampling interval independent of ζ. Figure 6.5 (center)
shows how the trade-off curves change when we vary the damping of the system
poles. Similar to the unstable open-loop systems, distinct co-design optima also
exist for the open-loop stable systems, but they become less relevant when the
system poles are close to being critically damped. Furthermore, we compare the
optimal sampling interval obtained by our co-design framework with the rule-of-
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thumb from [118, pp. 129-130]. As can be seen in Table 6.1, the optimal sampling
interval is, more often than not, outside the range of sampling intervals proposed
by the rule-of-thumb.

It may appear discomforting that our co-design framework requires sweeping
over the sampling interval to find the jointly optimal design. However, as shown
in Figure 6.5 (bottom) with parameters α = 1, ζ = 0.02 and ω0 = 5π, the optimal
closed-loop control cost as a function of the sampling interval might exhibit mul-
tiple local minima, which indicates that it will be hard to circumvent this search
in general.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the upper bounds Jmax
∞ for the system in Equation (6.20)

which is parameterized by several damping ratios ζ and natural frequencies ω0.

In this section, we set the maximum transmission delay equal to the sampling
interval to reduce the search space to a single parameter. One could imagine that a
better performance could be achieved by optimizing over both the sampling interval
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and the transmission delay, which is indeed possible in our framework. While we
cannot rule out this possibility in general, our experience is that the additional com-
plexity of a two-dimensional search does not drastically improve the performance.

Lastly, since the true closed-loop performance can only be evaluated using Monte
Carlo simulations, it is useful to be able to rely on more easily computable upper and
lower performance bounds, introduced in this chapter, in the search for the optimal
sampling interval. Figure 6.6 compares the upper, lower, and true closed-loop
performance for the co-design under the least reliable network scenario shown in
Figure 6.5 (top), and the system in Equation (6.20) with parameters α = −1, ζ = 1,
and ω0 = 1. The upper bound Jmax

N becomes quite accurate for sampling intervals
when h ≥ 250ms, and the sampling interval that minimizes the upper bound on
the performance is rather close to the optimal sampling interval for the true cost.
Hence, we believe that the upper bound is a good surrogate for the true performance
if we need to carry out the co-design with limited computational resources.
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Figure 6.6: The experimental J?N , upper bound Jmax
N and lower bound Jmin

N for the
minimum control cost with respect to sampling period. The curves are obtained by
averaging 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations for the horizon length T = 500s, with the
arrival sequence {ρk}k≥0 generated randomly.

6.5.2 With energy constraints
We here include the energy constraint in the multi-hop wireless network, and con-
sider the unstable system in Equation (6.20) with the parameters α = −1, ζ = 1,
and ω0 = 1. Figure 6.7 illustrates the optimal closed-loop control losses for a range
of energy cost constraints. Moreover, in the same plot, the optimal sampling in-
tervals are shown in gray scale with shorter periods for smaller control losses. The
optimal control performance naturally decreases when the energy cost constraint
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the control loss upper bounds Jmax
∞ with different sampling

period for a set of energy constraints.

becomes increasingly stringent. An intriguing observation is that it is exceedingly
costly to achieve the minimum control loss. As revealed by Figure 6.7, significant
energy savings can be ensured by accepting a relatively small deterioration in the
control performance.

Figure 6.8 shows the control loss versus sampling periods for a set of energy
constraints. Initially, with longer sampling periods, although fewer packets are
injected into the network, these packets have larger deadline and more energy can
be allocated to each packet with a higher per-packet delivery reliability. Hence,
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the control loss decreases. However, with even longer sampling periods, the energy
constraint is no longer the bottleneck of the control performance, and the maximum
reliability can be obtained without violating energy constraints. Thus, the control
performance deteriorates since fewer packets are injected. This also explains why
the curves overlap for large sampling periods. Finally, the phenomenon is more
obvious with more stringent energy constraint where the system is more sensitive
to different sampling intervals.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, we considered the joint design of forwarding policies and controllers
for networked control loops that use multi-hop wireless communication for trans-
mitting sensor data from process to controller. By parameterizing the design prob-
lem in terms of the sampling rate and time-lag of the control loop, the co-design
problem separates into two well-defined networking and control design tasks, both
which admit optimal solutions: the network should be operated to maximize the
deadline-constrained reliability subject to a total energy budget, and the control de-
sign should optimize closed-loop performance under packet losses. We demonstrate
how the jointly optimal design can be found by a search over the sampling interval
and time-lag. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first co-design procedure
that covers such a breadth of design parameters, gives a lucid and modular design,
yet guarantees to find the joint design with optimal closed-loop performance.



Chapter 7

Online shortest-path routing

In this chapter, we study the stochastic version of the online shortest-path routing
problem, where the cost or delay experienced on each link is an independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) random process with unknown average (for example,
we can assume that the success and failure of packet transmissions over a link
are i.i.d. with an unknown average success rate). More specifically, we derive the
asymptotic performance bounds under various scenarios and consequently address
two questions: (i) what is the benefit of allowing routing decisions at every node,
rather than only at the source; and (ii) what is the added value of feeding back
the observed delay for every link that a packet has traversed compared to only
observing the end-to-end delay. To this end, we consider several scenarios that
differ in where routing decisions are made and what information is available to the
decision-maker. The performance of a routing policy is assessed by its regret up to
packet N (where N will typically be large), defined as the difference of the total
expected end-to-end delays for the N first packets under this policy and under an
oracle policy that always sends packets on the best path. We make the following
contributions:

• We study source routing with aggregate and per-link feedback, as well as hop-
by-hop routing with per-link feedback. For each scenario, we derive a tight
asymptotic lower bound on the regret. No online routing policy (in the given
class) can obtain a lower regret than this and there exists an algorithm that
attains the bound.

• Using the regret bounds, we demonstrate that the added flexibility of hop-
by-hop routing does not affect the achievable asymptotic regret, while the
impact of per-link feedback can be significant.

• We propose simple and efficient online routing algorithms based on per-link
feedback and evaluate their finite-time regrets analytically and numerically.
The algorithms achieve asymptotic optimality in line networks, and the nu-
merical experiments indicate that our routing policies perform significantly
better than the state-of-the-art.

131
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We review related work on
the multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem and the online shortest-path problem in
Section 7.1. In Section 7.2, we introduce the network model and formulate our
online routing problem. Fundamental performance limits (regret lower bounds)
are derived in Section 7.3. Finally, we propose two online routing algorithms and
evaluate their performance in Section 7.4.

7.1 Related work

7.1.1 Multi-armed bandit
Various extensions of the classical MAB problem have been studied in the literature
since the seminal work by Lai and Robbins [36]. One closely related subject to
the online shortest-path problem is the bandit optimization for Markov decision
processes (MDPs). Indeed, the hop-by-hop shortest-path routing problem can be
formulated as an MDP in which the states are the packet location and the actions
are the outgoing links of each node. However, most work studied the problem under
stricter assumptions than ours and/or considered different performance measures.
One notable work is by Burnetas and Katehakis [135]. They derived the asymptotic
lower bound on the regret, and proposed an optimal index policy that can match
the lower bound. However, the result is valid for the ergodic MDP [27] where
the induced Markov chain by any policy is irreducible and consists of a single
recurrent class. In the hop-by-hop routing, the policy that routes packets on a fixed
path results in a Markov chain with reducible states that are not in the chosen
path. For more general MDPs that can be applied in the hop-by-hop routing,
heuristic algorithms with provable regret upper bounds were proposed. In [136,
137], the authors considered the communicating MDPs, in which for every pair
of states, there exists a policy that takes from one to the other. Nevertheless,
these general-purpose algorithms perform badly when applied in the hop-by-hop
shortest-path routing, and the asymptotic performance bounds were not studied.
Lastly, bandit optimization in MDPs has also been studied under the probably
approximately correct learning model [138–140], but the regret is measured by the
expected discounted total reward with a discount factor strictly smaller than one.

The work on bandit optimization with the most general applicability is by
Graves and Lai [141] that studied the adaptive control of general state space Markov
chains. Unlike the bandit optimization for MDPs [135], the transition probabili-
ties in two Markov states can be correlated since the transition probabilities are
assumed to be parameterized by a single parameter. Similar to the spirit in the
seminal paper by Lai and Robbins [36], Graves and Lai [141] derived the asymp-
totic lower bound on the regret for a specified set of uniformly good polices, and a
lower-bound matching optimal algorithm (although quite involved) was proposed.
The result by Graves and Lai has found its applications in many open bandit opti-
mization problems in communication networking and learning theories [142–144].
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7.1.2 Online shortest-path routing
In the seminal work by Lai and Robbins [36], the random rewards from various
arms are independent. A straightforward way of modeling each path as an arm
does not work, since the rewards observed on two paths with common links are
inherently correlated.

Only a handful recent papers addressed the online shortest-path problem with
stochastic delays in the source routing case. Gai et.al [145] considered per-link delay
feedback, and an index built on the upper confidence bound (UCB) algorithm [37]
is assigned to each link and the packet is routed on the shortest-path with respect
to these indexes. Liu and Zhao [146] considered the aggregate feedback case and
applied the idea of barycentric spanner. A barycentric spanner is a set of paths from
which the delay of all other paths can be computed as its linear combination with
bounded coefficients. The algorithm in [146] is an alternation of exploration phases
where a random barycentric spanner path is chosen and exploitation phases where
the empirical minimum delay path is used. The number of the exploration phases
is enforced to be O(logN) to obtain a logarithmic regret bound. A closer look in
the proof shows that the algorithm is inefficient since it discards the observations
of delay in the exploitation phase. Both schemes [145, 146] were shown to have
a regret in the order of O(|L|4 logN) where |L| is the number of links. Source
routing with aggregate feedback also fits into the framework of linear stochastic
bandits [147,148] where the regret bound scales as O(log2N + |L| logN). However,
none of the above work studied the asymptotic lower bound on the regret. The first
attempt to address this issue appeared in He et.al [149], which showed an asymptotic
lower bound on the regret (for policies with detailed feedback). However, we will
show that this bound is not tight. Lastly, all work cited above considered source
routing. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to consider hop-by-hop
routing decisions. In summary, we obtain (for the first time) a tight asymptotic
regret lower bound in hop-by-hop routing and source routing with detailed and
aggregate feedback.

On the other hand, the online shortest-path problem in the source routing case
has been extensively studied in the adversarial setting where link delays change
arbitrarily. The details of these algorithms can be found in [150] and the references
therein. Most of the research was devoted to deriving algorithms with a better
upper bound on the regret in terms of the scaling with respect to the time horizon,
the number of links and the network size. The lower bound on the regret has
received much less attention [150, 151]. Moreover, there is in general a lack of
policies that approach the lower bounds proved in these work. The optimality of
the algorithm was claimed [150] even if it only achieved the same scaling of the
interested parameters and ignored any leading constants. On the contrary, the
asymptotic lower bound derived in this chapter is optimal and tight since it is
achievable with matching leading constants as well (although the optimal policy is
complicated). Furthermore, we propose efficient index algorithms that match the
lower bound in some special network topologies.
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7.2 Online shortest-path routing problems

7.2.1 Network model
The network is modeled as a directed graph G = (N ,L) where N is the set of
nodes and L is the set of links. Each link i ∈ L may, for example, represent an
unreliable wireless link. Without loss of generality, we assume that time is slotted
and that one slot corresponds to the time to send a packet over a single link. At
time t, Xi(t) is a binary random variable indicating whether a transmission on link
i at time t is (or would be) successful. (Xi(t), t ≥ 1) is a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli
variables with initially unknown mean θi. We assume θi > 0. Hence, the delay on
link i follows geometric distribution with mean 1/θi. Let θ = (θi, i ∈ L) be the
vector representing the packet successful transmission probabilities on the various
links. We consider a single source-destination pair (s, d) ∈ N 2, and denote by P
the set of loop-free paths from s to d in G.

We hasten to emphasize that the performance limits can be easily extended
to a more general link model where the delay distributions are in a parametric
family with different parameters in two source routing cases. For example, the
delay on all links can follow Poisson distribution with unknown mean or normal
distribution with unknown mean and variance. In this chapter, we present the
results for geometric distribution in order to have a unified framework in which we
can compare the performance gain between source routing and hop-by-hop routing.

7.2.2 Online routing policies and feedback
The source is fully backlogged (i.e., it always has packets to send), and initially,
the parameter θ is unknown. Packets are sent successively from s to d over various
paths to estimate θ, and in turn to learn the path p? with the minimum average
delay: p? ∈ arg minp∈P

∑
i∈p

1
θi
. After a packet is sent, we assume that the source

gathers some feedback from the network (essentially per-link or end-to-end delays)
before sending the next packet. Our objective is to design and analyze online routing
strategies, i.e., strategies that take routing decisions based on the feedback received
for the packets previously sent.

We consider and compare three different types of online routing policies, de-
pending (i) on where routing decisions are taken (at the source or at each node),
and (ii) on the received feedback (per-link or end-to-end path delay).

• Source Routing with Aggregate Feedback. The path used by a packet is de-
termined at the source based on the observed end-to-end delays for previous
packets. More precisely, for the n-th packet, let pπ(n) be the path selected un-
der policy π, and let Dπ(n) denote the corresponding end-to-end delay. Then
pπ(n) depends on pπ(1), . . . , pπ(n − 1), Dπ(1), . . . , Dπ(n − 1). We denote by
Π1 the set of such policies.
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• Source Routing with Detailed Feedback. The path used by a packet is de-
termined at the source based on the observed per-link delays for previous
packets. In other words, under policy π, pπ(n) depends on pπ(1), . . . , pπ(n−
1), (dπi (1), i ∈ pπ(1)), . . . , (dπi (n− 1), i ∈ pπ(n− 1)), where dπi (k) is the expe-
rienced delay on link i for the k-th packet (if this packet uses link i at all).
We denote by Π2 the set of such policies.

• Hop-by-hop Routing. Routing decisions are taken at each node in an adaptive
manner. At a given time t, the packet is sent over a link selected depending
on all successes and failures observed on the various links before time t. Let
Π3 denote the set of hop-by-hop routing policies.

In the case of source-routing policies (in Π1 ∪Π2), if a transmission on a given
link fails, the packet is retransmitted on the same link until it is successfully received
(per-link delays are geometric random variables). On the contrary, in the case of
hop-by-hop routing policies (in Π3), the routing decisions at a given node can be
adapted to the observed failures on a given link. For example, if transmission
attempts on a given link failed, one may well decide to switch link, and select a
different next-hop node (and so, a different path).

7.2.3 Performance metrics and objectives
Regret

Under any reasonably smart routing policy, the parameter θ will be estimated
accurately, and the minimum delay path will be discovered with high probability
after sending a large number of packets. Hence, to quantify the performance of a
routing policy, we examine its transient behavior. More precisely, we use the notion
of regret, a performance metric often used in multi-armed bandit literature [36]. The
regret Rπθ (N) of policy π up to the N -th packet is the expected difference of delays
for the N first packets under π and under the policy that always select the best
path p? for transmission:

Rπθ (N) := E
{ N∑
n=1

Dπ(n)
}
−NDθ(p?),

where Dπ(n) denotes the end-to-end delay of the n-th packet under policy π,
Dθ(p) =

∑
i∈p

1
θi

is the average packet delay through path p given link success
rates θ, and the expectation E is with respect to the random link transmission
results and possible randomization in the policy π. The regret quantifies the per-
formance loss due to the need to explore sub-optimal paths to learn the minimum
delay path.
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Objectives

The goal is to design online routing policies in Π1, Π2, and Π3 that minimize regret
over the N first packets. As it turns out, there are policies in any Πj , j = 1, 2, 3,
whose regrets scale as O(log(N)) when N grows large, and no policy can have a
regret scaling as o(log(N)). Our objective is then to identify, for each j = 1, 2, 3,
the best policy in Πj and its asymptotic regret Cj(θ) log(N). By comparing C1(θ),
C2(θ), and C3(θ), we can quantify the potential performance improvements taking
routing decisions at each hop rather than at the source only, and observing per-link
delays rather than aggregate path delays.

7.3 Fundamental performance limits

In this section, we provide fundamental performance limits satisfied by any on-
line routing policy in Π1, Π2, or Π3. Specifically, we derive asymptotic (when N
grows large) regret lower bounds for our three types of policies. These bounds
are obtained exploiting some results and techniques used in the control of Markov
chains [141], and they are tight in the sense that there exist algorithms achieving
these performance limits.

7.3.1 Regret lower bounds
We restrict our attention to the so-called uniformly good policies, under which the
number of times sub-optimal paths are selected until the transmission of the n-th
packet is o(nα) when n → ∞ for any α > 0 and for all θ. We know from [141,
Theorem 2] that such policies exist.

Source-routing with aggregate feedback

Denote by ψpθ (d) the probability that the delay of a packet sent on path p is d slots,
and by h(p) the length (or number of links) of path p. The end-to-end delay is the
sum of several independent random geometric variables. For example, if we assume
that θi 6= θj for i 6= j, we have [152], for all d ≥ h(p),

ψpθ (d) =
∑
i∈p

( ∏
j∈p,j 6=i

θj
θj − θi

)
θi(1− θi)d−1.

It is a weighted average of the individual link delay distribution where the weights
can be negative and sum to one.

The next theorem provides the fundamental performance limit of online routing
policies in Π1.

Theorem 7.3.1. For any uniformly good policy π ∈ Π1,

lim infN→∞Rπθ (N)/ logN ≥ C1(θ), (7.1)
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where C1(θ) is the optimal value of the following optimization problem:

min
cp,p∈P

∑
p 6=p?

cp(Dθ(p)−Dθ(p?))

s.t. cp ≥ 0,∀p ∈ P,

inf
λ∈B1(θ)

∑
p 6=p?

cp

∞∑
d=h(p)

ψpθ (d) log
ψpθ (d)
ψpλ(d) ≥ 1. (7.2)

and B1(θ) :=
{
λ : {λi, i ∈ p?} ={θi, i ∈ p?},min

p∈P
{Dλ(p)} < Dλ(p?)

}
.

The variables cp’s solving (7.2) have the following interpretation: for p 6= p?,
cp log(N) is the asymptotic number of packets that need to be sent (up to the N -
th packet) on sub-optimal path p under optimal routing strategies in Π1. So cp
determines the optimal rate of exploration of sub-optimal path p. B1(θ) is the set
of bad network parameters: if λ ∈ B1(θ), then the end-to-end delay distribution
along the optimal path p? is the same under θ or λ (hence by observing the end-
to-end delay on path p?, we cannot distinguish λ or θ), and p? is not optimal
under λ. It is important to observe that in the definition of B1(θ), the equality
{λi, i ∈ p?} = {θi, i ∈ p?} is a set equality, i.e., order does not matter (e.g., if
p? = {1, 2}, the equality means that either λ1 = θ1, λ2 = θ2 or λ1 = θ2, λ2 = θ1).

Source-routing with detailed feedback

We now consider routing policies in Π2 that make decisions at the source, but have
information on the individual link delays. Let KLG(θi, θj) denote the KL divergence
number between two geometric random variables with parameters θi and θj :

KLG(θi, θj) :=
∑
d≥1

θi(1− θi)d−1 log θi(1− θi)d−1

θj(1− θj)d−1 .

Theorem 7.3.2. For any uniformly good policy π ∈ Π2,

lim infN→∞Rπθ (N)/ logN ≥ C2(θ), (7.3)

where C2(θ) is the optimal value of the following optimization problem:

min
cp,p∈P

∑
p 6=p?

cp(Dθ(p)−Dθ(p?))

s.t. cp ≥ 0,∀p ∈ P,

inf
λ∈B2(θ)

∑
p 6=p?

cp
∑
i∈p

KLG(θi, λi) ≥ 1. (7.4)

and B2(θ)=
{
λ :λi = θi ∀i ∈ p?,min

p∈P
{Dλ(p)} < Dλ(p?)

}
.
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The variables cp’s solving (7.4) have the same interpretation as that given pre-
viously in the case of aggregate feedback. Again B2(θ) is the set of parameters λ
such that the distributions of link delays along the optimal path are the same under
θ and λ, and p? is not the optimal path under λ. The slight difference between
the definitions of B1(θ) and B2(θ) comes from the difference of feedback (aggregate
vs. detailed). Note that in general, B2(θ) ⊂ B1(θ), which of course, implies that
having detailed feedback improves performance.

The asymptotic lower bound proposed in [149] has a similar expression as ours,
but the set B2(θ) is replaced by

B′(θ) =
⋃
∀i∈L

{
λ : λj = θj ,∀j 6= i,min

p∈P
{Dλ(p)} < Dλ(p?)

}
.

It is easy to check that B′(θ) is smaller than B2(θ), which means that the lower
bound derived in [149] is smaller than ours. In other words, we propose a regret
lower bound that improves that in [149], and moreover, our bound is tight (it cannot
be improved further).

Hop-by-hop routing

Finally, we consider routing policies in Π3. These policies are more involved to
analyze as the routing choices may change at any intermediate node in the network,
and they are also more complex to implement. The next theorem states that
surprisingly, the regret lower bound for hop-by-hop routing policies is the same as
that derived for strategies in Π2 (source routing with detailed feedback). In other
words, we cannot improve the performance by taking routing decisions at each hop.

Theorem 7.3.3. For any uniformly good rule π ∈ Π3,

lim infN→∞Rπθ (N)/ logN ≥ C3(θ) = C2(θ).

Discussion: as shown in [141, Theorem 2], the asymptotic regret lower bounds
derived in Theorems 7.3.1-7.3.2-7.3.3 are tight in the sense that one can design
actual routing policies achieving these regret bounds (although these policies might
well be extremely complex and unpractical). Hence from the fact that C1(θ) ≥
C2(θ) = C3(θ), we conclude that:

1. The best source routing policy with detailed feedback asymptotically achieves
a lower regret than the best source routing policy with aggregate feedback;

2. The best hop-by-hop routing policy asymptotically obtains the same regret
as the best source routing policy with detailed feedback.
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7.3.2 Numerical example
There are examples of network topologies where the above asymptotic lower bounds
on the regret can be explicitly computed. This is the case for line networks, see
e.g. Figure 7.1. Notice that in line networks, the optimal routing policy consists in
selecting the best link on each hop.

2 431 5

Figure 7.1: A line network. Node 1 is the source, node 5 is the destination.

Proposition 7.3.4. For any line network of length h hops,

C1(θ) =
∑

i:i 6=ξ(i)

1
θi
− 1

θξ(i)∑∞
d=h ψ

pi

θ (d) log
ψp

i

θ (d)
ψp

?

θ (d)

,

C2(θ) = C3(θ) =
∑

i:i6=ξ(i)

1
θi
− 1

θξ(i)

KLG(θi, θξ(i))
,

where ξ(i) is the best link on the same hop as link i and pi is the path obtained from
the optimal path p? by replacing link ξ(i) with link i.

Both C1(θ) and C2(θ) scale linearly with the number of links in the network.

The difference lies in the KL divergence number where
∑∞
d=h ψ

pi

θ (d) log ψp
i

θ
(d)

ψp
?

θ
(d)

is
in general much larger than KLG(θi, θξ(i)) for a link i 6= ξ(i), and the difference
increases with the network size h. In Figure 7.2, we plot the ratio C1(θ)

C2(θ) averaged
over various values of θ (we randomly generated 106 link parameters θ) as a function
of the network size h in a line network with only two distinct paths. These results
suggest that collecting detailed feedback (delays per link) can significantly improve
the performance of routing policies, compared to just recording end-to-end delays.
The gain is significant even for fairly small networks – the regret is reduced by a
factor 1500 on average in 6-hop networks when collecting per-link delays.

7.4 Efficient routing policies for detailed feedback

Although optimal policies exist [141, Theorem 2] whose performance matches the
asymptotic lower bound in Theorems 7.3.1-7.3.2-7.3.3, they are unpractical. For
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Figure 7.2: Detailed vs. aggregate feedback: average ratio between the two corre-
sponding asymptotic regret lower bounds (C1(θ)/C2(θ)).

example, it requires to solve the non-linear optimization problems in (7.2) and (7.4)
for each packet.

In this section, we present two online routing policies, which are simple to im-
plement, and yet approach the performance limits identified in the previous section.
The first policy, referred to as KL-SR (Kullback-Leibler-Source Routing), belongs
to Π2 (routing decisions are taken at the source based on detailed feedback). The
second policy, referred to as KL-HHR (Kullback-Leibler-Hop-by-Hop Routing), be-
longs to Π3 (routing decisions are taken at each hop). These algorithms are simple
index policies: each path is attached an index, and packets are sent on the path with
the current minimal index. The index of a given path is further defined through the
indexes of its constituting links. The latter indexes are the same as those used in
the KL-UCB algorithm [39], an algorithm known to be asymptotically optimal for
classical multi-armed bandit problems. We investigate the regret of the KL-SR and
KL-HHR algorithms analytically and numerically; we show that they exhibit simi-
lar performance, and that they outperform existing algorithms. We also establish
the asymptotic optimality of KL-SR in specific network topologies.

7.4.1 The KL-SR algorithm
We first define the index for each link i ∈ L. When the n-th packet is about to be
sent, the index of link i is given by:

Ii(n) = min
{

1/q ∈ (1,∞) : niKLG
(
θ̂i(n), q

)
≤ logn+ 3 log(logn)

}
, (7.5)

where θ̂i(n) is the empirical success probability on link i estimated over the trans-
missions of the (n−1) first packets (i.e., θ̂i(n) is the ratio of the number of successful
transmissions on link i and the total number of transmission attempts on link i be-
fore the n-th packet is sent); ni is the number of packets routed through link i
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before the n-th packet is sent. Now the index of path p before the n-th packet is
sent is given by Jp(n) =

∑
i∈p Ii(n). For the n-th packet, the KL-SR algorithm

selects path p(n) with minimal index, i.e., p(n) ∈ arg minp∈P Jp(n) (ties are broken
arbitrarily). The algorithm requires an initialization phase so that link indexes are
well defined, and its pseudo-code is in Algorithm 7.1.

Algorithm 7.1 KL-SR
1: // Initialization:
2: Select a set of paths spanning all links, and send packets on these paths to

initialize Ii(0),∀i and Jp(0),∀p.
3: // Main Loop:
4: while n ≥ 0 do
5: Select path p(n) ∈ arg minp∈P Jp(n)
6: Collect feedbacks on links i ∈ p(n)
7: Update the indexes of links and paths
8: end while

Next we derive an upper bound of the regret achieved under KL-SR. To this
aim, we introduce the following optimization problem with variables xi for i /∈ p?
and Y ,

maximize Y (7.6)

subject to Dθ(p?) ≤
∑
i∈p

1
xi
, ∀p 6= p?,

Y ≤ KLG(θi, xi), ∀i /∈ p?,
xi > θi ∀i /∈ p?, xi = θi ∀i ∈ p?.

Let χi for i /∈ p? be the optimal solution of the above problem, let ∆max =
maxp 6=p?{Dθ(p) − Dθ(p?)} and let H be the maximum length of paths in P. We
are now ready to derive a regret upper bound satisfied by KL-SR.

Theorem 7.4.1. The regret under π = KL-SR satisfies

Rπθ (N) ≤ H∆max(1 + ε)
∑
i/∈p?

logN
KLG(θi, χi)

+O(log(logN))

for every ε > 0.

From the above theorem, we can deduce a rough upper bound on KL-SR regret.
Indeed, in (7.6), selecting xi such that 1

θi
− 1
xi

= ∆i

H , where ∆i = minp:i∈p{Dθ(p)−
Dθ(p?)}, is a valid choice, and leads to a worse regret upper bound. By Lemma B.5.1
in the Appendix (i.e., θKLG(θ, λ) = KL(θ, λ)) and the Pinsker’s inequality (i.e.,
KL(θ, λ) ≥ 2(λ − θ)2), we get KLG(θi, xi) ≥ 2∆2

i θ
3
i /H

2. Thus, the regret under
KL-SR is O(H3|L| logN).
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The next proposition states that KL-SR is asymptotically optimal in line net-
works.

Proposition 7.4.2. In line networks, the regret under π = KL-SR satisfies

lim supN→∞
Rπθ (N)
logN ≤

∑
i:i 6=ξ(i)

1
θi
− 1

θξ(i)

KLG(θi, θξ(i))
= C2(θ).

7.4.2 The KL-HHR algorithm
KL-HHR resembles KL-SR, but takes routing decisions at each node. Let r ∈ N ,
and let Pr denote the set of loop-free paths from node r to the destination. KL-
HHR decisions rely on link indexes. At time t and when the n-th packet is about
to be sent or already in the network, the index of link i is Ii(t) defined as:

Ii(t) = min
{

1/q ∈ (1,∞) : tiKL
(
θ̂i(t), q

)
≤ logn+ 3 log(logn)

}
, (7.7)

where ti denotes the number of transmissions on link i (including retransmissions)
up to time t, and θ̂i(t) is the empirical successful transmission probability on link
i up to time t; and KL(θ, λ) is the KL divergence number between two Bernoulli
distributions of respective parameters θ and λ,

KL(θ, λ) := θ log θ
λ

+ (1− θ) log 1− θ
1− λ.

From the link indexes, we define Jr(t) as the minimum cumulative index from
node r to the destination:

Jr(t) = min
p∈Pr

∑
i∈p

Ii(t).

Jr(t) can be computed using Bellman-Ford algorithm with simple message passing
among nodes. The idea behind KL-HHR is to mix the dynamic programming
principle (used in Markov decision process), and bandit algorithms (using indexes
as in UCB algorithms [37]). Roughly speaking, when the current packet is at node
r and time t, it is sent on link i = (r, u) ∈ L that minimizes Ii(t) + Ju(t) over
all possible links i starting at node r. The pseudo-code of KL-HHR is given in
Algorithm 7.2.

The theoretical evaluation of the performance of KL-HHR is beyond the scope of
this thesis (it is much more complicated than the analysis of the regret of KL-SR).
We only present simulation results to assess KL-SR performance.

7.4.3 Numerical examples
We compare the performance of KL-SR and KL-HHR to that of the algorithm
recently proposed in [145]. This policy, referred to as GKJ (the initials of the
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Algorithm 7.2 KL-HHR
1: // Initialization:
2: Select a set of paths spanning all links, and send packets on these paths to

initialize Ii(0),∀i and Jr(0),∀r ∈ N .
3: // Main Loop:
4: while t ≥ 0 do
5: Suppose the packet is at node r
6: Transmit the packet to node u? (via link (r, u?) ∈ L) where u? ∈

arg minu∈N :(r,u)∈L{I(r,u)(t) + Ju(t)}
7: Observe whether the transmission is successful or not
8: Update the indexes of links and nodes depending on the observation
9: end while
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Figure 7.3: The network.

authors), belongs to Π2 (source routing with detailed feedback), and relies on link
indexes that resemble UCB indexes: the index of link i before sending the n-th
packet is D̂i(n) −

√
(H+1) lnn

ni
, where D̂i(n) is the empirical mean delay observed

on link i before the n-th packet is sent, ni is the number of packets routed through
link i before the n-th packet is sent and H is the maximum length of paths in P.

We consider the network depicted in Figure 7.3 with node 1 as the source and
node 16 as the destination. The transmission success probabilities on the various
links are randomly generated in (0, 1] (uniformly at random). Regrets are calculated
averaging over 5000 independent runs. Figure 7.4 presents the regret as a function of
the number of the received packets under KL-SR, KL-HHR, and GKJ. Our policies
exhibit similar performance, and outperform GKJ. We believe that the reason for
the improved performance is that KL-SR and KL-HHR are based on a refined
notion of index that exploits the knowledge that delay on links are geometrically
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distributed. KL-SR and KL-HHR also rely on a link index that resembles that
used in KL-UCB, an algorithm known to outperform the classical UCB policy
upon which GKJ is based.
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Figure 7.4: Regret versus number of received packets. Randomly selected transmission
success probabilities.

Figure 7.5 provides the regret of the three policies when several randomly chosen
links have a transmission success probability very close to 0. This type of scenarios
is not rare in wireless networks where due to moving objects or strong interfer-
ence, some links may be in deep fade. We observe that here, hop-by-hop routing
outperforms source routing: KL-HHR can change routing decisions dynamically at
intermediate nodes, and does not waste transmissions on bad links when they are
discovered.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have studied shortest-path routing problems in networks with
stochastic delays whose parameters are initially unknown and have to be estimated
by actual packet transmissions. Three types of routing policies were analyzed:
source routing with detailed feedback, source routing with aggregate feedback, and
hop-by-hop routing. We evaluate the performance of these policies using the notion
of regret, a metric that captures the time it takes for the policies to identify the
best path. Tight asymptotic lower bounds on the regret for the three types of poli-
cies were derived. By comparing these bounds, we observe that detailed feedback
significantly improves performance, while hop-by-hop decisions do not. Finally, we
proposed two simple and efficient routing policies that outperform alternatives from
the literature.
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Figure 7.5: Regret versus number of received packets. Network with deep fades (some
very bad links).





Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

In this thesis, we have studied real-time communication in wireless lossy networks.
Our contributions can be divided into three parts. We first considered the problem
with per-packet deadlines. In this set of problems, each packet is associated with a
hard delivery deadline, and the delivery of a packet after the deadline is considered
as a loss. We comprehensively studied this problem from many aspects including
maximizing the on-time delivery probability, minimizing the energy cost with a
guaranteed delivery probability, and practical concerns of limited channel state in-
formation, unknown link loss models, multiple-flow problems and many others. The
problem of real-time communication with per-packet deadlines is not only interest-
ing in itself, but also very useful in the design of new M2M applications. In the
second part of this thesis, we then showed that the solution of the deadline problem
allows us to derive an optimal modular joint design framework of a wireless con-
trol system. For an optimal control system performance, the co-design framework
separates the problem into two well-defined sub-problems with feasible optimal so-
lutions. In the third part of this thesis, we focused on the classical shortest-path
routing problem of minimizing the average packet delivery delay with unknown link
qualities. The challenge is that we do not have a separate or pre-deployment link
estimation phase, and the link qualities can only be estimated by the actual data
packet transmissions. We derived the performance bounds in terms of the loss of
learning for three routing strategies, and proposed efficient algorithms with better
performance than the-state-of-the-art.

In what follows, we briefly summarize the results in these three areas, and
outline natural extensions and discuss potential areas of future research.

8.1 Conclusion

In Chapter 4, we have developed optimal policies for forwarding a single transient
packet over a multi-hop network with lossy and bursty links, so as to maximize
the probability that packets arrive within a given deadline. The routing topol-
ogy is represented by a direct graph, and the links are modeled by finite-state

147
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Markov chains with successful transmission probabilities jointly determined by the
channel state and the transmission power. We first considered the problem of
maximizing the probability that the packet is delivered within the deadline. We
then addressed the problem of minimizing the energy cost with a guarantee on the
deadline-constrained reliability. With these solutions, we are able to obtain the
achievable triplets of deadline, reliability and energy cost for a given network. The
maximum deadline-constrained reliability problem is formulated as a Markov deci-
sion process, and solved by dynamic programming. The minimum energy problem
is cast as a constrained Markov decision process. By Lagrangian approach, we
showed that it is related to the problem of maximizing the weighted sum of reliabil-
ity and energy, which can also be solved by the dynamic programming framework.
Further, we proved that the optimal policy is a random selection between two de-
terministic policies found by dynamic programming. We have explicitly derived the
optimal solutions and the optimal policies of these two problems for the independent
Bernoulli link loss model and the two-state Gilbert-Elliot link loss model under two
information patterns. The numerical examples reveal that as links become more
bursty, it becomes increasingly difficult to achieve a high reliability and the opti-
mal solution exploits an increasing number of paths. Moreover, the energy cost of
achieving reliabilities close to the maximum is dramatic when links are bursty.

In Chapter 5, we studied extensions and variations of the deadline-constrained
maximum reliability forwarding problem studied in Chapter 4. We first consid-
ered the case where schedulers do not have access to the channel states of their
outgoing links but can observe the state by actual transmission on a particular
link. The problem was formulated as a partially observable Markov decision pro-
cess with a novel maximum volume inscribed ellipsoids based pruning technique
to reduce the implementation complexity. Then, we presented the policy-gradient
learning method to tackle the problem of unknown link loss models, and a mixed
integer linear program formulation to derive the optimal conflict-free scheduling for
multiple-flow problem. Lastly, we investigated two specified communication tech-
niques. One is the dedicated time-slot strategy from the WirelessHART standard
in which only one link can be allocated the transmission opportunity at a single
time-slot. The other one is the opportunistic routing techniques in which the sender
can defer the selection of the next-hop forwarder after broadcasting the packet and
collecting the transmission results from the receivers.

In Chapter 6, we considered the joint design of forwarding policies and con-
trollers for networked control systems that use multi-hop wireless networks for
transmitting sensor data. By parameterizing the design problem in terms of the
sampling rate of the control loop, the co-design problem separates into two well-
defined networking and control design tasks, both of which admit optimal solutions.
The network should be operated to maximize the deadline-constrained reliability
subject to a total energy budget, and the control design should optimize closed-loop
performance under packet losses. We developed optimal solutions to both problems,
and demonstrate how the jointly optimal design can be found by a one-dimensional
search over the sampling periods.
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In Chapter 7, we studied the online shortest-path routing problem. The links
have stochastic delays whose parameters are initially unknown and have to be
estimated by actual transmissions on these links. Three types of routing policies
are analyzed: source routing with detailed feedback, source routing with aggregate
feedback, and hop-by-hop routing. We evaluate the performance of these policies
using the notion of regret, a metric that captures the cost it takes for the policies
to identify the best path. Tight asymptotic lower bounds on the regret for the
three types of policies are derived. By comparing these bounds, we observe that
detailed feedback significantly improves performance, while hop-by-hop decisions do
not. Finally, we proposed two simple and efficient routing policies that outperform
alternatives in the literature.

8.2 Future work

8.2.1 Per-packet deadline constraints
Minimum energy cost with guaranteed deadline-constrained reliability

One restriction of the energy cost model studied in Chapter 4 is that the energy cost
is modeled by the number of transmissions. A more practical objective could be to
maximize the network life time, and this can be addressed by similar constrained
Markov decision process formulations. Radio transmission and reception are the
main energy consumption in wireless sensor networks, since the energy cost due to
idle listening can be minimized by various techniques [100]. The per-node energy
cost is then due to its own transmission and reception, and such modeling can
be easily included in the constrained Markov decision process formulation. If we
model the network life time as the time the first sensor node depletes its battery, the
maximum network life time problem can be solved by linear program or Lagrangian
approach. All mathematical derivations would go through with one dual variable
per-node, which would be reflected in node-specific δ-values in the utility, and the
optimal policy would randomize between several deterministic policies.

Marking the packet is a naive implementation of the randomized policy in The-
orem 4.5.2. We have observed in all our numerical simulations that the two deter-
ministic policies used in the optimal forwarding strategy only differ in their actions
at a single state (packet location and time to the deadline) for Bernoulli loss mod-
els. In this case, we only need to let the sender to randomize between sending the
packet and withholding the packet with a given probability. An interesting future
work is to give a formal proof of this observation.

Maximum deadline-constrained reliability

Although we have studied this problem with various relaxed assumptions in Chap-
ter 5, there are still some interesting and unaddressed scenarios.
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We can relax the assumption that a node can only access the states of their
own outgoing links in the network. For example, nodes can additionally acquire
one-time-slot delayed channel state information from its immediate downstream
nodes or even two-time-slot delayed channel state information from the two-hop-
away nodes. Nevertheless, this still can be formulated as a Markov decision process
with enlarged state space at each node to include the belief (i.e. the probability
distribution) of the relevant channel state information.

We can duplicate the packet at a node and send two packets on two different
paths to increase the probability of on-time delivery. If the transmissions on these
two paths are conflict-free from each other, then the reliability is easy to compute.
However, if the transmissions on these two paths interfere with each other, this
is similar to the multiple-flow problem. Moreover, we have to add an additional
decision-space of when and where to duplicate the packet.

In limited channel state information case studied in Section 5.1, we considered
the probing action with only time cost. We could consider an alternative model
where the energy cost is included, and formulate it as constrained and partially
observable Markov decision process.

Lastly, we plan to design specific solvers for the mixed integer linear program
formulated for the optimal conflict-free scheduling problem so that we can handle
more complicated scenarios (i.e., more flows and longer deadlines). It would also
be interesting to derive scalable heuristics for such problems.

8.2.2 Modular design for wireless control systems
The modular design framework proposed in Chapter 6 has its limitations, and
several extensions are worthwhile to consider.

One extension is to consider more realistic physical models, such as nonlinear
system dynamics and network models that allow for correlated link losses. When
link losses are correlated, it is not the networking sub-problem that is major ob-
stacle, see Chapter 4. It is the controller sub-problem that becomes hard, mainly
since the end-to-end losses become correlated and the state of the Markov chain
that describes end-to-end loss process is not available at the controller node.

Another class of extensions is to consider other control architectures. One inter-
esting architecture is to stick to time-triggered sensing but allow for event-triggered
control and actuator updates in the spirit of Nilsson [114]. The challenge of such
architecture is that the system-level performance depends on the complete latency
distribution of packets, which creates significant couplings between the controller
and network designs. Another interesting controller architecture is to use event-
triggered sampling, but the theory for event-triggered control is still in its infancy
and many intermediate results need to fall in place before one could develop a
corresponding co-design framework.
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8.2.3 Online shortest-path routing
The results derived for shortest-path routing problem can be extended to other
combinatorial bandit optimization problems with stochastic rewards, e.g., maxi-
mum weighted matching problem and minimum spanning tree problem.

We are also investigating other extensions to this work. While we have derived
a tight asymptotic lower bound on the regret, it remains an open question whether
an efficient lower-bound matching algorithm exists. We conjecture that it could be
difficult implied by the non-trivial form of the lower bound. Moreover, it seems
intuitively correct that KL-HHR algorithm should have a logarithmic upper bound
on the regret, but we are not able to provide a rigorous proof. Lastly, we are
exploring ideas other than barycentric spanner [153] that could be applied in source
routing with aggregate feedback.





Chapter A

Appendix of Chapter 4

A.1 Proof of Proposition 4.4.2

Intuitively, Equation (4.19) suggests that if there exists a j ∈ Ni such that R?j (t+
1) > R?i

(
t + 1|ωi(t)

)
for all ωi(t), then it is optimal to forward the packet to a

neighbor, i.e., withholding the packet is not optimal. The next lemmas are necessary
for the proof of Proposition 4.4.2.

Lemma A.1.1. For any node i and time t, R?i (t) ≥ R?i (t+ 1).

Proof. The optimal end-to-end reliability for any node i and time t under the GE
loss model and the information pattern (b) with δ = 0 and Ii(t) = ωi(t−1) follows
from Equation (4.5)

R?i (t) =
∑

ωi(t−1)

P{ωi(t− 1)} R?i
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
.

Moreover, from Equation (4.19), we can see that

R?i
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
≥ Rii

(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
=
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)|ωi(t− 1)}R?i
(
t+ 1|ωi(t)

)
.

Thus

R?i (t) =
∑

ωi(t−1)

P{ωi(t− 1)} R?i
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
≥

∑
ωi(t−1)

P{ωi(t− 1)}
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)|ωi(t− 1)}R?i
(
t+ 1|ωi(t)

)
=
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)}R?i
(
t+ 1|ωi(t)

)
= R?i (t+ 1).
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Lemma A.1.2. For a given t, if there exists a node j ∈ Ni such that R?j (t +
1) > R?i

(
t + 1|ωi(t)

)
∀ωi(t), we can also find a node j ∈ Ni such that R?j (t) >

R?i
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
∀ωi(t− 1).

Proof. Assume that at time t, R?j (t + 1) > R?i
(
t + 1|ωi(t)

)
for all ωi(t) at some

nodes j ∈ Ni. Then, the maximum conditional reliability from Equation (4.19) is

R?i
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
= max
j∈Ni

Rji
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
=
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)|ωi(t− 1)}

·
(
1{ωij? (t)=G}R

?
j?(t+ 1) + 1{ωij? (t)=B}R

?
i

(
t+ 1|ωi(t)

))
,

where j? is the forwarding node that obtains R?i
(
t|ωi(t−1)

)
for which, by assump-

tion, we have R?j?(t+ 1) > R?i
(
t+ 1|ωi(t)

)
for all ωi(t). Hence, we have

R?i
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
<
∑

ωi(t)

P{ωi(t)|ωi(t− 1)}R?j?(t+ 1) = R?j?(t+ 1).

By Lemma A.1.1, R?j?(t) ≥ R?j?(t+ 1). Then, it follows that R?j?(t) > R?i
(
t|ωi(t−

1)
)
∀ωi(t− 1), i.e., we have found the node j? ∈ Ni.

Lemma A.1.3. For any node i with minimum hop-count hi, the optimal end-to-
end reliability R?i (t) at time t under the GE loss model and information pattern (b)
satisfies

R?i
(
t|ωi(t− 1)

)
= R?i (t) = 0 if t+ hi > D, and R?i (t) > 0 if t+ hi ≤ D.

Proof. Transmitting a packet on each hop takes at least one time-slot. Thus, at
least hi time-slots are required to deliver a packet to the destination. Since the
deadline time is D, R?i (t) = R?i

(
t|ωi(t − 1)

)
= 0 for ∀t + hi > D and ∀ωi(t − 1).

Moreover, since any link with zero reliability in both good and bad states would
be removed from the routing topology, the reliability at time t+ hi ≤ D is strictly
positive, i.e., R?i (t) > 0.

We are now ready to prove Proposition 4.4.2.
Proof of Proposition 4.4.2:

Proof. Consider node i with hop count hi holding a packet at time t. It follows from
Lemma A.1.3 that for any time t + hi > D, R?i (t) = R?i

(
t|ωi(t − 1)

)
= 0. Thus if

t+hi > D, it is optimal to withhold the transmission. Now let us consider t = D−hi.
We can find a node j? such that the minimum hop count of j? is hj? = hi − 1. We
have R?i (D−hi+1) = R?i (D−hi+1|ωi(D−hi)) = 0 and R?j?(D−hj?) = R?j?(D−
hi+1) > 0 from Lemma A.1.3. Hence, R?j?(D−hi+1) > R?i

(
D−hi+1|ωi(D−hi)

)
.
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Now, applying Lemma A.1.2 recursively from t = D − hi to t = 1, one can always
find a node j ∈ Ni such that R?j (t) > R?i

(
t|ωi(t)

)
for 1 ≤ t ≤ D−hi+1. By checking

Equation (4.19), it means that Rji
(
t|ωi(t − 1)

)
> Rii

(
t|ωi(t − 1)

)
for t + hi ≤ D.

Hence the optimal forwarding policy at node i at time t + hi ≤ D is to forward
the packet.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 4.5.2

Lemma A.2.1. R?(δ) and C?(δ) are non-increasing functions for δ ≥ 0.

Proof. Since δ ≥ 0, increasing δ results in a smaller utility of forwarding to neigh-
bors in Equation (4.9), and the optimal policy will not use more transmissions or
higher transmit power, hence the optimal reliability and the optimal energy cost
cannot become larger.

Proof of Lemma 4.5.1:

Proof. At each step of the dynamic programming, the number of choices is limited
by the number of neighboring nodes and channel states. We have a finite number of
policies that lead to a finite number of optimal reliabilities. Thus, R is a finite set.

For any given δ1, δ2 ∈ ∆R, we have R?(δ1) = R?(δ2) with optimal polices π?(δ1)
and π?(δ2), respectively. Suppose that C?(δ1) 6= C?(δ2). Without loss of generality,
we let δ1 < δ2. According to Lemma A.2.1, we have C?(δ1) ≥ C?(δ2) and since, by
assumption, C?(δ1) 6= C?(δ2), we have C?(δ1) > C?(δ2). The optimal utility with
δ1 is then R?(δ1)− δ1 ·C?(δ1). However if we apply policy π?(δ2), the utility with
δ1 is R?(δ2)− δ1 · C?(δ2) > R?(δ1)− δ1 · C?(δ1), which contradicts the optimality
of π?(δ1). Hence, for all R ∈ R, C?(δ) is unique for all δ ∈ ∆R.

Proof of Theorem 4.5.2:

Proof. Let g(δ) := 1/δ·maxπ{Rπ−δ·Cπ}−1/δ·Rreq and h(δ) := maxπ{Rπ−δ·Cπ}.
The proposed dynamic programming framework computes h(δ) for a given value of
δ and returns an optimal history-independent and deterministic policy. According
to Markov decision process theory [27], h(δ) can be formulated as a linear program
whose objective function coefficients depend on δ, and it can be shown that h(δ)
is a continuous function over δ. Hence, g(δ) is also a continuous function over δ
because g(δ) = 1/δ · h(δ)− 1/δ ·Rreq.

For a given Rm ∈ R, by Lemma A.2.1 and the fact that R is a finite set
from Lemma 4.5.1, we have that ∆Rm is an interval or a single point. Moreover,
h(δ) = R?(δ) − δC?(δ) is a continuous function over δ and C?(δ) is unique for
δ ∈ ∆Rm . Hence, this interval is closed; let us denote it ∆Rm = [δm−, δm+]. Then,
the function g(δ) is

g(δ) = 1/δ(Rm −Rreq)− Cm, δ ∈ [δm−, δm+]. (A.1)
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Now let R1 = max{R ∈ R : R ≤ Rreq} and R2 = min{R ∈ R : R > Rreq}
with associated energy costs C1 and C2. Note that R1 ≤ Rreq < R2. Their
associated δ range is ∆R1 = [δ1−, δ1+] and ∆R2 = [δ2−, δ2+]. Furthermore, we
have δ? := δ2+ = δ1− because h(δ) is a continuous function. Since R?(δ) is a
non-increasing function over δ from Lemma A.2.1, we have R?(δ) ≤ R1 ≤ Rreq for
δ ≥ δ1+ and R?(δ) ≥ R2 > Rreq for δ ≤ δ2−. Thus, we have R?(δ) ≤ Rreq for
δ ≥ δ1− and R?(δ) > Rreq for δ ≤ δ2+. Furthermore, by Equation (A.1), g(δ) is a
decreasing function for δ ≤ δ2+ and a non-decreasing function for δ ≥ δ1−, so the
minimum value of g(δ) is obtained for δ = δ? = δ2+ = δ1−. The optimal δ? can be
found from

1/δ?(R2 −Rreq)− C2 = 1/δ?(R1 −Rreq)− C1,

and the minimal energy cost is

C? = C1 + Rreq −R1

R2 −R1 (C2 − C1).

Suppose the optimal policies to obtain (R1, C1) and (R2, C2) are π1 and π2

respectively. The policy π? that randomizes between π1 and π2 with probabilities

p1 = R2 −Rreq

R2 −R1 and p2 = Rreq −R1

R2 −R1

achieves this minimum energy. Thus, it is an optimal policy, which concludes
the proof.

A.3 Proof of Proposition 4.5.3

Let pij and qij denote the packet loss and success probability of link (i, j),
respectively. Since packet losses are independent between two consecutive time-
slots, the optimal policy and the maximum utility are independent from channel
states. Thus, the initial condition becomes

U?i (D) =
{

1 if i = Z

0 if i 6= Z,

and the update at each step from Equation (4.8) can be re-written as

U?i (t) = max
{

max
j∈Ni
{U ji (t)}, U ii (t)

}
= max

{
max
j∈Ni

{
qijU

?
j (t+ 1) + pijU

?
i (t+ 1)− δ

}
, U?i (t+ 1)

}
. (A.2)

Note that U ji (t) is utility of forwarding to the neighbor j with full transmis-
sion power.
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The next lemma shows that the optimal policy for a node i with minimum hop
count hi is to withhold the packet for any time t > D − hi.
Lemma A.3.1. Given a node i with minimum hop count hi,

j?i (t) = i and U?i (t) = 0, ∀ t > D − hi.

Proof. The minimum time for the packet to be forwarded to the destination is hi.
If t > D− hi, there are not enough time-slots. Thus, R?i (t) is zero for any policies.
Any forwarding decisions incur an energy cost leading to the utility less than zero.
However, the policy of waiting all the time has zero utility. Thus, the waiting policy
is optimal. This proves the lemma.

The next lemma shows the induction step for the proof. Note that U ii (t) =
U?i (t+ 1) with Bernoulli loss model.

Lemma A.3.2. For a given t, if max
j∈Ni

U ji (t) > U?i (t+1), then max
j∈Ni

U ji (t−1) > U?i (t).

Proof. Since max
j∈Ni

U ji (t) > U?i (t + 1), we have U?i (t) = max
j∈Ni

U ji (t) according to

Equation (A.2). Suppose j∗ ∈ Ni is the optimal forwarding node at time t. Hence,
we have U?i (t) = qij∗U

?
j∗(t + 1) + pij∗U

?
i (t + 1) − δ. According to Equation (A.2),

U?i (t) ≥ U?i (t+ 1) for all i. Thus it holds also for node j?, i.e., U?j∗(t) ≥ U?j∗(t+ 1).
Finally,

max
j∈Ni

U ji (t− 1) ≥ qij∗U?j∗(t) + pij∗U
?
i (t)− δ

> qij∗U
?
j∗(t+ 1) + pij∗U

?
i (t+ 1)− δ

= U?i (t)

This proves the lemma.

Proof of Proposition 4.5.3:

Proof. Let us consider node i with minimum hop count hi holding a packet at time
t. It follows from Lemma A.3.1 that the optimal policy for time t > D − hi is to
withhold the packet, yielding U?i (t) = 0. Starting from t = D − hi, the optimal
forwarding policy becomes

j?i (D − hi) = arg max
{

max
j∈Ni

{
U ji (D − hi)

}
, U?i (D − hi + 1)

}
= arg max

{
max
j∈Ni

{
qijU

?
j (D − hi + 1)− δ

}
, 0
}
, (A.3)

since U?i (D − hi + 1) = 0. Note that if j?i (D − hi) = i, then U?i (D − hi) = 0.
Therefore, by applying Equation (A.3) recursively from t = D−hi to t = D−hi+1,
we have

j?i (t) = i for t > D − hi
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with hi = arg min
h∈[hi,D−1]

{
max
j∈Ni

qijU
?
j (D − h+ 1) > δ

}
. Thus,

U?i (t) = 0 for t > D − hi.

Now let us consider t = D−hi. From the definition of hi, max
j∈Ni

{
qijU

?
j (D−hi +

1)
}
− δ > U?i (D − hi + 1) = 0. We also have max

j∈Ni
U ji (D − hi) = max

j∈Ni

{
qijU

?
j (D −

hi + 1)
}
− δ. Thus we can apply Lemma A.3.2 from t = D − hi and obtain

j?i (t) = arg max
j∈Ni
{U ji (t)} for 0 ≤ t ≤ D − hi.

A.4 Proof of Proposition 4.5.4

Lemma A.4.1. At any node i and time t, we have

U?i (t|G) ≤ U?i (t− 1|G), U?i (t|B) ≤ U?i (t− 1|B) and U?i (t) ≤ U?i (t− 1).

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. Suppose at node i and a given t, we
have U?i (t+ 1|G) ≤ U?i (t|G), U?i (t+ 1|B) ≤ U?i (t|B) and U?j (t+ 1) ≤ U?j (t) where
j is its next-hop node. Hence,

U?i (t− 1|G) = max
{
qGU

?
j (t) + pGU

?
i (t|B)− δ, qGU?i (t|G) + pGU

?
i (t|B)

}
≥ max

{
qGU

?
j (t+ 1) + pGU

?
i (t+ 1|B)− δ

, qGU
?
i (t+ 1|G) + pGU

?
i (t+ 1|B)

}
= U?i (t|G)

and

U?i (t− 1|B) = max
{
qBU

?
j (t) + pBU

?
i (t|B)− δ, qBU?i (t|G) + pBU

?
i (t|B)

}
≥ max

{
qBU

?
j (t+ 1) + pBU

?
i (t+ 1|B)− δ

, qBU
?
i (t+ 1|G) + pBU

?
i (t+ 1|B)

}
= U?i (t|B)

Since U?i (t) = ΠBU
?
i (t|B) + (1−ΠB)U?i (t|G), we have U?i (t− 1) ≥ U?i (t).

At the one-hop away node and at time t = D − 1, the condition for inductive
step holds since U?j (t) = 0 for all t and U?i (D|G) = U?i (D|B) = 0. Thus, we apply
this inductive step at one-hop away node from t = D − 1 to t = 0. As a result,
we get U?i (t) ≤ U?i (t − 1) for all t at one-hop away node. Therefore, the same
procedure can be applied for two-hop away node. We can keep this procedure till
the source node.
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Lemma A.4.2. At any node i and time t, we have

U?i (t|G) ≤ U?j (t+ 1), U?i (t|B) ≤ U?j (t+ 1).

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. Suppose at node i and time t, we have
U?i (t+ 1|G) ≤ U?j (t+ 2) and U?i (t+ 1|B) ≤ U?j (t+ 2). Then

U?i (t|G) = max
{
qGU

?
j (t+ 1) + pGU

?
i (t+ 1|B)− δ

, qGU
?
i (t+ 1|G) + pGU

?
i (t+ 1|B)

}
≤ max

{
qGU

?
j (t+ 1) + pGU

?
j (t+ 2)− δ, qGU?j (t+ 2) + pGU

?
j (t+ 2)

}
≤ max

{
qGU

?
j (t+ 1) + pGU

?
j (t+ 1)− δ, U?j (t+ 1)

}
≤ U?j (t+ 1).

Note we use the condition U?j (t+ 2) ≤ U?j (t+ 1) from Lemma A.4.1. Similarly,

U?i (t|B) = max
{
qBU

?
j (t+ 1) + pBU

?
i (t+ 1|B)− δ

, qBU
?
i (t+ 1|G) + pBU

?
i (t+ 1|B)

}
≤ max

{
qBU

?
j (t+ 1) + pBU

?
j (t+ 2)− δ, qBU?j (t+ 2) + pBU

?
j (t+ 2)

}
≤ max

{
qBU

?
j (t+ 1) + pBU

?
j (t+ 1)− δ, U?j (t+ 1)

}
≤ U?j (t+ 1).

The same induction procedure as the proof in Lemma A.4.1 can be applied here to
prove this Lemma.

Lemma A.4.3. At any node i and time t, we have

U?i (t|B) ≤ U?i (t|G).

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction from t = D − 1 to t = 0 at node i.
Suppose U?i (t + 1|B) ≤ U?i (t + 1|G) for a given time t. From Lemma A.4.1 and
Lemma A.4.2, we have U?i (t + 1|B) ≤ U?j (t + 1). Moreover, we have qG ≥ qB
by assumption (i.e., successful transmission probability in good state is larger).
Hence, by comparing Equation (4.21) and Equation (4.22), we can easily see that
U?i (t|B) ≤ U?i (t|G). Since U?i (D|G) ≥ U?i (D|B), the lemma can be proved by
induction.

Lemma A.4.4. At any time t, if ζt > δ
qG

, then ζt−1 >
δ
qG

.

Proof. Since ζt = U?j (t + 1) − U?i (t + 1|G) > δ
qG

, the optimal policy under good
channel state is to forward to node j, yielding optimal utility

U?i (t|G) = qGU
?
j (t+ 1) + pGU

?
i (t+ 1|B)− δ.
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Hence,

ζt−1 = U?j (t)− U?i (t|G)
= U?j (t)− qGU?j (t+ 1)− pGU?i (t+ 1|B) + δ

≥ pG[U?j (t+ 1)− U?i (t+ 1|B)] + δ

≥ pG[U?j (t+ 1)− U?i (t+ 1|G)] + δ

= pGζt + δ > pG
δ

qG
+ δ = δ

qG
.

Note that we use U?j (t) ≥ U?j (t+ 1) from Lemma A.4.1, U?i (t+ 1|B) ≤ U?i (t+ 1|G)
from Lemma A.4.3, and pG + qG = 1 from the definition.

Proof of Proposition 4.5.4:

Proof. For any time t > D − hi, the number of time-slots to forward the packet is
smaller than the hop count. Thus, the optimal policy is to stay at the current node i.

For any time t ∈ [D − h̃i + 1, D − hi], we have ζt ≤ δ
qG

based on the definition
of h̃i. Hence, the optimal forwarding policy is to wait at node i.

At time t = D − h̃i, we have ζt > δ
qG

. According to Lemma A.4.4, we have
ζt >

δ
qG

for all t ≤ D − h̃i. Hence, the optimal forwarding policy is to transmit to
node j for all time t ∈ [0, D − h̃i]. This concludes the proof.



Chapter B

Appendix of Chapter 7

B.1 Proofs of Theorems 7.3.1, 7.3.2 and 7.3.3

To derive the asymptotic regret lower bounds, we apply the techniques used by
Graves and Lai [141] to investigate efficient adaptive decision rules in controlled
Markov chains. We recall here their general framework. Consider a controlled
Markov chain (Xt)t≥0 on a countable state space S with a control set U . The
transition probabilities given control u ∈ U are parameterized by θ taking values
in a compact metric space Θ: the probability to move from state x to state y
given the control u and the parameter θ is P (x, y;u, θ). The parameter θ is not
known. The decision-maker is provided with a finite set of stationary control laws
G = {g1, . . . , gK} where each control law gj is a mapping from S to U : when
control law gj is applied in state x, the applied control is u = gj(x). It is assumed
that if the decision-maker always selects the same control law g the Markov chain
is then irreducible with respect to some maximum irreducibility measure and has
stationary distribution πgθ . Now the reward obtained when applying control u in
state x is denoted by r(x, u), so that the expected reward achieved under control
law g is: µθ(g) =

∑
x r(x, g(x))πgθ (x). There is an optimal control law given θ

whose expected reward is denoted µ?θ ∈ arg maxg∈G µθ(g). Now the objective of
the decision-maker is to sequentially apply controls so as to maximize the expected
reward up to a given time horizon N . The performance of a decision scheme can
be quantified through the notion of regret which compares the expected reward to
that obtained by always applying the optimal control law.

B.1.1 Source routing with aggregate feedback – Theorem 7.3.1
We first prove Theorem 7.3.1. To this aim, we construct a controlled Markov
chain as follows. The state space is N, the control set is the set of paths P, and
the parameter θ = (θi, i ∈ L) defines the success rates on the various links. The
parameter θ takes value in the compact space Θ = [ε, 1]|L| for ε arbitrarily close to
zero. The set of control laws are stationary and each of them corresponds to a given
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path, i.e., G = P. A transition in the Markov chain occurs at time epochs where a
new packet is sent. The state after a transition records the end-to-end delay of the
packet. Hence the transition probabilities are

P (k, l; p, θ) = ψpθ (l),

and do not depend on the starting state. The cost (the opposite of reward) at state
l is simply equal to the delay l. Let us fix θ, and denote by p? the corresponding
optimal path. For any two sets of parameters θ and λ, we define the KL information
number under path (or control law) p as:

Ip(θ, λ) =
∞∑

d=h(p)

log
ψpθ (d)
ψpλ(d)ψ

p
θ (d).

It can be easily checked that Ip(θ, λ) = 0 if and only if the delays over path p
under parameters θ and λ have the same distribution, which occurs if and only if
the two following sets are identical: {θi, i ∈ p}, {λi, i ∈ p}. We further define B1(θ)
as the set of bad parameters λ such that under λ, p? is not the optimal path, and
such that θ and λ are statistically not distinguishable (they lead to the same delay
distribution along path p?). Then:

B1(θ) = {λ :{λi, i ∈ p?} = {θi, i ∈ p?},min
p∈P
{Dλ(p)} < Dλ(p?)}.

By applying Theorem 1 in [141], we conclude that the delay regret scales at least
as C1(θ) log(N) where

C1(θ) = min
cp,p∈P

{∑
p 6=p?

cp(Dθ(p)−Dθ(p?)) : cp ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ P,

inf
λ∈B1(θ)

∑
p 6=p?

cp

∞∑
d=h(p)

ψpθ (d) log
ψpθ (d)
ψpλ(d) ≥ 1

}
.

Remark: The above derivation does not involve a specific form of link delay distri-
bution, and hence is valid for any parametric delay distribution by an appropriately
defined delay distribution ψpθ (d).

B.1.2 Source routing with detailed feedback – Theorem 7.3.2
The proof of Theorem 7.3.2 is similar to that of Theorem 7.3.1, except that here we
have to account for the fact that the source gets feedback on per-link delays. To this
aim, we construct a Markov chain that records the delay on each link of a path. The
state space is N|L|, where |L| is the number of links in the network. Transitions
occur when a new packet is sent from the source, and the corresponding state
records the observed delays on each link of the chosen path, and the components
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of the state corresponding to links not involved in the path are set equal to 0. For
example, the state (0, 1, 4, 0, 7) indicates that the path consisting of links 2, 3, and
5 has been used, and that the per-links delays are 1, 4, and 7, respectively. The
cost of a given state is equal to the sum of its components (total delay). Now
assume that path p = (i1, . . . , ih(p)) is used to send a packet, then the transition
probability to a state whose ik-th component is equal to dk, k = 1, . . . , h(p) (the
other components are 0) is:

∏h(p)
k=1 qθ(ik, dk), where qθ(i, d) = θi(1− θi)d−1 for any

link i and any delay d.
Now the KL information number of (θ, λ) under path p is defined by

Ip(θ, λ)

=
∞∑
d1=1

∞∑
d2=1
· · ·

∞∑
dh(p)=1

( h(p)∏
k=1

qθ(ik, dk)
)

log
∏h(p)
k=1 qθ(ik, dk)∏h(p)
k=1 qλ(ik, dk)

=
∞∑
d1=1

[
log qθ(i1, d1)

qλ(i1, d1)

]
qθ(i1, d1) + . . .+

∞∑
dh(p)=1

[
log

qθ(ih(p), dh(p))
qλ(ih(p), dh(p))

]
qλ(ih(p), dh(p))

=
h(p)∑
k=1

∞∑
dk=1

qθ(ik, dk) log qθ(ik, dk)
qλ(ik, dk)

=
∑
i∈p

KLG(θi, λi),

where KLG(θi, λi) is the KL divergence between two geometric distributions pa-
rameterized by θi and λi. Hence, under detailed feedback, we have Ip(θ, λ) = 0 if
and only if θi = λi for all i ∈ p. The set B2(θ) of bad parameters is defined as:

B2(θ) =
{
λ : λi = θi ∀i ∈ p?,min

p∈P
{Dλ(p)} < Dλ(p?)

}
.

Theorem 1 in [141] implies that:

C2(θ) = min
cp,p∈P

{∑
p 6=p?

cp(Dθ(p)−D(p?)) : cp ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ P,

inf
λ∈B2(θ)

∑
p 6=p?

cp
∑
i∈p

KLG(θi, λi) ≥ 1
}
.

Remark: The above derivation does not involve geometric distribution on link delays
except the definition of qθ(i, d). By replacing the definition of qθ(i, d), we can
generalize the result to any parametric link delay distribution.

B.1.3 Hop-by-hop routing – Theorem 7.3.3
This case is more involved. We first define another notion of regret corresponding
to the achieved throughput (i.e., the number of packets successfully received by
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the destination per unit time). The throughput regret is introduced to ease the
analysis, since computing the throughput regret for hop-by-hop routing policy is
much easier.

Define µθ(p) as the average throughput on path p given link success rates θ:
µθ(p) = 1/Dθ(p). The throughput regret Sπθ (T ) of π over time horizon T is:

Sπθ (T ) := Tµθ(p?)− E
{
Nπ(T )

}
,

where Nπ(T ) is the number of packets received up to time T under policy π. In
what follows, we will first derive the asymptotical lower bound on the throughput
regret Sπθ (T ), and then apply Lemma B.1.1 in Appendix B.1.4 to covert to the
equivalent delay regret Rπθ (N).

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 7.3.3. We let the state of the Markov chain
be the packet location. The action is the selected outgoing link. The transitions
between two states take one time-slot (i.e., the time to make a transmission at-
tempt). Hence, the transition probability between state x and y with the action of
using link i is denoted as P iθ(x, y) (where y 6= x),

P iθ(x, y) =
{
θi if link i connects node x and y;
0 otherwise.

On the other hand, the probability of staying at the same state is the transmission
failure probability on link i if link i is an outgoing link,

P iθ(x, x) =
{

1− θi if link i is an outgoing link;
1 otherwise.

We assume that the packet is injected at the source immediately after the pre-
vious packet is successfully delivered, and we are interested in counting the number
of successfully delivered packets. In order not to count the extra time-slot we will
spend at the destination, we use a single Markov chain state to represent both the
source and the destination.

We give a reward one whenever the packet is successfully delivered to the des-
tination. Let r(x, y, i) be the immediate reward after the transition from node x to
node y under the action i, i.e.,

r(x, y, i) =
{

1 if y is the destination node;
0 otherwise.

Hence r(x, i) (i.e., the reward at state x with action i) is

r(x, i) =
∑
y

P iθ(x, y)r(x, y, i) =
{
θi if link i connects node x and destination;
0 otherwise.
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The stationary control law prescribes the action at each state, i.e., the outgoing
link at each node. A stationary control law of this Markov chain is then a path p
in the network, and we assign arbitrary actions to the nodes that are not on the
path p. The maximal irreducibility measure is then to assign measure zero to the
nodes that are not on the path p, and a counting measure to the nodes on the
path p. The Markov chain is irreducible with respect to this maximal irreducibility
measure, and the stationary distribution of the Markov chain under path p is,

πpθ (x) =


1

θp(x)∑
i∈p

1
θi

, if node x is on the path p

0, otherwise

where i ∈ p means that link i is used in path p, and p(x) denotes the link we choose
at node x. The long-run average reward of the Markov chain under control law p is∑

x

πpθ (x)r(x, p(x)) = 1∑
i∈p

1
θi

= µθ(p).

The optimal control law is then p? with long run average reward µθ(p?).

src/dst b c d

(θa,0)
(θb,0)

(1-θb,0)(1-θa,0) (1-θc,0)

(θc,0)

(1-θd,0)

(θd,1)

Figure B.1: A Markov chain example under a control law p where the values in the
parenthesis denote the transition probability and the reward respectively.

The throughput regret of a policy π ∈ Π3 for this controlled Markov chain at
time T is

Sπθ (T ) = Tµθ(p?)− Eθ
{ T∑
t=1

r(xt, π(t, xt)
}
, (B.1)

where xt is the state at time t and π(t, xt) is the corresponding action for state xt
at time t.

To this end, we have constructed a controlled Markov chain that corresponds to
the hop-by-hop routing in the network. Now define Ip(θ, λ) as the KL information
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number for a control law p, and

Ip(θ, λ) =
∑
x

πpθ (x)
∑
y

P
p(x)
θ (x, y) log

P
p(x)
θ (x, y)
P
p(x)
λ (x, y)

=
∑
x

πpθ (x)
(
θp(x) log

θp(x)

λp(x)
+ (1− θp(x)) log

1− θp(x)

1− λp(x)

)
= µθ(p)

∑
i∈p

1
θi
KL(θi, λi)

= µθ(p)
∑
i∈p

KLG(θi, λi)

where KL(θi, λi) := θi log θi
λi

+ (1 − θi) log 1−θi
1−λi is the KL divergence between

two Bernoulli random variables θi and λi and the last equality is implied by
Lemma B.5.1 in the Appendix. Since Ip(θ, λ) = 0 if and only if θi = λi for all
i ∈ p, the set B2(θ) of bad parameters is:

B2(θ) =
{
λ : λi = θi ∀i ∈ p?, max

p∈P
{µλ(p)} > µλ(p?)

}
=
{
λ : λi = θi,∀i ∈ p?,min

p∈P
{Dλ(p)} < Dλ(p?)

}
.

Applying Theorem 1 in [141], we get

lim infT→∞Sπθ (T )/ log T ≥ C ′3(θ)

where

C ′3(θ) = min
cp∈P

{∑
p6=p?

cp(µθ(p?)− µθ(p)) : cp ≥ 0 ∀p,

inf
λ∈B2(θ)

∑
p 6=p?

cpµθ(p)
∑
i∈p

KLG(θi, λi) ≥ 1
}
.

By Lemma B.1.1, C3(θ) = C ′3(θ)/µθ(p?). Lastly, observe that

µθ(p?)− µθ(p) = µθ(p?)µθ(p)(Dθ(p)−Dθ(p?)).

It follows C ′3(θ)/µθ(p?) = C2(θ) and hence C3(θ) = C2(θ).

B.1.4 Equivalence of throughput and delay regret
The following Lemma B.1.1 states that the throughput regret Sπθ (T ) is somehow
asymptotically equivalent to the regret Rπθ (N) (i.e., the delay regret). It is used in
the proof of Theorem 7.3.3 in which we derive throughput regret for hop-by-hop
routing and convert to the equivalent delay regret by Lemma B.1.1.
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Lemma B.1.1. For any π ∈ Πi, i = 1, 2, 3, we have:

lim inf
T→∞

Sπθ (T )
log(T ) = µθ(p?) lim inf

N→∞

Rπθ (N)
log(N) .

Proof. For a given T > 0 and the random variable Nπ(T ),

Nπ(T )∑
n=1

Dπ(n) ≤ T ≤
Nπ(T )∑
n=1

Dπ(n) +Dπ(Nπ(T ) + 1).

Now we have:

0 ≤ T − E
{Nπ(T )∑

n=1
Dπ(n)|Nπ(T )

}
≤ Dmax. (B.2)

Hence,

Sπθ (T )− µθ(p?)Rπθ (Nπ(T ))

=Sπθ (T )− µθ(p?)E
{Nπ(T )∑

n=1
Dπ(n)|Nπ(T )

}
+Nπ(T )

=µθ(p?)
(
T − E

{Nπ(T )∑
n=1

Dπ(n)|Nπ(T )
})

+Nπ(T )− E{Nπ(T )}.

The above expression is bounded almost surely due to Equation (B.2) and the fact
that Nπ(T )−Eθ{Nπ(T )} is bounded almost surely. The result easily follows from
the fact that limT→∞Nπ(T ) =∞ almost surely.

B.2 Proof of Proposition 7.3.4

We will derive the analytic expression of C2(θ) and C1(θ) in the line network re-
spectively.

B.2.1 Source routing with detailed feedback and hop-by-hop
routing – C2(θ)

Let us first decompose the set B2(θ). Note the best path on a line network consists
of the best link on each hop. In order to have minp{Dλ(p)} < Dλ(p?), at least one
sub-optimal link i should have a higher success probability than the link ξ(i) under
the parameter λ. We let Bi(θ) be the set where link i is better than the link ξ(i)
under parameter λ,

Bi(θ) :=
{
λ : λj = θj ∀j ∈ p?, λi > λξ(i) = θξ(i)

}
.
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Therefore, we have that B2(θ) =
⋃
i6=ξ(i)Bi(θ).

Note KLG(θj , λj) = 0 if and only if θj = λj and it is monotone increasing in
λj in the range λj > θj . Thus, for any λ ∈ Bi(θ), the infimum is obtained when
λi = θξ(i) and λj = θj ∀j 6= i, i.e.,

inf
λ∈Bi(θ)

∑
p 6=p?

cp
∑
i∈p

KLG(θi, λi) ≥ 1⇔ KLG(θi, θξ(i))
∑
p:i∈p

cp ≥ 1.

Moreover, we have that∑
p 6=p?

cp
(
Dθ(p)−Dθ(p?)

)
=
∑
p 6=p?

cp
∑
i∈p

( 1
θi
− 1
θξ(i)

) =
∑

i:i 6=ξ(i)

( 1
θi
− 1
θξ(i)

)
∑
p:i∈p

cp.

Define ci :=
∑
p:i∈p cp, and the optimization problem in Equation (7.4) that com-

putes C2(θ) becomes

minimize
∑

i:i6=ξ(i)

( 1
θi
− 1
θξ(i)

)ci

subject to KLG(θi, θξ(i))ci ≥ 1 ∀i 6= ξ(i)

ci =
∑
p:i∈p

cp ∀i 6= ξ(i), cp ≥ 0 ∀p.

Recall that pi is obtained from the optimal path p? by replacing link ξ(i) with link
i. It can be verified that the minimum of the above linear program can be obtained
with cpi = 1

KLG(θi,θξ(i)) , and cp = 0 for all p 6= pi. Therefore,

C2(θ) =
∑

i:i 6=ξ(i)

1
θi
− 1

θξ(i)

KLG(θi, θξ(i))
.

B.2.2 Source routing with aggregate feedback – C1(θ)
Similarly, in order to have minp{Dλ(p)} < Dλ(p?), at least one sub-optimal link i
should have a higher success probability than the link ξ(i) under the parameter λ.
We decompose B1(θ) into parts where the link i is better than the link ξ(i) under
the parameter λ. With some abuse of notations, we also define

Bi(θ) :=
{
λ : {λj , j ∈ p?} = {θj , j ∈ p?}, λi > λξ(i)

}
.

Thus, B1(θ) =
⋃
i6=ξ(i)Bi(θ). Define B̃i(θ) as the set where all links except link i

keep the same parameter under λ, i.e.,

B̃i(θ) :=
{
λ : λj = θj ∀j 6= i, λi > λξ(i) = θξ(i)

}
⊂ Bi(θ)
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and B̃1(θ) :=
⋃
i6=ξ(i) B̃i(θ). Note B̃i(θ) is a subset of Bi(θ).

In what follows, we will solve Equation (7.2) under the set B̃1(θ) instead of
B1(θ). Since this procedure is equivalent to solving Equation (7.2) under a smaller
number of constraints, we can conclude the proof by showing that the optimal cp
values from this procedure also satisfy the constraints Bi(θ),∀i 6= ξ(i).

Recall Ip(θ, λ) is the KL information number under path p,

Ip(θ, λ) =
∞∑

d=h(p)

log
ψpθ (d)
ψpλ(d)ψ

p
θ (d).

For a fixed parameter θ, Ip(θ, λ) becomes larger when λ is further away from θ by
the property that KL divergence measures the difference between two distributions.
The infimum of

∑
p 6=p? cpI

p(θ, λ) for λ ∈ B̃i(θ) is then obtained at λi = θξ(i), i.e.,

inf
λ∈B̃i(θ)

∑
p 6=p?

cpI
p(θ, λ) ≥ 1⇔

∑
p:i∈p

cpI
p(θ, ϑi) ≥ 1,

where ϑi is the parameter with ϑii = θξ(i) and all others the same as θ. Hence, with
the subset B̃1(θ), Equation (7.2) is

minimize
∑

i:i 6=ξ(i)

( 1
θi
− 1
θξ(i)

) ∑
p:i∈p

cp

subject to cp ≥ 0 ∀p,
∑
p:i∈p

cpI
p(θ, ϑi) ≥ 1 ∀i 6= ξ(i).

Now, we derive the analytic solution to this optimization problem. Let us
consider a path p′ where i ∈ p′ and p′ 6= pi. Let θ be the new parameter such that
θj = θξ(j) for any j such that j ∈ p′ and j 6= i, and θj = θj for any j such that
j /∈ p′ or j = i. Let ϑi defined similarly from ϑi. With respect to path p′, ϑi and θ
differ only on link i. And so do ϑi and θ. We also have ϑii = ϑii = θξ(i) and θi = θi.
Note θξ(i) > θi. Thus, by Lemma B.2.1 in this subsection,

Ip
′
(θ, ϑi) ≤ Ip

′
(θ, ϑi).

Moreover, by the definitions of the respective parameters, ψp
′

θ
(d) = ψp

i

θ (d) and
ψp
′

ϑi
(d) = ψp

i

ϑi(d) for all d, which implies that Ip′(θ, ϑi) = Ip
i(θ, ϑi) and as a result

Ip
′
(θ, ϑi) ≤ Ip

i

(θ, ϑi).

Hence, the minimum of the above optimization problem is obtained at cpi =
1

Ipi (θ,ϑi)
for all pi and cp = 0 for all p 6= pi.

Now, we will show the derived optimal cp values also satisfy the constraints
for λ ∈ Bi(θ). Recall pi is obtained from the optimal path p? by replacing link
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ξ(i) with link i, and θξ(i) > θi. For path pi under parameter θ, the delay is
determined by the set of parameters S1 := {θj ∀j ∈ p? & j 6= ξ(i), θi}. For
path pi under parameter ϑi, the delay is determined by the set of parameters
S2 := {θj ∀j ∈ p? & j 6= ξ(i), θξ(i)} = {θj , j ∈ p?}. For path pi under parameter
λ ∈ B̃i(θ), the delay is determined by the set of parameters S3 := {λj ∀j ∈
p? & j 6= ξ(i), λi}. Since λi > λξ(i), {λj ∀j ∈ p? & j 6= ξ(i), λξ(i)} = {λj , j ∈ p?}
and {λj , j ∈ p?} = {θj , j ∈ p?}, we can see that set S3 is further away from set S1

than set S2 for λ ∈ B̃i(θ). Hence, for any λ ∈ B̃i(θ), we have Ipi(θ, λ) ≥ Ip
i(θ, ϑi)

and as a result

inf
λ∈Bi(θ)

Ip
i(θ, λ)

Ipi(θ, ϑi)
≥ 1.

Then,

inf
λ∈Bi(θ)

∑
p 6=p?

cpI
p(θ, λ) ≥ inf

λ∈Bi(θ)
cpiI

pi(θ, λ) ≥ 1.

Therefore, these cp values obtain the minimum in Equation (7.2), and

C1(θ) =
∑

i:i6=ξ(i)

1
θi
− 1

θξ(i)∑∞
d=h log

ψp
i

θ (d)
ψp

?

θ (d)
ψp

i

θ (d)
.

Lemma B.2.1. For parameters λ1, λ2, θ1 and θ2. If there exists i ∈ p such that

• λ2
j = θ2

j ≥ λ1
j = θ1

j for all j 6= i and j ∈ p,

• λ2
i = λ1

i , θ2
i = θ1

i and λ2
i − θ2

i = λ1
i − θ1

i ≥ 0,

then Ip(θ1, λ1) ≤ Ip(θ2, λ2).

Proof. We rely the proof on the fact that KL divergence number measures the
“distance” between two distributions. By the first condition, the average delay
of the links other than i on parameter λ1 and θ1 is larger than that of λ2 and
θ2, which means that the probability distribution of delays of these links is more
“spread-out”. Moreover, the delay distribution of a path is the convolution of the
delay distribution of link i and the delay distribution of the rest links. Hence,
the difference in delay distributions between λ1

i and θ1
i is more diluted due to the

convolution with a more spread-out distribution. Therefore, its KL divergence
number is smaller.
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B.3 Proof of Theorem 7.4.1

For the n-th packet, suppose path p(n) is chosen. Let C̃i(n) denote the counter
for link i /∈ p? till the n-th packet, and it is added by one for only one link i that
satisfies

p(n) 6= p?, i ∈ p(n) and i ∈ arg min
j /∈p?
{njKLG+(θ̂j(n), χj

)
}

where KLG+(x, y) = KLG(x, y)1x<y. We choose a random link if more than one
links satisfy the conditions.

Moreover, let Cp(n) be the number of times a path p is chosen till the n-
th packet. Since only one C̃i(n) is increased by one when a non-optimal path
is chosen, we have

∑
p 6=p? E{Cp(N)} =

∑
i/∈p? E{C̃i(N)}. Note that Rπθ (N) ≤

∆max
∑
p 6=p? E{Cp(N)}, and hence the rest of the proof is to derive an upper bound

of E{C̃i(N)} for any link i /∈ p?.

Let Xi(n) = 1 denote the event that C̃i(n) is added by one at the n-th packet
for the link i. Let p̃(n) := p(n)\J̃ and p̃? := p?\J̃ where J̃ := {j : j ∈ p(n), j ∈ p?}.
Since we choose the path p(n), we have∑

j∈p(n)

Ij(n) <
∑
j∈p?

Ij(n)⇒
∑
j∈p̃(n)

Ij(n) <
∑
j∈p̃?

Ij(n).

Recall Dj = 1
θj

is the average delay of any link j. Thus,

1{Xi(n) = 1} ≤1
{ ∑
j∈p̃?

Ij(n) ≥
∑
j∈p̃?

Dj

}
+ 1

{ ∑
j∈p̃?

Ij(n) <
∑
j∈p̃?

Dj , Xi(n) = 1
}

≤1
{ ∑
j∈p̃?

Ij(n) ≥
∑
j∈p̃?

Dj

}
+ 1

{ ∑
j∈p̃(n)

Ij(n) <
∑
j∈p̃?

Dj , Xi(n) = 1
}

:=A+ B.

Let us bound A and B separately. By setting δ = logn + 3 log(logn) in the
Theorem 10 of [39] and following the same steps in [39], we have that for any
j ∈ p̃?,

N∑
n=1

P
{ 1
Ij(n) ≤

1
Dj

}
≤M ′1 log(logN)
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for some positive constant M ′1. Thus,

E{
N∑
n=1
A} = E{

N∑
n=1

1
{ ∑
j∈p̃?

Ij(n) ≥
∑
j∈p̃?

Dj

}
}

≤
N∑
n=1

∑
j∈p̃?

E{1
{
Ij(n) ≥ Dj

}
}

=
∑
j∈p̃?

N∑
n=1

P
{ 1
Ij(n) ≤

1
Dj

}
≤
∑
j∈p̃?

M ′1 log(logN)

≤ HM ′1 log(logN).

Now, let us focus on E{
∑N
n=1 B}. We first derive inequalities that will be used

later. We let T (n) := logn+ 3 log(logn) and T (N) := logN + 3 log(logN).
Firstly, from the optimization problem (7.6) we have that∑

j∈p?
Dj ≤

∑
j∈p(n)

1
χj
⇒
∑
j∈p̃?

Dj ≤
∑
j∈p̃(n)

1
χj
.

Note that χj = θj for all j ∈ p?.
Secondly, for any link j we have from the definition of the index Equation (7.5)

that 1
Ij(n) > θ̂j(n) and njKLG

(
θ̂j(n), 1

Ij(n)
)
≤ T (n). Thus, if

1
Ij(n) > χj ,

then

njKLG+(θ̂j(n), χj
)
≤ njKLG

(
θ̂j(n), 1

Ij(n)
)
≤ T (n).

Thirdly, recall that the condition that

i ∈ arg min
j:j /∈p?

{njKLG+(θ̂j(n), χj
)
}.
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Therefore, we have that

N∑
n=1
B =

N∑
n=1

1
{ ∑
j∈p̃(n)

Ij(n) <
∑
j∈p̃?

Dj , Xi(n) = 1
}

≤
N∑
n=1

1
{ ∑
j∈p̃(n)

Ij(n) <
∑
j∈p̃(n)

1
χj
, Xi(n) = 1

}
≤
∑
j∈p̃(n)

N∑
n=1

1
{
Ij(n) < 1

χj
, Xi(n) = 1

}
≤
∑
j∈p̃(n)

N∑
n=1

1
{
njKLG+(θ̂j(n), χj

)
≤ T (n), Xi(n) = 1

}
≤
∑
j∈p̃(n)

N∑
n=1

1
{
niKLG+(θ̂i(n), χi

)
≤ T (n), Xi(n) = 1

}
≤
∑
j∈p̃(n)

N∑
n=1

1
{
niKLG+(θ̂i(n), χi

)
≤ T (n), Xi(n) = 1

}
≤H

N∑
n=1

1
{
niKLG+(θ̂i(n), χi

)
≤ T (n), Xi(n) = 1

}
=H

N∑
n=1

n∑
s=1

1
{
ni = s,Xi(n) = 1, sKLG+(θ̂i(s), χi) ≤ T (n)

}
≤H

N∑
n=1

n∑
s=1

1
{
ni = s

}
1
{
sKLG+(θ̂i(s), χi) ≤ T (n)

}
≤H

N∑
n=1

n∑
s=1

1
{
ni = s,Xi(n) = 1

}
1
{
sKLG+(θ̂i(s), χi) ≤ T (N)

}
=H

N∑
s=1

N∑
n=s

1
{
ni = s,Xi(n) = 1

}
1
{
sKLG+(θ̂i(s), χi) ≤ T (N)

}
=H

N∑
s=1

1
{
sKLG+(θ̂i(s), χi) ≤ T (N)

} N∑
n=s

1
{
ni = s,Xi(n) = 1

}
≤H

N∑
s=1

1
{
sKLG+(θ̂i(s), χi) ≤ T (N)

}
where

∑N
n=s 1

{
ni = s,Xi(n) = 1

}
≤ 1.
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For any ε > 0, let

Kn =
⌊

1 + ε

KLG+(θi, χi)
T (N)

⌋
and we have that

E{
N∑
n=1
B}/H ≤

N∑
s=1

P
{
sKLG+(θ̂i(s), χi) ≤ T (N)

}
≤Kn +

∞∑
s=Kn+1

P
{
sKLG+(θ̂i(s), χi) ≤ T (N)

}
≤Kn +

∞∑
s=Kn+1

P
{
KnKLG+(θ̂i(s), χi) ≤ T (N)

}
=Kn +

∞∑
s=Kn+1

P
{
KLG+(θ̂i(s), χi) ≤ KLG+(θi, χi)

1 + ε

}
≤Kn + M ′2(ε)

Nβ(ε)

≤ 1 + ε

KLG(θi, χi)
T (N) + M ′2(ε)

Nβ(ε)

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 8 in [39] and

KLG+(θi, χi) = KLG(θi, χi)

since χi ≥ θi for all i.

Combining the bounds on A and B, we have

E
{
C̃i(N)

}
= E

{ N∑
n=1

1{Xi(n) = 1}
}

≤ E{
N∑
n=1

(A+ B)}

≤ H 1 + ε

KLG(θi, χi)
(logN + 3 log(logN)) +H

M ′2(ε)
Nβ(ε) +HM ′1 log(logN).
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Finally,

Rπθ (N) =
∑
p 6=p?

E{Cp(N)}(
∑
i∈p

1
θi
−Dθ(p?))

≤ ∆max
∑
p 6=p?

E{Cp(N)}

= ∆max
∑
i/∈p?

E{C̃i(N)}

≤ H∆max(1 + ε)
∑
i/∈p?

logN
KLG(θi, χi)

+M1(ε) log(logN) +M2(ε).

The theorem then follows directly.
B.4 Proof of Proposition 7.4.2

In the line network, the shortest-path routing problem is simplified since the
decisions at different hops are decoupled. It suffices to route on the best link on
each hop, and the total regret is the summation of the regrets on all hops.

Note the index at link i for the n-packet is

Ii(n) = min
{

1/q ∈ (1,∞) : niKLG
(
θ̂i(n), q

)
≤ T (n)

}
where T (n) := logn + 3 log(logn). In the line network, Algorithm 7.1 chooses the
link with the smallest index on each hop. Hence, on each hop, Algorithm 7.1 is
equivalent to the KL-UCB algorithm for a classical multi-armed bandit problem
with geometrically distributed rewards.

By [39, Theorem 1 and Lemma 6], we have that the KL-UCB algorithm achieves
the asymptotical lower bound of the associated multi-armed bandit problem of
geometric distributions. The bound is

∑
i:i∈Lm,i6=m?

1
θi
− 1

θm?

KLG(θi, θm?)

where Lm is the set of links on the m-th hop and m? the best link on the m-th
hop. Hence,

lim supN→∞
Rπθ (N)
logN ≤

∑
m

∑
i:i∈Lm,i6=m?

1
θi
− 1

θm?

KLG(θi, θm?) =
∑

i:i 6=ξ(i)

1
θi
− 1

θξ(i)

KLG(θi, θξ(i))
.

B.5 Supporting lemmas

Lemma B.5.1. KLG(θ, λ) denote the KL divergence number between two geomet-
ric random variables, and KL(θ, λ) denote the KL divergence number between two
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Bernoulli random variables. We have

KLG(θ, λ) = KL(θ, λ)
θ

where θ, λ ∈ (0, 1].

Proof.

KLG(θ, λ) =
∞∑
i=1

[
log θ(1− θ)i−1

λ(1− λ)i−1

]
θ(1− θ)i−1

=
∞∑
i=1

(log θ
λ

)θ(1− θ)i−1 +
∞∑
i=1

(i− 1)(log 1− θ
1− λ )θ(1− θ)i−1

= log θ
λ

+ (log 1− θ
1− λ )1− θ

θ

=1
θ

(
θ log θ

λ
+ (1− θ) log 1− θ

1− λ
)

=KL(θ, λ)
θ

.

B.6 The relation C1(θ) ≥ C2(θ)

Since B2(θ) ⊂ B1(θ), replacing the constraint set B1(θ) with B2(θ) gives a
smaller value, i.e.,

C1(θ) ≥ min
cp,p∈P

{∑
p 6=p?

cp(Dθ(p)−Dθ(p?)) :

cp ≥ 0, inf
λ∈B2(θ)

∑
p 6=p?

cp

∞∑
d=h(p)

log
ψpθ (d)
ψpλ(d)ψ

p
θ (d) ≥ 1

}
.

Moreover, since we can observe the same aggregate delay with different delays
on each link, the difference between distributions of the aggregate delay is smaller.
According to the definition of the KL divergence or more formally by the data
processing inequality [154, Theorem 1], we have

∞∑
d=h(p)

log
ψpθ (d)
ψpλ(d)ψ

p
θ (d) ≤

∑
i∈p

KLG(θi, λi) ∀θ, λ, p.

This concludes that C1(θ) ≥ C2(θ).
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Abbreviations

ACK Acknowledgement
AP Access point
AWGN Additive white Gaussian noise
B Bad
CMDP Constrained Markov decision process
CSMA Carrier sense multiple access
EDF Earliest deadline first
ETX Expected transmission count
FIFO First in first out
G Good
GE Gilbert-Elliot
i.i.d. Independent and identically distributed
KL Kullback-Leibler
KL-SR Kullback-Leibler source routing
KL-HHR Kullback-Leibler hop-by-hop routing
LHS Left hand side
LP Linear program
LQG Linear-quadratic Gaussian
M2M Machine to machine communication
MAB Multi-armed bandit
MDP Markov decision process
MMSE Minimum mean square error
MVE Maximum volume inscribed ellipsoid
NACK Negative-acknowledge
PA Power adjustments
POMDP Partially observable Markov decision process
PWLC Piece-wise linear convex
QoS Quality of service
RHS Right hand side
TDMA Time division multiple access
UCB Upper confidence bound
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w/o Without
WSN Wireless sensor network
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